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Abstract

This paper summarizesthe ASCAresults of morethan a dozenSeyfert 2galaxies. X-rays in

the wide energy range of the O.b~ - 10 keVband are reported for the first time. 'The overall

X-ray spectra from the majority of Seyfert 2s are fitted with power-law models consisting

of a soft and hard components; the former with no significant absorption and the latter

with a low energy cutoff. Wediscuss this structure in the conjecture of the unified Seyfert

modelcoupled with possible association of starburst activities. Most of the photon indexes

of the hard cornponent lie in the range of 1.5 - 1.7, which indicates, together with the large

absorption, that the hard componentis due to the central emission through a large column

of gas, with the photon index equal to or smaller than that of Seyfert Is. The photon

indexes of the soft component, on the other hand, exhibit a large scatter, which maybe

discussed with a mixture of a reflective componentand a star burst activity. Wereport

that the soft X-ray fiux is almost constant in the wide range of time scalcs, while the hard

X-ray flux showssignificant variability. Weshowthe relation of the soft X-ray flux as a
function of the hard X-ray luminosity and suggest that the scattered componentseen in

the low energy band is a few to 10 o/o of the direct flux. This is a major reason why the

observed fluxcs of Seyfert 2s are generally weaker than those of Seyfert Is.
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1 Introduct ion

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNS)emit a huge amountof energies in the wide range of the

wave length, from a very compact region at the center of the host galaxies, demonstrat-

ing extremely high efiiciency of the energy release. This leads us to the well-accepted

paradigm that AGN~is an accretion-powered massive black hole. 'Thus AGNsare excel-

lent observatories for the study of high gravity physics. Dueto this potential importance,

manyastronomers have investigated the emission mechanismand the structure of AGN~s,

discussed the nature of its structure, evolution and possible connection to the starburst

galaxies.

Seyfert galaxies are located relatively nearby from the earth, comprise the majority

of AGN~s,and are classified as type I or 2according to the presence or absence of broad

emission lines in the optical spectra. 1~he high velocities indicated by the broad lines in

Seyfert I galaxies are taken to be good evidence for a compact massive object, as are

suggested by the strong and variable hard X-ray emission that is also generally observed

in these objects. In contrast, b~eyfert 2galaxies possess neither of these characteristics,

so the scenario that they too have an accreting massive black hole is less compelling.

Several attempt to unify these apparently different type of AGN~shave been made. The

breakthrough of this approach wasgiven by Antonucci and Miller (1985[3]). They i'ound

faint polarized broad lines in the archetypical b~eyfert 2galaxy; NG(J~1068, and concluded

that the region emitting the broad lines in NGC1068~ is completely hidden by a thick matter,

and a fraction of the broad lines which are scattered by electrons in an extended region

surrounding the nucleus is observable, showingus as a polarized broad line component. ~1his

result has revived the long-standing hope that the two classes maybe unified. The"unified

Seyiert model"
,

in which geometrically and optically thick gases are distributed as a torus

around the nucleus, have been proposed. Fromthis model, apparent differences between

Seyfert I and 2 galaxies are explained by the difference of the viewing angle. Further

improvement along this approach have been made. For exarnple, Miller and Goodrich

(1990[107])discovered faint polarized broad emission lines in other highly polarized S~'eyi'ert

2galaxies.

In the X-ray band, a numberof b*eyfert I galaxies have beendetected so far, while only

a few Seyfert 2galaxies have been knownto be X-ray emitters. The Einstein observatory

revealed that the luminosity in the O.b~-4.5 keV~band from Seyfert 2galaxies wastwo orders
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of magnitude less than that from Seyfert I galaxies (Kriss et al. 1980[84] ). If the soft

X-rays are heavily absorbed by a possible thick torus in Seyfert 2galaxies, either the weak

detections or the upper limits on the soft X-ray fiux derived from the Einstein Observatory

would be naturally explained. HardX-ray observations would provide a crucial test, because

the columndensity of the torus maybecometransparent at several keV; X-rays with highly

absorbed spectra would be observed. In fact, the Japanese X-ray satellite Ginga have

successfully detected hard X-rays from several Seyfert 2galaxies. Thepresence of the high

columnof the gas along the line of sight wasdirectly observed in several Seyfert 2s including

the first detection in Mkn3(Awaki et al 1991[10] ). Another clue cameagain from the

X-ray spectrum of NGCI068. Koyamaet al (1989[83]), using the Ginga satellite, found

an extremely strong iron K Iine from this galaxy, which can be uniquely interpreted to

be due to a fluorescence associated with the scattering X-rays. Despite these big jumps
for the unified scheme, the limited S/N ratio and the lack of a low energy sensitivity of

the Ginga satellite prevent us to study Seyfert 2s further systematically! ASCA,
the new

JapaneseX-ray astronomy satellite would provide us with a unique study of Seyfert 2s: its

high energy response and high S/N ratio can peer deeply into the molecular torus even in

relatively faint Seyfert 2s, behind which a Seyfert I type AGNmayreside. ASCAmay
provide wider sample than the Gingasample, which is essential to study the unified model.

The wide energy band of ASCAcan be utilized for the observation of the absorbed

hard X-rays and unabsorbedbut scattered soft X-rays simultaneously. This sirnultaneous

detection is also essential to study the origin of the hard and soft X-rays. Several similarity

of Seyfert 2s to starburst galaxies and association of the starburst activity in Seyfert 2s

have been reported. This forced us to consider evolution and formation of AGNs,which

conflict the unified Seyfert model. Oneplausible scenario is that an AGNis born via a
starburst activity at the galactic center. According as the starburst activity diminish, it

will appear to be a Seyfert 2, remaining with a high column of gas. Then it evolved to a

normal Seyfert 1. Thus, wehave performed systematic ASCAobservations of Seyfert 2s

taking every opportunity during the ASCAlife time. In this paper, we report the ASCA
results of Seyfert 2s as well as those of someselected starburst galaxies, comparethem, and

separate observationally the starburst and Seyfert 2activities.
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2 Review

2.1 Active galactic nuclei

Active galactic nuclei (AGNs)emit their huge energies in all the wavelength, and are the

most violent class of astronomical objects knownin the universe. They, from Seyfert galax-

ies to quasars, and from radio galaxics to radio quasars, appear to form one falnily. Among
them

,
Seyfert galaxy nuclei are the most abundant "here and now" in the universe; accord-

ing to, for instance, Table 11.1 of Osterbrock (1989 [125]) they comprise lo/o of the nuclei of

luminous spiral galaxies. Luminousradio galaxies, which arc mostly N,
cD, Dand Egalax-

ies rather than spirah, are still less abundant by another factor 10-2. Quasars and radio

quasars, the most luminous analogues of Seyfert galaxies and radio galaxies, respectively,

are both downby factors 10-3 with respect to these two classes of active galaxies. These

numbersare basedon the definition of Schrnidt &Green (1983 [154]) that the AGNsbelow

and abovethe absolute magnitude of MB= -23 are respectively classified as Seyfert galax-

ies and quasars. Note that there maybe manymoreAGNsat lower luminosity levels; they

would be very diflicult to detect even if they exist. Accordingly at this time, the Seyfert

galaxy nuclei are the most abundant and nearest, hence the most thoroughly studied type

of AGNs.

2.2 Observedoptical properties of Seyfert galaxies

The Seyfert galaxies are primarily classified by the optical spectra: Seyfert Is with strong

and broad permitted-
,

and narrow forbidden-lines, and Seyfert 2s, with strong narrow
permitted- and forbidden-lincs. Theintermediate types, defined somewhatlater, are Seyfert

l.5s, with strong broad and narrow componentsof their permitted emission lines, Seyfert

1.8s, with strong narrow andweakbroad componentsof penuitted Haand Hp, and Seyfert

l.9s, with still a weakerbroad componentof Ha, and the broad componentof Hptoo faint

to be easily visible. They have been throughly described, e.g., by Osterbrock (1988[124],

1991[126]), and are appear to form a continuous sequencefrom Seyfert Is to 2s.

Thebroad lines are interpreted to be emitted in a region (the broad-line region : BLR)
with relatively high electron density, at least I08 cm~3comparable to the chromosphere

,
in

which all the forbidden lines are the subjects of collisional deexcitation, henceare weakened

to be aknost unobservable (Woltjer 1959[208])
.

Fromthe line width, the gas velocity in
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the BLRis estimated of 3,000 - 10,000 kms~1 while the typical size of BLRis deducedto

be 0.01 - 0.1 pc from the time variability of broad lines.

Thenarrow lines, on the other hand, are believed to be emitted in a region (the narrow-

line region: NLR) of lower electron density of l03
-

I06 cm~3 comparable to gaseous

nebulae, in which the forbidden lines are not collisionally de-excited significantly. Thegas

velocity in the NLRis cstimated to be 300 - 1,000 kms~1. The size of NLRsis believed

to be fur larger than BLR, because
,

unlike the broad lines, no significant flux variation of

the narrow lines is associated with large continuum variations

Thesegeneral paradigmsgiven abovehavebeenproposedby Okeand Sargent (1968[122]),

Woltjer(1968[209]), and Souffrin(1969[162]).

Extensive studies on the narrow line profiles as functions of ionization potential and

critical density for the collisional de-excitation have led to suggest that, in the NLR, the

velocity and meandensity decrease as the distance of NLRfrom AGNincreases, while

the meanionization decreases or remains constant (De Robertis &Osterbnnrock 1984[34],

1986[35]; Whittle 1985[198] ; Appenzellar & dstreicher 1988[5] ; Wison&Nath 1990[207]).

Anorder-of-magnitude estimations weremadeon several physical paralneters using the

diagnostic techniques often applied to the nebulae spectroscopy. Consequently, the mean
values of the temperature and electron density in NLRsare respectively T - 104Kand

104cm3N. - - .
From the observed luminosities in HI narrow lincs (such as Hp)

, we
cstimate the meansize and massto be r - I02pc and M- I06Mo(solar mass). In fact,

the size of spatially resolved NLRsin a few selected nearest Seyfert 2galaxies are found

within this order.

For the BLRs, the spectroscopic diagnostics, although are not very sensitive to the tem-

perature, give probably T - 104K. Themeanelectron density is morereliably determined

prirnarily from the observed presence of C111] A1909, and to be N. - I09.5cm~3. Thesized

and massof the ionized gas, with the parameters given above, are found typically to be

r - 3x 10-2pc, M- 10Mo,both are very small scale comparedwith the host galaxy.

The low temperature of NLRs, together with the observed ionization, clearly indicates

that the energy input to the gas is mainly via a photoionization. The large range of

the observed ionization, from [O I] ,[N I] and [S II] Iines to [Ne V] and [Fe VII] shows

that the relevant photon spectrum is extending to high energies. A power-law photon

spectrum of the form of F. oc v~~ with n - I nicely reproduces the observations as

the first approximatibn. X-rays from the majority of AGNsexhibit a "broken" power law
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spectrum with index decreasing to n - 0.7 at around 2keV. Photoionization by this broken

power-law spectrum often gives better fit to the data than those of a simple power-law

photon distribution (Kruper, Urry, & Carnizares 1990[88]). Abundancesdetennined from

the observed emission line spectra are roughly solar, with possible except ion of nitrogen

of a factor of three overabundance (Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987[185] ; Storchi-Bergnann

1991[163]). However, this result is highly modeldependent, hence should be conservative.

For the BLR, whether or not the major energy input is photoionization is debatable.

Thehighest-ionization lincs, the "coronal" Iines [Fe X] A6375and [Fe XI] A7892, found in

the optical and near-IR spectra from a significant fraction of Seyfert galaxies, tend to have

widths somewhatlarger than most of the narrow lines, but smaller than those of the broad

lines. This makeit rather uncertain that these highest-ionization lines are attributable to

photoionized regions, but are currently appear to be the most likely interpretation (Korista

&Ferland 1989[81])

ManySeyfert Is, and even morequasars exhibit fiux variations in the wide
,
continuum

spectrum, keeping approximately the overall spectral shape. Thebroad emission lines are

also found to vary. Goodcorrelation of the continuum and broad-line variations, with a
well defined time lag, is found, which probably is the best evidence for the photoionizion

model in BLRs(Peterson 1988[129])

With the photoionization model, the time delay betweenthe flux of continuum and lines

mayprovide crucial information on the size of the BLR; light delay time is given T = r/c

for a simple spherical model for example. Early results along this idea showedthat more
closely separated monitoring is required (e.g. Peterson 1988[129]). Several recent results

of large collaborations (Clavel et al. 1991[25]; Peterson et al. 1991[130]), intermediate

ones (Netzer et al. 1990[121]), and small groups (Koratkar &Gaskell 1991[79]; Stripe &
de Bruyn 1991[164]) tend to give somewhatsmaller dimensions, and correspondingly give

higher electron densities in the BLRsthan the results from the diagnostics technique quoted

above. The discrepancies are not unreasonably large, hence maynot be a fundamental

problem, possibly moredetailed modelsmaysolve this problem.

The "time-delay mapping" results suggest that the higher ionization lincs, such as CIV

are emitted in the closer vicinity of, and the collisionally de-excited lines CIII] are emitted

further from the nucleus, consistent with the idea that the ionization and electron den-

sity decrease with increasing distance. Further researches are currently going on in this

particular area, which maygreatly refine the models.
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Inter stellar dust plays important rolls in the extinction effect on the emission-line ratios

in nearly every AGN.Onaverage, Seyfert 2galaxies are moreheavily reddened, indicating

that they have higher dust content (Dahari & De R,abertis 1988[29]). Infrared emission

from "warmdust" near the nucleus, which converts significant amountof the ultraviolet

and optical radiation to infrared thermal emission, is also essentially ubiquitous in AGNs
(Sanders et al. 1989[152]). Onaverage, the thermal infrared is stronger in the Seyfert 2s

than Seyfert Is.

2.3 Cylindrical structure and Unified model
It has long beensupposedthat the characteristic structure of AGNshas cylindrical symme-
try rather than spherical (Shields 1977[158]; Osterbrock 1978[123]). Themainobservational

support for this geometry is that VLAhigh-resolution radio mapsof manySeyfert galax-

ies found the radio jet structures in the close vicinity of the nucleus (Wilson &Ulvestad

1982[206] ; Ulvestad & Wilson 1989[182]). High spatial-resolution optical studies of the

nearest objects showthat the strong [O 111] emission, characteristic to AGNs,is strongly

associated with these radio jets (Whittle 1985[199]).

It is very unlikely that material from the host galaxy can arrive at the central AGNwith

zero angular momentum;the nonzero angular momentumimplies a cylindrical synunetry,

presumably with the momentumaxis aligued to the jets directions.

Theenergy source in AGNsis most likely to be attributable to the decp gravitational

potential. The most plausible scenario is that gravitational energies are released in an
accretion disk of the infalling gas toward the center, before the gas disappears into a horizon

of central black hole (Lynden-Bell 1969[93]; Rees1984[140]). Note that it is not necessary

that the axis of the central part of the AGNbe aligned with the overall galaxy, as are

indicated in most of the jet direction (Tohline &Osterbrock 1982[168]). Manygalaxics,

including our own,
have warps near their centers, and probably the infalling gas merges

into the interstellar mediumin a continuous warp, shifting the symmetryaxis of the inner

part of the host galaxy to the jet direction at the center (Sanders et al. 1989[152]).

Antonucci &Miller (1980 [3]), discovered that the optical polarized radiation from the

Seyfert 2galaxy NGC1068 showsbroad Hpand Fe 11 emission features, Iike the BLR
spectra of Seyfert Is. They interpreted that there is a "hidden BLR" in the nucleus of

NGC1068, whoseradiation is not diroctly seen from us, obscured by matters closely sur-

rounding the central engine. Photons scattered by free electrons at above and below the
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obscuration (figure 1) torus can only reach to us, hence are polarized. Anobservational

fact that the position angle of polarization is perpendicular (to within observational error)

to that of the jet further strengthens the scenario that photons from the hidden BLRare

scattered out along the axis of the jets.

! Seyfert 1
~~

Central SotJrce

~l~

~'~ '~.:

BLR

~
Seyfert 1

"~"""t'!'-1 sy 2

*~;*
. "" sy 2

Figure I : A unified model for Seyfert

galaxies

An absorbing torus with a radius of a

few pc surrounds t,he radiating nucleus.

Inside the torus are the fast moving

clouds of the Broad Line Region and

outside the slower clouds of the Narrow

Line Region
.

Miller and Goodrich (1990[107]) have observed similar features in several other Seyiert

2galaxies. The directions of the polarization are perpendicular to either the axis of the

jets, or the elongated structure of the radio image.

The "ionization cone" along the axis of the jets mayhave smaller optical depth than in

the equatorial plane, because there is less gas along the axis than in the equatorial plane or

"torus"
.

This picture has been cstablished with further observations (Miller, Goodrich
, &

Matthews1991[108]). Supposethat weobserve from the direction of the axis, NGC1068

would be found to showa Seyfert I spectrum. Thus it would be reasonable to assume
that all Seyfert galaxies mayhave the "universal" structure (Krolik &Begelman1986[85],

1988[86]). Basedon this hypothesis and on the numberdistribution of Seyierts 1, 1.5, 1.8,

1.9, and2within the identical andwell-studied field, Osterbrock &Shaw(1988[128]) derived

an opening angle to be approximately 70' for the "typical" ionization cone. Although a
significant fraction of AGNsdo have this structure, whether it is universal structure in all

AGNsor not is still an open question.
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2.4 ObservedX-ray properties of Seyfert galaxies

Oneof the most important discoveries of the early days of X-ray astronomy (Elvis et al

1978[40]) was that X-rays are commonlyfound from AGNsand that a large fraction of

energy from AGNsis radiated in the X-ray band. In fact, X-ray emission can be considered

to be one of characteristics of AGNson the classification. The X-ray properties of AGNs
obtained before ASCAhave been well reviewed by Mushotzkyet al (1993[114]).

X-ray survey observations, typically in the 2-10 keVband, discovered moreX-ray emit-

ting type I Seyfert galaxies per unit volume than found in other wavelength band (Danese

et al 1986[30]). In the 0.2-2 keV band, the surface density of X-ray discovered quasar is

equal to or larger than that of optically discovered objects (Shanks et al 1991[157], Boyle

et al 1992[22]). TheX-ray flux showsa faster variability than any other wavelength ranges
(see e.g. McHardy1990[106]), which indicates that X-rays are originated from a small

region in the close vicinity of the central object. Since a large fraction of the luminosity

appears in the X-ray bandand X-rays are likely to be attributable to the innermost regions

of the black hole, detailed X-ray spectroscopy and timing observations undoubtedly provide

crucial roles for understanding the active galaxy phcnomenon.

2.4.1 Hard X-ray spectra of Seyfert Is

Single power-law fits to the spectra of Seyfert Is in the 2-20 keVbandgive photon indexes

(rs) around 1.7 with small scatter of lcr width of 0.013 (Mushotzky 1984[116]; Halpern

1982[57], Thrner & Pounds1988[175], Awaki et al 1991[10], Nandra 1991[118]). Broad

line radio galaxics (BLRGS)also shownearly the sameX-ray spectral shape as Seyfert

Is (Mushotzky 1984[116]). Accordingly, the photon index of r = I .7 have been regarded

to represent an intrinsic spectral slope, hence called as the "canonical index"
.

Recent

observations, however, indicate that the canonical index maynot reprcsent the intrinsic

spectral slope, but would represent an averaged shape of a steeper intrinsic spectrum of

r - 2.0, and an additional flatter component, which comprise preprocessed photons in

materials close to the central source.

Longexposure observations with the Ginga satellite (Poundset al 1989[137], 1990[136];

Matsuokaet al 1990[100]; Awaki et al 1991[10]; Nandraet al 1991[120]) have shownthat

the Fe line ernission features at - 6.4 keV, attributable to fluorescence of cold material, are

commonlyfound in Seyfert Is spectra. Theequivalent widths (EWs)are largely scattered
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in the range of 50 EW 350 eV, although the errors are large (Nandra 1991[118], Awaki

et al 1991[10]). No apparent correlation of the line strength to the line-of-sight column

density is found. Themeanline energy of = 6.4 keV is consistent with a fiuorescence

from low velocity and cold materials (Nandra 1991[118]
,

Awaki 1991[7]); generally, a line

at 6.7 keV, as expected from thermal emission, can be excluded. Broad lines of a - 0.7

keV give better fit than narrow lines for about 200/0 of the Seyfert Is, and broad lines

around this value cannot be excluded in any of the Ginga Seyferts (Nandra 1991[118]).

Supposethat the lines are attributable to fluorescence from cold materials, the large EW
indicates that a significant fraction of the solid angle open to the central source (continuum

flux source) should be filled with materials of column density > 1022.5Hatorns/cm2 (Inoue

1985[66], Makishima 1986[95], Matt et al 1991[102], George & Fabian 1991[51]). This

picture, however, generany conflict to the absence of large absorbing material along the

line of sight (Poundset al 1989[137]).

Poundset al (1990[136]) summed12 separate Ginga AGNspectra from 9AGNsto
increase the signal-to-noise (the schcalled Ginga-12 sample) and found, other than the Fe

K Iine feature, data decrement between7-8 keVand a flattening of the spectrum at higher

energies from the best-fit single power-law model. Since then, the fiattening at higher

energies has been found even in individual objects with high signal-t(>noise observations,

such as IC4329A(Piro et al 1990[134]), hence appears to be commonfeatures in Seyfert Is

(Nandra 1991[118]). Theflattening (here and after the "hard tail") can be explained as the

decrease of the spectral index of 2-10 keVband to that of the 10-18 keVand is 6r - 0.5

on average (Nandra 1991[118]).

TheFe K line and "hard tail" feature are consistent with the scenario that the primary

X-rays are reprocessed (or "reflected" )by optically thick materials, possibly the puta-

tive accretion disk, extending a substantial solid angle seen from the central X-ray source

(Lightman &White 1988[92], Guilbert &Rees 1988[56], George&Fabian 1991[51], Matt

et al 1991[102]).

The reflection albedo is energy dependent
.

At low energics of E 2keV, since many
elements (C,N,O )will photoelectrically absorb incident X-rays, few photons can only be

reflected. The albedo increases at higher energies due to the decreasing abundanceof

the higher Zelements, materials for photoelectric absorption at higher energies. Iron is

the heaviest and abundant element that can significantly affect the reflection feature; this

makea marked "pseudo-absorption feature" mthe reflected spectra mthe 719keVband
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Figure 2: Comptonreflection model

The theoretical distribution of flux from a Comptonreflection model (George &Fabian

1991[51]).

associated with a Fe Ka fluorcscence line with a predicted equivalent width of - 150 eV.

At even higher energies, Compton-down-scattering and the decrease of the scattering

cross-section deplete the numberof reflected photons, hence makea broadband spectral

bumpwith peaks at - 20 - 30 keV. Thus reflection by materials lying out of the line-

of-sight, provides a self-consistent explanation to the complex featurcs of Fe Ka line, the

decrement at - 8 keV and the high energy exccss. This scFcalled Comptonreflection

model introduces four new free parameters into a spectral fit: the fraction of reflected

photons [essentially the solid angle covered by the scatterer (~/4lr)], the inclination angle

of the scatterer to the line-of-sight, the metal abundances, and the ionization state of the

scatterer. Figure 2shows the Comptonreflection model used in the fit to the Ginga-12

spectrum. This model gives adequate fit, with a intrinsic power-law spectrum of r = 1.9

steeper than 1.7, a solid angle of ~12lr = I .5 (i.e. indicative of a flared disk) viewed close

to face on, and iron abundanceof twice of solar (Poundset al 1990[136]).

An alternative scenario to explain the observed Fe K-edge and high energy excess is
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that the central X-ray source is partially covered by cold, dense material, the idea firstly

proposed to explain the "soft excess" in NGC4151 (Holt et al 1980[63])

In this schemea fraction (which maybe as muchas - 98 o/o) of the photons seen by the

observer are absorbed by thick [NH> 1023atoms/cm2]materials (Matsuokaet al 1990[100],

Piro et al 1990[134]), while the rest photons are unaffected by the absorption. This scenario

requires a large column essentially opaquebelow - 6keV, hence a simple power-law fit to

the overall spectrum has an apparent excess above this energy. The large column density

material will also produce an iron edge feature, with an optical depth considerably larger

than that predicted by the low energy absorption.

Since the reflection and partial covering models have slightly different spectral shapes,

these can in principle be distinguished. However, even the Ginga spectra of most of the

AGNallow no conclusive test (e.g. Piro et al 1990[134])

In the hard X-ray selected samples (e.g. Piccinotti et al 1982[132]) a significant fraction

of all AGNsexhibit large column densities of cold materials in the line of sight to be

Nu > 1022atoms/cm2. However, it nowhas becomeclear that almost all of the objects

that showsuch absorption can be classified as either transition objects between Seyfert 1
and 2galaxies (Seyfert 1.5), Seyfert 2s. or narrow emission line galaxies. [NELGS,which

originally wereobjects selected on the basis of their hard X-ray emission (Wikon 1979[204] ),

were subsequently found to have strong narrow emission lines, and are nowthought to be

strongly related to Seyfert 2s.]. Thus the occurrence of large absorption by cold matter in

"true" Seyfert I galaxlcs maybe rather rare

2.4.2 Hard X-ray spectra of Seyfert 2s

Although the spectral shape of the 2-20 keV continuum of Seyfert 2s is similar to that

of Seyfert Is (Kruper et al 1990[88]; Awaki et al 1990[15], 1991[10]), there are significant

differences in the amountof X-ray absorption by cold material; with the singular exception

of NGC1068 (Marshall et al 1992[97], Elvis & Lawrence 1988[39], Monier & Halpern

1987[l09]), all of the X-ray detected Seyfert 2s showevidence for strong absorption by cold

material (Awaki et al 1991[lO]).

In the unified model, the apparent lack of strong absorption in NGC1068 implies

paradoxically that the actual column density is greater than 1024atoms/cm2, giving the

highest inferred column density amongall X-ray Seyfert 2s. The high column densities

in Seyfert 2s lead to the observational facts of significantly fainter soft X-ray fluxes than
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those of Seyfert Is. Although their unabsorbedX-ray luminosities maywell be similar to

those of the low luminosity Seyfert Is (Awaki et al 1991[10]), there exist a few intrinsically

high luminosity Seyfert 2s (Lawrence 1991[89], Mulchaeyet al 1992[112]
,

Remillard et al

1993[141], Awaki et al 1991[10]). Somenarrow line radio galaxies (NLRGS)such as Cen-

A, Cyg-A (Arnaud et al 1987[6]; Uenoet al 1994[179]), IC 5063 (Koyamaet al 1992[82]),

and 3CI09 (Allen &Fabian 1992[1]) also showhigh X-ray column densitics with the same
spectral indexes as Seyfert I galaxics. This is consistent with unification schemesin which

the NLRGsand the broad line radio galaxies (such as 3C382and 3C111) are the radio

bright versions of Seyfert 2s and Seyfert Is rcspectively.

A Iarge fraction of the X-ray detected Seyfert 2s showstrong Fe K Iines (Koyamaet

al 1989[83], Awaki et al 1990[15], Marshall et al 1992[97] ), with an equivalent width (EW)

up to 2 keV~ in the most extreme case of NGC1068. In the two objects with moderate

resolution spectra (BBXRTand ASCAdata for NGC1068 and Mkn3), the line feature is

complexwith significant fluxes of both the fluorescence and recombination lines. TheEWs
in a larger sample of Seyfert 2s observed with Ginga is largely scattered, overlapping at

the lower end with that of Seyfert I galaxies, but extending up to muchhigher equivalent

widths than can be explained in: the simple reflection scenario.

Whetheror not Seyfert 2s showreflection is uncertaiu due to the poor signal-to-noise.

However, sorne NELGShave been shownto require reflection (Matsuoka et al 1990[100]
,

Bondet al 1992[21], Nandra1991[118]), and possible presence of the reflection componentis

reported in a recent reanalysis of the Gingaspectrum of NGC1068 (Smith et al 1993[161]).

2.4.3 Soft X-ray spectra of Seyfert Is and 2s

The ultraviolet to X-ray spectra of Seyfert I type Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)can be

decomposedinto two major distinct components: a non-thermal hard X-ray continuum and

a broad excess of emission in the ultraviolet. The latter is called the "big blue bump"
,
and

is often interpreted as the prime emission frorn accreting matter.

In the ROSATband (0.1-2.4 keV), the soft excess above the extrapolation of the hard

X-ray spectrum is detected in 90 o/o of 58 Seyfert I type active galactic nuclei(Walter &
Fink 1993[189]). Even if somefractions of this soft X-ray exccss can be attributed to

extended sources (Elvis et al. 1990[38]), the soft X-ray variability observed in several

Seyfert I type AGNhas lead tp the conclusions that the large fraction of the soft X-

ray emission is produced in a small region close to the central active nucleus. The steep,
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ultrasoft emission seen in somequasar and Seyfert I galaxies maybe attributable to a central

accretion disk (Wilkes &Elvis 1987[200]; Turner &Pounds1989[177]). Partial covering of

the central source by a patchy absorber has beenproposed to explain the soft excesscs seen

in NGC4151 (Holt et al. 1980[63]; Poundset al. 1986[138]) and NGC2110 (Turner &
Pounds1988[176]). Extended soft X-ray emission on scales of hundreds to thousands of

pc could account for the observed excesses since such extend emission has been found in

three out of five Seyferts with suficiently good Einstein HRIdata (Elvis, Briel, &Henry

1983[37]; Elvis et al. 1990[38]) and in ROSATHRJobservations of NGC1068 (Wilson

et al. 1992[200r]). Einstein SSSobservations of Seyfert galaxies suggest that ernission line

features centered around 0.8 keVmayaccount for someof the observed exccsses (Tumeret

al. 1991[174]).

The0.1-3 keV flux in Seyiert 2s is clearly distinct from the heavily absorbed 3-20 keV
spectra. The large intrinsic column density determined with the 3-20 keV band spectra

would, completely absorb any intrinsic soft X-rays such as is seen in Seyfert I galaxies

(Awaki 1992[8]). Thusthe observed soft componentmaynot be unabsorbedfraction of the

hard energy component, nor is the soft excess seen in Seyfert Is.

In the molecular torus model, a soft excess is expected in Seyfert 2's since the nuclear

X-rays can be scattered into our line of sight. If the scatterers are electrons, the nuclear X-

rays radiate isotropically and there is little or no photoelectric absorption by the scattering

medium, the observed soft X-ray continuum should have the samespectral shape as the

(unabsorbed) nuclear X-ray source, with reduced fluxes of a factor of 7: (A~14lr),*ket ~*
whereT*1"t.on and A~are the electron scattering optical depth and the open angle for the

scatterers at the nucleus. In addition to the scattered photons, reprocessed photons in the

scattering mediumare expected. SomeSeyfert 2's have a large equivalent width of Fe K
a line (Koyamaet al. 1989[83]; Awaki et al. 1991[10]; Marshall et al. 1993[96]), which

maybe attributable to a conrbination of scatteriug and fluorescence (Krolik & Kallrnan

1987[87]). Bandet al.(1990[18]) have calculated the aJnount of associated Fe L emission

expected for NGC1068. However, a substantial contribution to the soft flux of NGC1068

is nowknownto arise from an extended starburst region (Wilson et al 1992[205]; Uenoet

al 1994 [180]).
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2.4.4 X-ray time variability

X-ray emission showsthe shortest timescales for AGNvariability amongall the wavelength

band(McHardy1990[106]; Grandi et al 1992[54]). Since substantial variability on timcscales

shorter than the light crossing time of the source can not be expected (Terrell 1967[167]),

the time scale gives an upper limit to the size of R c5t. Assuminga source size to be 5
Schwarzschild radii, this can be translated to a limit on the massof M 2x 1066tmoMo,

where 5t roo is the variability timescale in units of 100 seconds. The variability can also

be used to derive the conversion efficiency, n, of the accreting matter to the luminosity

(Fabian 1979[44]). A Iuminosity change of 5L in a time of 5t implies an efiiciency of

n = 0.058L43/8tmo, where 8L43 = 6L/1043ergss~1. Nuclear rcaction processes have a

maxunumefiiclency of n- O007 gravitational energy release on accretion grves ~= 0.057

for Schwarzschild or 0.32 for extreme Kerr metrics. Several AGNrequire efiiciencies larger

than those produced in nuclear reaction processes, providing the strongest evidence to date

that AGNsare indeed poweredby accretion (Fabian 1992[45]).

TheAries-V sky survey madeclear that significant fraction of the Seyiert I showeda
large amplitude (61/1 > 1) variability on time scales of days (Marshall et al 1981[98]).

Recent reanalysis of the EXOSATresults (Grandi et al 1992[54]) revealed that - 40 o/o of

AGNin a hard X-ray selected sample, showvariability on a time scale of less than one
day. Onlonger timescales (typically weeks to months) 97 o/o of the samesample showed

significant variability.

The NELGS, Iike the Seyfert 2 IRAS18325-5926 (Awaki 1991[7]), seemto showthe

samehard X-ray variability characteristics as the Seyiert Is. This suggests that
,

in all these

cases, most of the the 2-20 keVphotons directly comefrom the central object, but are not

due to scattered radiation.

However, as noted by Wandel&Mushotzky(1986[190]) Seyiert 2s seemto vary more
slowly than Seyfert Is, if normalized to their dynamical mass. Mulchaeyet al (1992[112])

explained the apparent diff:erence to be the supporting evidence that the true optical-UV

luminosities of Seyfert 2s have been underestimated, in agreementwith the unified model.

At soft X-ray energies, the emission is expocted to be scattered radiation and thus

tend to vary slowly. This is indeed the case for NGC1068 (Monier &Halpern 1987[109]).

A spectacular example of this energy dependent variability is NGC4945(Iwasawa et al

1993[71]), which showsrapid variability at high energy and little if any variability at E
5keV.
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2.5 Starburst galaxies

In Seyfert 2s, a possible starburst activity maybe a source of the soft X-ray flux. Accord-

ingly, wequickly review starburst galaxies

Theepoch in the life of a galaxy whenthe star formation rate(SFR) significantly ex-

ceeds the past averaged star formation is called the "starburst" (Junkes et al. 1995 [74]).

Signature of the starbursts are large valucs of surface brightness in manywavelength, which

maybe produced by the enormousenergy release of massive stars within short timescale.

Anumberof nearby galaxies, such as M82and NGC253,showevidence for bursts of

massive star formation in their nuclei (Rieke &Lebofsky 1979[143]; Rieke et al. 1980[144];

Jones & Rodrigues-Espinosa 1984[73] ).
These starburst galactic nuclei were discovered

prirnarily through infrared observations. They are characterized by their observed mid-

and far-infrared excesses, attributed to the re-radiation from dust heated by ultraviolet

radiation from hot, youngstars
,
and by several emission features in the infrared spectrum

(Gillett et al. 1975[52]; Russell et al. 1977[149]; Willner et al. 1977[201]). These infrared

features do not appear in the spectra of galaxies other than those with giant H11 region

nuclei, i.e., starburst nuclei (Roche&Aitken 1985[147] and references therein).

Theregion of the massive star formation or starburst also showX-ray emission (Junkes

et al. 1995[74]). The integral X-ray luminosity is composedof individual sources like

stars, neutron star (or black hole )binaries with high-mass (HMXRBS)and low-mass

(LMXRBS)companionsand supemovaremnants, and is partly attributable to a diffuse

thennal emission from the hot interstellar medium(ISM) (Fabbiano 1989[42]). Massive

stars are the progenitors of type 11 supernovae which, together with stellar winds, supply

large amountsof energy into the ISM. The ISM is heated to temperatures of the order of

106-l07 Kand radiates by thermal emission in the soft X-ray regime of 0.1-1keV.
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3.1 ASCA
Theatmosphereof the earth blocks the cosmic X-rays by photoelectric absorption, hence,

weare required to use balloons, rockets, or satellites for the observations of cosmic X-ray

sources.

ASCA(Astn}D), the fourth JapaneseX-ray astronomy satellite, was launched by the

Institute of SpaceandAstronautical Science (ISAS) on 1993 February 20, with the M-3S-II

rocket, and put into an approximately circular orbit with a perigee and apogecof 520 and

620 km, respectively, and an inclination of 31.1'. The orbital period is approximately 96

min. Theschematic view of the ASCAsatellite is showin figure 3

ASCASatelllte

- GISX2
:~

S,S X2

)

SunShade
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Figure 3: Theschematic view of the ~SCAsatellite

Four focal plane detectors (SISx 2, GISx2) are indicated in the figure. Four X-ray telescope

(XRT) are also shown.

The spacecraft massis 417 kg, and its length is 4.7 malong the telescope axis. The

spacecraft is three-axis stabilized; the pointing accuracy is approximately 30" with a sta-
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bility of better than 10"
.

Orientation of the spacecraft is limited by the power constraint

that the direction of the solar paddlcs must be within 30' from the Sun. This limits the

observable sky at a time in a belt within which the Sun angle is between 60' and 120'.

Thus the entire sky is accessible every half year.

The scientific instrumentation of ASCAconsists of X-ray telescopes and focal plane

detectors, as described below.

3.2 X-ray telescopes

ASCAcarries four identical grazing-incidence X-ray telescopes (XRT) each equipped with

an imaging spectrometer at its focal plane. Thetelescope utilizes multi-nested (119 Iayers)

thin-foil conical optics, a technology developed by Serlemitsos et al (1995[156]). This tech-

nology allows maximumuse of the aperture for X-ray reflection, and enables a light-weight

large-effective-area X-ray telescope. Theangular resolution of the telescope is modest
,
with

a half powerdiameter (diameter which encircles 500/0 of the photons of a point source image)

of approximately 3'. However, the point spread functions has a cusp-shaped peak, and 20
o/o of photons are concentrated within a circle of I ' diameter, producing a sharp imagecore.

This feature allows us to resolves two sources separated by I '.

Thefocal length of the telescopes is 3.5 m. Thesetelescopes are mountedon an exten-

sible optical bench. Becauseof the limited length available within the rocket nose fairing,

the optical bench washeld inside the spacecraft during launch and extended by I .2 min

orbit to achieve the designed focal length.

3.3 Focal plaue detectors

Thefocal plane detectors are two CCDcameras(Solid-state Imaging Spectrometer, or SIS)

and two gas scintillation imaging proportional counters (Gas Imaging Spectrometer, or

GIS). All four detectors are operated ~imultaneously all the time, and data obtained from

eadl of them are separately available.

TheSIS has superior energy resolution, with resolving powerE/AEof - 50 at 6keV,

and - 20 at 1.5 keV, and is sensitive downto 0.5 keV (AE is FWHM).The GIS energy

resolving power is -13 at 6keVand -7 at 1.5 keV. TheGIS is insensitive below -0.8keV

becauseof a 10 pm-thick beryllium window, but has a higher detection efficiency above-3
keV than the SIS. Therefore, the SIS and the GIS have complementaryadvantages with
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respect to E/AEand detection efiiciency at high energies. The SIS has a square field of

view (f.o.v.) of 20'x20', whereas the GIS has a larger circular f.o.v. of 50' diameter. The
perfounance is summarizedin table 1

Table I : Performanceof SIS and GIS
SIS GIS

Covered E,nergy band

Energy resolution at 5.9 keV
Field of View

Pixel size

Spatial rcsolutiont

Maximumtime resolution

Maximumcount rate

0.2-10 keV
2.10/0

20 x 20 arcmin~9

271lm

-3arcmin

16 sec(4CCDmode)

500 cts/sec

0.7-15 keV
7.90/0

radius-50arcmin

0.5 mm*
-3arcmin

60 ,Isec (PHmode)

10000cts/sec

Notes:

' Virtual pixel in the signal process.

t whenused with the XRT.
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4 Observations and results of individual sources

4.1 The log of the ASCAobservations

Wehave observed Seyiert 2and starburst galaxies listed in table 2. For each target, we
listed the name,position, type, recession velocity, anddate of observation in the table. The

prcsence or absenceof previous observations and someremarks are sununarized in tablc 3,

while the distances and the Galactic absorption columnare listed in table 4. Through this

paper, weassumesthe Hubble constant to be Ho= 50km/s/Mpc.

Table 2: Observation log

Target Name Position

(a, 52000)

Type Helio
.

radial velocity Date

Type2Seyferts

IC 5063

NGC4507

NGC1808

NGC1667

NGC1068

Mkn463

Mk* 1210

Mk*477

NGC2110
PKSBl319-164

NGC7319

NGC4388

(313.011, -57.071)

(188.904, -39.900)

(76.926, -37.513)

(72.155, -6.320)

(40.670, -0.013)

(209.012, 18.372)

(121.025, 5.114)

(220.159, 53.504)

(88.047, -7.456)

(200.602, -16.729)

(339.014, 33.976)

(186.444, 12.661)

SA(s)0+, Sy2

SAB(s)ab, Sy2

(R'_1)SAB(s:)b, Sy2

SAB(r)c, Sy2

(R)SA(rs)b, Sy2

Sy2

S?, Sy2

SABO-,Sy2

SB?, Syl.8

SB(s)bc pec, Sy2

SA(s)b: sp, Sy2

3402 ~ 6km/s

3523 ~12 kn/s

989 ~ 6km/s

4547 d: 17 km/s

1136 ~ 4km/s

14890~ 50 km/s*

4046 ~ 10 k*/*

11350~ 90 km/s*

2284 dt 32 km/s

5152 ~ 54 km/s

6764 ~ 28 km/s

2524 ~ I km/*

25,27 Apr 1994

12 Feb 1994

26 Feb 1994

6Mar 1994

24 Jul 1994

31 Jan 1994

18 Oct 1995,

and 12 Nov1995

4-5, Dec1995

12 Mar1994

18 Jul 1995

7Dec 1994

4Jul 1993

Starbursts

M82
NGC253

NGC3079

(148.968, 69.679)

(Il.888, -25.288)

(150.491, 55.680)

IO

SAB(S)C

SB(s)c

203 ~ 4km/s

245 ~ 5km/s

1125 ~ 6km/*

19-20 Apr 1993

12 Jun 1993

9May1993

Notes: The positions, types, heliocentric radial velocity were taken from the NASA/IPAC
Extragalactic Database (NED).

': calculated from the redshifts of 0.04968 ~ 0.00015 (Mkn 463), and 0.03780 ~ 0.00030

(Mkn477).
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Table 3: Previous observations and Remarks
Target Nalne

IC 5063

NGC4507

~i~GC 1808

NGC1667

NGC1068

Mkn463

Mkn1210

Mkn477

NGC2110
PI(S B1319-164

NGC7319

NGC4388

Einstein Ginga ROSATRemark*

O
O

O
O

O

O
O

O
O
O

o

O

O
O
O

O
O

O

O
O

NLR,G

Syll/H II

Syll/H II

PBL/IC/H II

PBL/IC

PBL
PBL
NELG/IC

GroupG
IC/Virgo

Notes: Circles are detections, triangles are marginal detections or a scanning observation (for N4388)
, and a cross is below

detection limit.

~ : NLRG---- NarrowLine liadio Galaxy, PBL--- Polarlzed Broad Line, IC - Ionized Cone, GroupG- contalnlnated by soft

emission of the group of galaxies, Virgo - belonging to Virgo cluster, NELG-- Narrow F.mlssion I,ine Galaxy, Hn - with

starburst activity
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Table 4: Applied distance and Galactic absorption

Target Name

Type2Seyferts

Distance reference Galactic column reference

Mpc (see Notes) 1020Hatomscm~2 (see Notes)

IC 5063 65.3

NGC4507 69.2

NGC1808 10.9

NGC1667 90.9

NGC1068 23.4

Mkn463 302.0

Mkn1210 81.0

Mkn477 227.0

NGC2110 45
. 7

PKSB1319-164 103.0

NGC7319 135.3

NGC4388 27.0

Starbursts

M82

NGC253

NGC3079

8.4

3.0

32.8

2
1
5
4
1
l
4
4
1
4
4

2
2

4.8

7. l
2.4

5.5

3. 1
2.2

3.5

1.3

18.0

5.5

7.5

2.7

4.3

1.3

O.
84

2

3
3

3
3

3
3
2

2
2
2

Notes:

1. FromKruper, J.S., Urry, C.M., and Canizares, C.R., 1990, ApJS, 74, 347, using a Hubble

constant of 50 kms~lMpc~
.

1

2. FromFabbiano,G.,Kim,D.-W., and Trinchieri, G. 1992, ApJS, 80, 531. Distances are estimated

from Tully (1988), or if these werenot avaiilable from the CfA redshift survey data (J. Huchra1990,

private communication)
,

using Virgchcentric flow corrections as in Knapp, Turner, & Cunniffe

(1985). AHubble constant of 50 kms~1 Mpc~1wasassumed

3. From" The Einstein On-Line Service
,

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory."

4. Using a Hubble constant of 50 kms~1Mpc~1and the redshifts. Nocorrection is madefor

rotation of the Galaxy, motion relative to the Local Group, and infall to Virgo with velocity 250

kms~1

5. FromDahlem,M., Aalto,S., Klein,U., Booth)R., Mebold,U., Wielebinski,R., and Lesch,H., 1990,

A&A,240,237, using a Hubble constant of "75 kms~1Mpc~1"
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4 2 Observation modeData Screenlng and Standard model fit-

ting

Most of the observations and the data screening are essentially the sameam()ng the sam-
ple galaxies. Wetherefore summarizethese in this section. Unless otherwise mentioned

particularly in the sections of individual target, all the data analysis follow these standard

procedures.

Observation mode TheASCAobservations of our sample targets have been performed

with the two Solid-state lrnaging Spectrometers (SISO and SIS1) and the two GasImaging

Spectrometers (GIS2 and GIS3), all operated parallelly

Data Selection and Screening In most cases, our target is the only brightcst source in

both the GIS and SIS fields. Thenwehave extracted spectra from a region of 6' diameter

for SIS and GIS. Werejected data obtained under high backgroundenvironments, selecting

the data which satisfied the following criteria: 1) the elevation angle from the Earth edge

was greater than 5degrees, 2) the cut-off rigidity was higher than 6GeV/c, and 3) the

satellite wasoutside the South Atlantic Anomalyregion, and only for the selection of the

SIS data 4) the elevation angle from the bright Earth edge wasgreater than 20 degrees.

Standard model fitting Thestandard model function so far applied to active galactic

nuclei is a single-power modified by a photoelectric absorption of cold material with cosmic

abundance. Themodel function is given in the formula 1.

F(E)dE = NE~rexp(-a(E)NH) (Photons s~1keV-1) (1)

whereNand r are the normalization factor and photon index, respectively. Theparameter

of CT(E) is the cross section per hydrogen atomof photchelectric absorption by cold material

with cosmic abundance, and is a function of the incident photon energy E. Thehydrogen

columndensity is expressed by the NH. In this paper, wealso apply this model as the first

approximation as well as for a comparison of previous data.

As are found in the following sections, this single componentmodel is rejected for most

of our sample galaxies. A double power-law model with a narrow Gaussian component

around 6.4 keV (at the rest frame), representing the Fe K-shell fluorescent line seen in
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manySeyfert I and 2galaxies, have been then applied. Themodel function is given in the

formula 2.

F(E)dE [NIE exp( a(E z)NH )+ {N2E-r2 +1ine(E,EC,AE, z)}exp(-a(E, z)NH2)] (2)

xexp(-cr(E)NHgal) (Photons s~1keV~1)

(E- Ec 21+.)
' 2(AE)2 }Ime(E EC, Z) = 1/~Fexp{

whereNl
'

N2, and a are the normalization factors, while rl and r2 are the photon indexes.

Theparameters ECand AEare, respectively, the center energy of the line at the rest

frame after the correction using the redshift z retrieved from table 2, and the line width

fixed to be narrower than the energy resolutions of the instruments. Whenthe statistics is

large enoughto constrain the line width, weset this parameter to be free

Thea(E, z) is the cross section of photo-electric absorption corrected by the redshift(i.e.

representing absorption by material placed around or in the target ).
Thehydrogencolumn

density due to our galaxy is expressed by the NHgal, fixed to the value listed in table 4,

where this absorption is applied at the observer frame (i.e. at z=0).

4.3 Seyfert 2s showing strong low-energy cut offs in the Ginga

spectra

IC 5063, NGC4507, NGC1808, NGC1667

4.3.1 IC 5063and NGC4507

Introduction to IC 5063 IC5063 (PKS2048-57)is a narrow-line radio galaxy associated

to a giant elliptical or SOgalaxy at z=0.0110, with a pronounced dust lane across the

nucleus(Colina, Sparks, Macchetto 1991[27]). It is one of the first galaxies in which a large

absorption was found with the X-ray spectroscopy by Koyamaet al. (1992[82]). They
,

with Ginga satellite, found that the 2-20keVspectrum of IC5063 is well fitted by a power-

law model (photon index of 1.5 )with a large absorption corresponding to the NHValue

of 2x 1023Hatomcm~2. They also reported the flux variability. The 0.2-3.5 keV fiux was
estimated to be 4x l0-13ergs s~1cm~2with the Einstein IPC instruments. However, the

origin of the soft X-ray emission has been unclear
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ASCAobservation of IC 5063 IC 5063wasobserved on 1994April 25 and 27. IC 5063

is the brightest source in the GIS and SIS fields of view. The GIS image in the 0.5 - 2
keVband (with a field of view of about 25 arcmin in radius) contains one obvious source

in addition to IC 5063 (figure 4). However, in the 4-10keV image, only IC 5063 is visible

(figure 5). After the data screening, the effective exposure time is reduced to 33.1 and 35.6

ksec for SIS and GIS, respectively.

Table 5: Source positions in the ASCAimage of IC 5063

GIS 0.5-2 keV GIS4-10 keV SIS 0.5-2 ke\r SIS 4-10 keV ID

Source

A
B

(RA, DEC).p"ck2000

313.023, -57.065

313.037, -56.9178

(RA, DEC).pock2000

313.010, -57.069

Not detected

(RA, DEC)epock2000

313.022, -57.068

Out of F.O.V

(RA, DEC).p..k2000

313.022, -57.068

Out of F.O.V

IC 5063

Note.

20h~e~oo*

- The positions are measuredin unit of degree.

20~b4"u0= 20":)6~oo'2a~~Q"('o*2~"~2~oQ*

li

l
l

o

l

~~=--J= ~~~:-

~LJ
==~=--

-5e'30'c0= '

56'40'oo* '

20hb4"a0$ 20hb2'D~}$ 20hbQ~oae

L==L

-5e*50'oo"

_56050100ld

57Qo0'Oo"

-s6'4a'oO

-56"5a'cLo'*

_5701O'OO

-S7eO0'OO

-F~7"20+nn"

-57~30'OT)'*

-57' Ic*ao

_57a20'no"

-57'3c*oo*'

Figure 4: TheGIS contour image of IC 5063 Figure 5: TheGIScontour imageof IC 5063

in the 0.5 - 2keV~band in the 4- 10 keVband

Thebright lower source is IC 5063, while the Theonly bright source is IC 5063.

upper source has been unidentified yet. Grids are drawnin (a, b~).p"ck2000 coordinates

X-ray spectra of IC 5063 The spectra of IC 5063 is shownin figure 49. Wecan see a

drop of the flux around 2-3 keV, which suggesting that the spectral componentdominating

above3keVis heavily absorbed. Thepresence of the heavily absorbedcomponentis already
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reported in IC5063 (Koyamaet al 1992[82]) and in other several Seyfert 2s with the Ginga

satellite and is interpreted as the direct X-ray from the nucleus seen through thick cold

matter. Thusweapply a simple power-law modelgiven in formula I .

>
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Figure 6: The result of the single

power-law model for IC5063

Only the SISI spectrum is shown. A
solid line showsthe model function of

the pow-law modefied by a photoelec-

tric absorption (formula 1). The resid-

uah are shown in the bottom panel.

The model was fitted with SIS, SIS1,

*• GIS2, and GIS3data simultaneously.

This model is rejected with a reduced X2 of 2.61 for 177 degrees of freedom (dof).

Neveriheless weshowthe best-fit model and data for SISO in figure 6 in order to see in

detail. Thebest-fit photon-index and hydrogen-equivalent column density are 1.6(1.4-1.8)

and 2.1(1.9 - 2.3) x 1023Hatomcm~2 respectively (hear and after, the 90 %confidence

range of each fitted parameter is given in the parenthesis after the best-fit value). More
fiux is seen at soft X-ray energies than expected from a simple extrapolation of the hard

X-ray continuum covered by a cold photoelectric absorber, which mayrequire an additional

component, hence weadd another power-law componentfor the soft excess. Since, at soft

energies, X-ray spectral shape becomemore sensitive to the absorbing matter because of

the increase of photoelectric cross section, weadd the Galactic absorption (the expected

photoelectric absorption due to interstellar matter in our galaxy) separately. Wefurther

add a narrow Gaussiancomponentaround 6.4 keV (at the rest frame), representing the Fe

K-shell fiuorescent line seen in manySeyfert I and 2galaxies. Themodel function is the

sameas is given in formula 2.
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Figure 7: The result of the double

power-law model for IC5063

Only the SISOspectrum is shown. A
solid line shows the model function of

two pow-law modefied by photoelec-

tric absorptions with a narrow Gaus-

sian line(formula 2). The residuals are

shownin the bottom paJlel. Themodel

was fittcd with SIS, SIS1, GIS2, and

GIS3data simultaneously.

This model gives nice fit with the reduced X2 is 1.12 for 172 degrees of freedom (dof).

Thebest-fit modelfunction is shownwith SISOdata in figure 7. Thefunction is deconvolved

by the response of the instruments, hence is the intrinsic spectrum of X-rays incident on
the X-ray telescope. The best-fit parameters are listed in table 19

Thehard band (>3 keV) flux is dominated by a power-law componenthaving the phr>

ton index of 1.8(1.6-2.0) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent columndensity of 2.4(2.2 -
2.6) x 1023Hatomcm~2 and is referred as "the hard component"

.
The soft baJid (

flux
, on the other hand, is dominated by the other power-law componentwith a pho-

ton index of I .9(1.5-2.4) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent column density of 1.1 x
1021Hatomcm~2, and is called as ('the soft component"

.
Thebest fit center energy of line

is 6.39(6.24-6.46) at the rest frame, and the equivalent width is 80(38-127) eV.

Introduction to NGC4507 NGC4507is a Seyfert 2 galaxy discovered with Ginga

to harbor an obscured X-ray source (Awaki et al. 1991[10]; Awaki 1991[7]). The X-ray

continuum of this sources is well described by a power-law modelwith photon index r - 1.4

anda low-energy cutoff (-5keV) corresponding to a columndensity of the obscuring matter

of 5x 1023Hatomcm~,
which is sufiicient to hide the broad-line region and the nucleus.

The observed spectrum also showsan iron line having an equivalent width of - 400 eV,

which indicates a large covering factor for the matter around the nucleus (Awaki et al.

1991[10]).
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ASCAobservation of NGC4507 NGC4507wasobserved on 1994February 12, with

the effective exposure time of the SIS and the GISof about 32.8 ks and 31.7ks respectively

In the GISand SIS images, NGC4507has a soft source about 5arcmin to the northeast.

TheX-ray position of NGC4507 and the soft source (Source B) is listed in table 6

Table 6: Source ositions in the ASCAima e of NGC4507

SISO0.5-2 keV ID

Source (RA, DEC)*p..k2000

A (188.918, -39.920) NGC4507

B (189.019, -39.882) detected with Einstein

Note. - Thepositions are measuredin unit of degree.

The 0.5-3 keV spectrum of the source Bare reproduced by a Raymond-Smithmodel

with a temperature of kT = 1.0 ~0.1 keVand abundancesof 0.13 ~0.05 solar. Themodel

gives the observed 0.5-2 keV flux of 7.3 x 10-13ergs cm~2s~1. Thespoctrum also fitted by

a power-law modelwith a photon index of 3.4 ~ 0.4. In the both models, an excess of flux

remains above4keV.

Tocompensatecontaminations from NGC4507, wemadea backgroundspectrum from

a region having the sameradius and the samedistance from NGC4507 as the region

for Source Band subtracted form the source Bspectrum. The excess above 4keV then

disappear
,

hence
,

the spectrum is well reproduced by a single spectral component: a

Raymond-smithmodel of kT = 0.99(0.92-1.06) keV with abundancesof 0.05(0.03-0.08)

solar absorbed by Nn= 1.9(1.5 - 2.4) x l021Hatomcm~2or a power-law modelwith the

photon index of 4.0(3.4-4.7) absorbed by NH= 4.7(3.6 - 6.1) x 1021Hatomcm~2.

X-ray spectra of NGC4507 Wehave extracted the spectra of NGC4507from regions

of 6' and 5'diameters for SIS and GIS, respectively. Since the soft X-rays would be contam-

inated by the soft spectra of Source B, wesubtracted the backgroundmadewith the sarne

procedure used for the spectra of Source B. Thebackgroundsubtracted spectra of IC 4507

is shown in figure 50. Like IC5063, the NGC4507 spectra have a local flux minimum
around 2-3 keV, also suggesting the presence of a heavily absorbed componentwith flux

dominated above3keV. Thepresence of heavily absorbed componentsis aheadyreported

in NGC4507 with the Ginga satellite. Since the overall spectral shape of NGC4507 are

almost identical to those of IC5063, we applied the samespectral fitting procedures as
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described for IC5063.
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Figure 8: 'The sameas in figure 6, but for NGC4507

Figure 8is the SISOdata and the best-fit single power-law model (formula 1) with the

photon-index and hydrogen-equivalent column density of 1.57(1.41-1.74) and 3.2(3.0-3.5)

Hatomcm~2 rcspectively.

Figure 9is the deconvolved spectra of the best-fit tw(>power-law componentsand iron

line model(formula 2).
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Thesameas in figure 7, but for NGC4507
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The best-fit parameters are listed in table 19 together with the reduced X2 is 1.54 for

172 degrees of freedom (dof). Thehard componenthas a power-law with a photon index of

1.7(1.4-1.9) and a hydrogen-equivalent columndensity of 3.7(3.4 - 3.9) x 1023Hatomcm~2

while the soft componentis expressed with a photon index of 1.8(1.6-2.0) and hydrogen-

equivalent columndensity of 2.2 x 1020Hatomcm~2. Thebest fit center energy of line is

6.29(6.22-6.40) at the rest frame, and the equivalent width of it is 155(118-192) eV.

4.3.2 Discussion for IC5063 and NGC4507:confirmation of strong cutoffs

TheASCAspectra of IC 5063 and NGC4507 are very similar with each other; both have

almost the samefluxes not only at high energies but also at low energies associated with a
local minimumaround 2-3 keVand moderately strong Fe K Iines

In optical wavelengths, IC 5063 and NGC4507 exhibit different morphology; IC 5063

and NGC4507 are "early" and "late" types, respectively. Soft X-rays are found in many
"early" type galaxies and are interpreted to be a thermal emission from interstellar hot gas

(Forman, Joncs, Tucker 1985[49]). Accordingly wemayexpect additional soft X-rays in

the early type galaxy IC5063, but wecan see no significant difference in the soft X-rays

betweenIC 5063 and NGC4507.

Weestimate the upper limit of contribution of X-ray emission from interstellar hot gas

to the soft componentof IC 5063, using the ASCAobservations of early type galaxies

(Awaki et al 1994[11]).

In the paper, the temperatures of early type galaxies have the meanvalue of 0.8 keV
with a scatter from 0.7 to I keV, andmetal abundancesof 0.3-0.8 solar. First, wefit the soft

componentwith a Raymond-Smith(RS) model, and get the best- fit kT of 2.9 keVwith the

metal abundanceof zero and no intrinsic absorption. Thus the soft componentof IC 5063

favors higher kT and lower abundancethan those of early type galaxies. Alternatively, we
fit the soft componentto a RSmodel fixing the kT to the observed highest value of early

type galaxics of I keV, and with abundancesfixed to the lowest value of 0.3 solar. This

mimicked model of early type galaxies nicely reproduces the soft componentof IC 5063,

but requires the excess of absorption column of NHOf 5.6 x 1021Hatomcm~2above the

Galactic column. The relatively large absorption is not seen in any early type galaxies

so fur observed with ASCA.The large absorption effectively flatten the spectrum, hence

allow a lower temperatures to the soft componentof IC 5063 than that with only galactic

absorption. We, therefore fixed the intrinsic absorption to zero then the data residuals
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appear in the hard portion of soft component(around1.5-3 keV) as seen in figure 10. This

disagreement suggests the interstellar hot gas expected in IC5063, can not account for the

whole soft X-ray em.ission.

Adding the extra cornponent of a RSmodelwith kT=1keV to the power-law emission

having the samephoton index as that of the hard component, the RSmodelaccounts only

330/0 of the 0.5-2keV flux at the maximum;consistent results of no differences between the

spectra of IC 5063 and NGC4507.
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Figure 10: The result of the RSmodel for the soft componentof IC 5063

Circles and triangles showthe SISOand SISOdata, respectively. Solids lines showthe Raymod-

Smith modelwith kT= I keVand the metal abundanceof 0.3 solar, convolved by the instrumental

responce. Only the Galactic absorption was applied to the soft component. This model mimics

the X-ray spectra of early type galaxies. Residuals remains around I .5-3 keV(Thebottom panel).

Since IC 5063 and NGC4507 are bright in hard X-rays amongextragalactic sources,

previous instruments provided high quality observations of hard X-ray spectra including Fe

K Iines. Wesearch a long term variability of the hard X-ray properties. Thevariability of

continuum flux is searched in the later section together with other targets.

Wecomparedphoton indexes, absorption column densities, and the equivalent widths

and the fluxes of Fe K line between the Ginga[82] and the ASCAobservations of IC5063,

which separated by about 3.5 years. Thevalues and 900/0 errors are listed in table 7.

The best-fit photon index with ASCAis in the range of the typical values for AGNs,
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and is consistent with the Ginga value within the relatively large error. The apparent

increase of the best-fit index maybe attributable to the limited ASCAenergy range, since

the possible complexity found in the energy above about 7keV (see review) cannot be

effectively included with the ASCA.
Since the reflection componentfound in a numberof Seyfert I galaxies gives flat power-

law index of 1.48 with Ginga (e.g., Nandra&Pounds1994[119]), we try the fitting of the

ASCAspectrum with the photon index fixed to 1.48. This procedure does not changethe

absorption column and the parameters of Fe K strengths as listed in table 7.

TheNHOf IC 5063showsno variability, neither changeis found even if wefix the photon

index to be the Ginga values. The constancy of NHmeansthe uniformity of absorbing

matter.

Tocheck the variability of the strength of Fe K Iines, wecomparedboth the equivalent

width and the fiux. Equivalent widths(EWs) are independent of the assumeddistance
,

henceare directly related to the physical modelof the target
, as discussed the later section

together with other sources. TheEWof IC5063 appears to be decreased, but is marginally

constant within errors. In contrast to EWs,the determination of the Fe KIine flux is hard

subject to the modeling and the variability of the continuum. The EWand flux of Fe K
line of IC5063decrease from Ginga to ASCAobservations, although the significance is not

high due to the large errors. Thebest fit Fe line energy with ASCAis 6.39(6.2~6.46) keV

confirming the Ginga value (6.42 ~0.37), and is consistent with the energy of neutral iron.

Table 7: Hard X-ray properties of IC 5063 obtained with Ginga and ASCA

Observeddate Photon Index NH(l023Hatomcm~2) EW(FeK) eV Obs.flux(Fe K)ph/s/cm~

Ginga

ASCA
ASCA

2Oct 1900

25,27 Apr 1994

1.48(1.3~~1.62)

1.8(1.6-2.0)

l.48(fix)

2.34(2.04-2.69)

2.4(2.2-2.6)

2. I (2 .0-2. 2)

230(13C~330)

80(38-127)

81(39-127)

4.83(2.71-6.82)E-5

1.70(0.85-2.62)l~5

l.72(0.83-2.62)E-5

Wemadethe samecomparison for NGC4507 as are listed in table 8. As is the case of

IC5063, the photon index with ASCAis larger than Ginga. Theincrease can be attributable

to the limited energy bandas mentioned in the comparison of IC 5063.

Bassani et al(1995[19]) mentioned that combinedfit including higher energy to the Ginga

and the OSSEdata by the power-law model with a reflection componentgives the best fit

photon index of 1.7:1:0.2, moreor less consistent with ASCArather than Ginga
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The NH, the EWand the flux decreased from the Ginga to the ASCAobservations.

Thechangeof column density can be explained if the absorbing matter is not uniform and

movingacross our line of sight. Thescale of the irregularity divided by the crossing speed

should be less than 3.5 year, the interval time of the Ginga and the ASCAobservations.

However, Bassani et al(1995[19]), by the simultaneous fitting of the Ginga and OSSEdata,

gives the smaller values for these parameter than Awaki et al (1991 [10]) doeswith the Ginga

data, which makethe above argument to be debatable

Table 8: Hard X-ray properties of NGC4507 obtained with Ginga and ASCA

Ginga

ASCA
ASCA

Observeddate Photon Index NH(l023Hatomcm~2) EW(FeK) e\r

7Jul 1900

12 Feb 1994

l.39(1.20-1.52) 5.01(4.57-5.50)

1.7(1.5-2.0) 3.8(3.5-4.2)

l.39(fix) 3.3(3.2-3.5)

Obs.flux(Fe K)ph/s/cm~

400(350-450) 12.2(10.7-13.8)1~5

142(104-181) 5.41(3.92-6.90)1~5

157(ll9- 196) 5.89(4.5~7.21)E-5

4.3.3 NGC1808 and NGC1667

Introduction to NGC1808 NGC1808is a highly inclined Sbc pec spiral with several

optical hot spots [47]. Veron-Cetty &Veron (1985[187]) claimed that NGC1808 showed

evidence for a composite nature with spectra characteristics of both an active galactic

nucleus (AGN: black hole in the standard scenario) and starburst. They suggcst that a

weakSeyfert nucleus is present surrounded by circumnuclear HII regions. Philips( 1993[131])

dismissed the Seyfert classification on the basis of line profiles and ratios. However, Awaki

&Koyama(1993[13]) detected X-ray emission of a Seyfert nucleus with the Ginga satellite.

High-resolution radio data by Saikia et al.(1990[151]) revealed the existence of a compact

core and a ring of star formation regions encompassingthe core. Almost all signs of activity

are concentrated in the central 16"
.

Thenorth of the central starburst region of NGC1808

showsclcar signatures of a nuclear outflow (Koribalski et al 1993[80]).

Jukes et al.(1995[74]) present results from ROSATPSPCObservations of the nuclear

starburst galaxy NGC1808. Thebulk of thc X-ray emission comesfrom the (unresolved)

nucleus of NGC1808. TheX-ray spectrum of this galaxy showsalmost complete absorption

below 0.5 keV, indicating a high intrinsic hydrogen column density towards that source

(8 x l02lcm~2). Model fits for the X-ray spectrum of NGC1808 indicate that the most

of the soft X-rays are radiated from a plasma of temperature of - 0.5 keV, or 6x 106K,
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which maybe tracing supernovaremnants (SNRs)or hot bubblcs in the central starburst of

NGC1808. Thetotal X-ray luminosity of 1.4 x l04lergs~1 can be explained by a supernova
rate of - 0.09yr~1 and a star-formation rate (SFR) of - 10Moyr~1in the nuclear starburst

region, in agreementwith the results of optical and FIR observations.

ASCAobservation of NGC1808 NGC1808 wasobserved on 1994 February 26 with

effective exposure time of the SIS and the GIS of about 31.7ks and 31.8ks respectively.

TheROSATobservations found an X-ray emitting star in the close vicinity of NGC1808

(Junkes et al.1995[74]). Thesoft source wasseparately detected near NGC1808, and the

separation from NGC1808 is 4.5 arcmin, comparable to the half power diameter of the

ASCASIS image of about 3arcmin. Weestimate that about 10 o/o of the source flux

spills in the region of NGC1808. In order to subtract the contamination, weselected the

backgroundregion, in which the spilling flux from the star is equal to that in the NGC1808

region. After the background subtraction, weestimate that the contamination from the

star is less than 1%of the flux of NGC1808.
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Figure 11: Thesameas in figure 6, but for NGC1808

X-ray spcctra of NGC1808 Thespectra of NGC1808 is shownin figure 51. For the

comparison of spectral shapeswith other targets wefirst apply a power-law model (formula

1). Thebest-fit modelfunction is shownwith the SISOdata in figure 11. Thereduced X2 is

2.25 for 169 degrees of freedom (dof). The best-fit photon-index and hydrogen-equivalent
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column density are 2.19(2.05-2.35) and 1.4(1.0 - 1.7) x l021Hatomcm~2respectively.

Wesee emission line at 1.4 keVand I .82 keV~ in the SIS spectrum. Fromthe energies,

these can be identified as He-like K shell emission of Mgand Si. Furthermore, in the

GIS spectrum, we found a prominent line of He-like Si at 1.8 keV. Therefore X-rays from

NGC1808 are attributable to the thin hot plasmaof a sub-keV temperature. Theextended

soft X-ray emission found with ROSATsupport the hot plasmaorigin for the X-ray emission.

Thuswefit the spectra with a single temperature RSplasmamodel, but is rejected, Ieaving

large residual above4keV. This suggest an additional componentin the high energy band

Accordingly, weperformed a two-componentmodel: a RSplasma model at low energies

and a power law model at high energies. Wehave fixed the intrinsic column density for

the RSplasmamodel to be 0.8 x l022Hatomcm2which is determined with ROSAT.We
also examined a thermal emission model plus absorption for the high energy component,
taking account of the observational fact that M82exhibits an absorbed thermal emission

of scveral keV temperature (Tsuru et al. 1994[172]). The rcsult of the fit is listed in table

9. The 900/0 confidence upper limit of a narrow 6.4 keV Iine is 600 eVat the rcst frame.

Table 9: Results of two componentmodel for NGC1808

Component NH(1022cm~2)
Soft
Hard

0.8(fix)

3 ( 4)

kT(keV) or F
kT~).62(0.59-0.65)

kT=27(l0 or r = 1.3(1.0-1.7)

Metal abundance(solar)

2(0.7

1(fix)

reduced x2 (dof) =1.73( 120)

Introduction to NGC1667NGC1667 is a star-forming galaxies. The morphologi-

cal type and activity class are Sbc and Seyiert 2, respectively [78], which are similar to

NGC1808.

ASCAobservation of NGC1667 NGC1667 wasobserved on 1994 March6, and the

effective exposure time for the SIS and the GIS are about 35.1 ks and 37.5 ks, respectively.

Since the most of the characteristics are the sameas NGC1808,weperfornred identical data

analysis procedure to the NGC1808.

X-ray spectra of NGC1667 Thespectra of NGC1667 is shownin figure 52. Wefound

no significant feature although the photon statistics is limited especially in hard energies.
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Figure 12: Thesameas in figure 6, but for NGC1667

Figure 12 is the best-fit single power-law model (fornrula 1)
,

with the reduced X2 of

1.
55 for 62 degrees of freedom (dof)

.
The best-fit photon-index and hydrogen-equivalent

columndensity are 3.76(2.46-7.27) aJid 2.6(0.5 - 8.2) x 10'-1H atomcm~2 respectively. The

steep slope reminds us a exponential cut-off of thermal spectra. Thus we apply a RS
plasma model, and get the temperature of kT=0.80(0.69-0.94) ,the metal abundanceof

0.08(0.03-0.20), and the intrinsic absorption of NH 3x l021Hatomcm~2

In both the power-law and the RSmodel fits, there seelns to be an excess at energies

> 3keV although errors are large. Wetherefore add a power-law componentfixing the

slope to that determined with Ginga of the photon index of 1.1 :1: 0.5 and the absorption

of NH= 2.5( 10) x 1022cm~2
,
because the sigual-to-noise ratios are too small to let these

newparameters to be free

The fit wasimproved by AX2= -7 from the single RSmodel. Theunabsorbed flux of

the additional power-law is 6.7(2.6 - 10.8) x 10-6photonss~1cm~2keV-1at lkeV. Thesum
of the soft and hard componentsis 7x I040ergss~1 while the hard componentalone gives

6x 1040ergss~1 (the absorption-corrected one is 7x 1040ergss~1) in the 2-10 keVband. The
900/0 confidence upper limit of a narrow 6.4 keV Iine is 2.9 keVof EWat the rest frame.
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4.3.4 Discussion for NGCl808and NGC1667:disappearance of cutoffs

NGC1808 Wehavedetected clear emission from He-like Mgand Si. Wefurther obtained

a better constraint on the plasma temperature of k'T = 0.62 ~ 0.03. The unabsorbed

luminosity of the soft componentin the 0.5-2.4 keVbandwasabout 6x 40erg s~1 which is

about l/2 of the ROSATresult. This discrepancy is caused mainly from the difference of

the best-fit temperature becauseobserved luminosities (absorbed) are not largely different.

Since we found the prominent K-shell lines from He-like Mgand Si of roughly solaJ

abundance, we interpret that the origin of the hot gas is interstellar gas, heated by a

collisional shock. Most probable energy sources of the shock are supernova explosions

associated with the starburst activity near the center of NGC1808. Weconstrain that the

abundanceof heavy elements in the hot gas is larger than 0.7, consistent with the solar

values. These '~lormal abundance" of NGC1808is rather peculiar for the X-ray emitting

starburst galaxies. Although numberof sample galaxies is still limited, ASCAresults of

starburst galaxies showsignificant lower abundancesthan solar. For example, the metal

abundancesin the M82hot gas are found to be only 0.1 of solar (Tsuru et al. 1994[172])

Wesuspect that the "normal abundance" of NGC1808can be explained by the scenario

that NGC1808has almost finished the star burst phase (Forbes et al. 1992[47]), hencehas

accumulated a large arnount of metals. Onthe other hand, M82and possibly other ASCA
sample galaxies, would be just in the middle of the burst phase.

Thehard X-ray spectra are well represented with an absorbed power law of a photon

index of 1.3(1.0-1.7). Due to the limited S/N in the hard X-ray band, the absorbing

colunm density is poorly constrained ( 4 x l022cm~2). The observed 2-10 keV flux is

8x 10-13ergs s~1cm~ then the 210 keVband lununosity Is estunated to be 1040ergss

Theorigin of the hard X-ray is not SNRs,becauseno SNRobserved with ASCAshowssuch

a temperature of > 10 keV
, as found in NGC1808.An integrated emission from neutron

star binaries is a more likely source. TheASCAhard luminosity of NGC1808follows the

relation betweenX-ray and blue-band luminosities found in normal galaxies (Trinchieri and

Fabbiano 1985[171]; David et al 1992[31]). Thehigh Supernovarate inferred from the soft

X-rays mayproduced manyhigh massneutron star X-ray binaries (HMXB).

ThusASCAspectrum, both the soft and hard components, are consistent with being

originated from the starburst activity in the vicinity of the center of NGC1808.Onthe other

hand, Gingafound a non-thermal emission of the 2-10 keVIuminosity of 5x l040ergs s~1 with

heavy absorption of NH- I023cm~2 (Awaki &Koyama1993[13]). The ASCAspectrum
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gave the similar photon index to the Ginga result. However, the observed flux with ASCA
is about l/3 of the Ginga value. The column density with ASCAis also significantly

reduced from the Ginga observation. It is hard to explain the variability in the framework

ofstarburst activities. Thestraightforward interpretation is that the hard X-rays, if not all,

are attributable to a single origin, Iike an AGN.Flux variabilities of the time scale of a few

year are commonamongAGNs.Timevariability of the columndensity are not so common
but do exit in someSeyfert galaxies. In summary, even after the ASCAobservations,

whcther NGC1808harbors an obscurcd AGNor not is still unclcar.

NGC1667 Model fits for the hard X-ray spectrum observed with Gingagive the best fit

photon index of 1.1 :1: 0.5 and the hydrogen column density of 22.4( 23)Hatomcm~2and

the 2-10 keV flux of 3x l0-12ergss~lcm~2. In the ASCAspectra, such emission does not

seen. TheASCAflux of the hard componentof 6x 10-14ergss~1cm~2is smaller than 1/10

of the Ginga fiux. The flux obeys the relation of X-ray and blue-band luminosities seen in

normal and starburst galaxies

Thesoft componentof NGC1667has a steep slope of r = 3.76(2.46 - 7.27), which is al-

ternatively reproduced thermal plasmamodelwith the temperature of kT=0.80(0.69-0.94).

The thermal emission with the sub-keV temperature is also seen in NGCl808. Themetal

abundancefor NGC1667is 0.08(0.03-0.20), muchsmaller than that (> 0.7) of NGC1808.

4.4 Seyfert 2showing a strong Fe K Iine in the Ginga spectra

NGC1068

4.4.1 NGC1068

Introduction to NGC1068 NGC1068 is one of the closest and the brightest Seyfert 2
galaxy. It is knownto be one of the most luminous nearby galaxies at infrared wavelength,

exhibiting strong circumnuclear starburst activities. It is a unique Seyfert 2galaxy among
the samples of the Ginga (Awaki et al. 1990[15]) and IPC (Kruper et al. 1990[88]). The
soft X-ray spectrum of NGC1068 showsno evidence of absorption but shows a rather

strong low energy "excess"
.

TheBBXI~:Tspectrum of NGC1068 (Marshanet al. 1993[96])

demonstrates that the soft emission from NGC1068 has strong FeLemission line features

NGC1068, Iike manyother Seyfert 2galaxies, has been found to exhibit a very strong Fe
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K Iine (Koyamaet al. 1989, Awaki 1992[9]). The BBXRTdata indicate that the K shell

transition lines of NGC1068 are complex including a strong 6.4 keV fluorescent line.

The ROSATHRI image shows that about half of the X-ray emission at E= 0.8 keV

comesfrom an unresolved point-like source and the other half is extended (Wilson et al.

1992[205]). The size and position angle of the extended emission are consistent with the

region of starburst activity associated with radio sources and optical emission lines. The

soft X-ray flux of the extended emission is consistent with that of the predicted luminosity

using the relation of X-ray and infrared flux found in the starburst galaxies (David et al.

1992[31]). ThusNGC1068 is likely to exhibit a significant starburst contribution in the soft

X-ray spoctrum. Howeverno convincing X-ray spectral evidence for the starburst activities

has been seen.

Optical polarimetry and spectroscopy (Antonucci, Miller 1985[3]) indicate that the cen-

tral emission region is obscured from our direct line of sight and that it is seen only in light

which is scattered by relatively cool electrons. Theexistence of broad lines in the polarized

flux of NGC1068 has prompted the development of the "unified model" of active galaxies

(Antonucci 1993[2]) in which Seyfert Is and Seyiert 2s are fundamentally the sameobjects

but seen from different directions. Detailed modeling of NGC1068 in the framework of

the unified model done by Miller, Goodrich, and Mathews(1991[108]) and Marshall et

al.(1993[96]) can account for most of its optical, UV, and X-ray properties.

Marshall et al.~1993[96]) present a detailed photo-ionization modelof NGC1068which

is capable of accounting for the lack of either emission or absorption features due to oxygen,

andpredict the presence of a wide range of ionization states which contribute to the observed

Fe K Iines. Howeverthe model requires a very unusual ionizing spectrum and unusual

chemical abundances. Recent analysis of optical, IR, UV, and X-ray data (Pier et al. 1994

private communication) indicates that the "true" ionizing spectrum maybe rather different

from that inferred by Marshall et al(1993[96]).

Higher signal to noise and better energy resolution measurementswith the ASCASIS

and GIS detectors, combinedwith the longer exposure times, would allow a reconciliation

between the X-ray spectra and the evidence for spatial extent in the X-ray gas and the

infra-red evidence for strong starburst activitics.

ASCAobservation of NGC1068 ASCAobtained a - 39 ksec observation of NGC
1068on 1993 July 24. In the GISand SIS irnage NGC1068 is the only bright target and we
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have extracted spectra from a region of 10' diameter to obtain - 950/0 of the total photons

in the image.

High Energy Continuumwith FeKLines of NGC1068 TheSIS spectrum is shown
in figure 15. The low energy region (below about 3keV) is very complex, while the high

energy part is moresimple. Wetherefore try to makea modelspectrum in the high energy

part and then extrapolate it to the low energy region. Wefirstly examined a power-law

model with Gaussian lines at around 6-7 keV. Since the photon index of the high energy

continuum dependson the shape of low energy components, wehave limited the fitting

region above 3keV, excluding the iron line energy region of 6-7 keV. The best-fit photon

index is found to be 1.27~0.3. There is no evidence for absorption with a 90 %confidence

upper limit of 5x 1022atomscm~2. By adding a Gaussian line around 6~7 keV, wefound

the strong line at 6.39 ~ 0.02 keVwith cr 0.1 keV (corresponding to a. 4700 km/sec

for the Doppler broadening). Howeverthere are still residuals that are best fitted by an
additional broad line at 6.69 :1: 0.11 keVwith a = 0.3 :k 0.1 keVand a hint of a narrow line

feature at 8.36 keVwith a flux of 5.4 x 10-5cts cm~2s~1.Thespectra also do not require a

strong 7.1 keVabsorption feature, such as is predicted by reflection models, with an upper
limit of T 0.4. The best-fit SIS spectrum in the high energy band is given in figure 13.

Athin thermal modelwith kT-30 keVcan fit the continuum shape as well as a power-law

model. However, the iron Kcomplex, in particular the "6.4 keVIine"
, can not be explained

and also needs an additional model for the line complex.

Figure 13: High energy spectrum in-
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band
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TheASCAdata confirm the BBXRTdetection of at least 2Fe K Iincs. The 8.36 keV
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line is also seen in the BBXRTdata at a similar flux. Theequivalent widths are I .1 ~ 0.4

and 2.6 ~ 0.6 keV for the 6.39 and 6.69 keV Iines. The complex around 6-7 keV is also

fitted with 3narrow Fe K Iines at 6.38 ~ 0.01, 6.60 ~ 0.03, and 6.85 ~ 0.02 consistent with

the expected energies of neutral, He and H-like Fe. The EWsare 1.6 ~ 0.4, 1.0+00:~ and

O6+0.4
.

respectively. The flux-weighted center energy of the Fe Kcomplex is consistent with
-0.3

the Ginga results (Koyamaet al. 1989) of a " 6.55" keV Iine. TheEWsare consistent with

the BBXRTresults, but are larger than the Ginga results (however, see Marshall et. 1993).

Wenote that the exact nature of the Fe line complexdepends in detail on the continuum

model used and further analysis is necessary.

LowEnergy Lines of NGC1068 The SIS spectrum in the low energy band below 3
keV is given in figure 14 together with the extrapolated power-law model of photon index

of 1.27 (see subsection 3.1). Wefind a clcar soft excess above the power-law component.

Wehave modeled the low energy continuum with a bremsstrahlu~rg plus power-law

model(photon index of 1.27). While this modeldoesnot havean obvious physical meaning,

it is capable of adequately describing the continuum in both the SIS and the GIS and thus

allows a basis from which to measurethe strengths and energies of the lines. As is obvious

in figure 14, manyline structures are found in the residuals of the model fitting.
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Figure 14: Lowenergy spectrum

of NGC1068 (only SIS Odata is

shown)
A brokcn linc shows thc cx-

trapolated power-law component

(aph = 1.27; see the text) with no
absorption, determined at E> 3
keV. A solid line shows a best-

fit model consisting of the fixed

power-law and a bremsstrahlung

components. The residuals are

shownin the bottom par.el. The

model was fitted with SIS Oand

SIS I data simultaneously.

Thenwehave addednarrow Gaussian lines one by one until no significant irnprovement
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of X2 value wasobtained. The bcst-fit line parameters are given in table 10 together with

candidate atomic lines (energies in parentheses). The "broad bump" at about 0.9 keV

seen in the BBXRTspectrum is nowresolved into multiple components. The lines with

the best-fit energies at 0.74, 0.83, 0.91, and 1.01 and 1.05 keVcan be assigned to various

transitions in FeLor NeK( in particular FeXVII at 0.73 and 0.83 keV, Fe XXI at 1.01 keV,

Fe XXll at 1.04 keV, Fe XXHI1.12 keV, Nelx at 0.92 keVand Nex at 1.02 keV, the 0.83

keVIine mayalternately be assigned to the Lymancontinuum of Ovnl due to photoionized

gas ). The ASCAenergy resolution and signal to noise are not adequate to attempt an

accurate spectral decomposition in the Fe L line range and someof these energies may
not be precise. The line at 0.56 keV is most likely OVII, however its strength depends

very strongly on the detailed calibration. The equivalent width of the 0.67 keV feature,

attributed to OVIII(.0.65keV), is found to be 28t~o eV, consistent with the BBXRTupper
limit and confirms the relative absence of Oemission. The lines at 1.33, 1.45, 1.83, 1.97,

and 2.4 keVwerenot detected by BBXRT,prcsumably due to its poorer signal to noise and

are most likely due to He-like Mg, Si, and Sand H-like Mgand Si. The observed offsets

of 30 eVfrom the atomic data are within statistical errors on the line centroids and the

present uncertainty in the instrument calibration.
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Best fit energy* Bcst fit fluxt ID

(k*V) (10-4ph cm~sec~1)

0.56 66+2.6
' -1.4 OVII(0.57)

0.67 24+0.8
• -0.7 OVIII(0.65)

0.74 28+0.6
' -0.6 Fe XVII(0.73)/O VII(0.71)

0.83 34+0.8
• -0.4 Fe X\rll(0.83) or OVIII Lymancontinuum

0.91 42+0.4
• -0.3 NeIX (0.92)

1.01 14+0.3
• -0.2 Fe XXI(1.01),Ne X(1.02)

1.05 37+0.5
• -0.5 Fe XXII-XXIII

1.33 O76+.11
• -.11 MgXI(1.34)

1.45 O19+.08
' - .09 MgXII(1 .47)

1.83 O41+.06
• - ,07 Si XIII(1.87)

.

1.97 O31+.07
• - .06 Si XIV(2.01)

2.40 O33+.06
' - .05 SxV (2.46)

Table 10: Significant low energy lines in NGCI068

Note.- These were obtained by the simultaneous spectral fitting of SISOand SISI data with Gaussian

lines, a bremsstrahlung and the power law determined at E> 3keV.

' Noredshift correction is applied for z=0.0037. Errors for somelines are not estimated due to coupling

betweenadjacent line parameters. Therefore the best fit values are only listed. Howevernominal statistical

errors are about 0.03 keV.

t gO%errors obtained with every center energy of line fixed at the best fit value.

Thepresence of a large numberof emission lines from highly ionized ions prompts an
analysis of the low energy bandusing thin thermal models. Agooddescription of the data is

not obtained with a simple I temperature coronal plasmamodel, either Meweand Kaastra

(MEKA,Meweet al. 1985) or Raymondand Smith (1977). Amuchbetter description can
be obtained if we include the power law componentdetermined at the high energy band.

Howeverthere are strong residuals, especially at the Si and SIines, which suggest that a
non-solar elemental distribution would improve the fit for this model. Wethen fitted a
variable abundanceRaymondSmith model with a power law continuum of photon index

fixed at 1.27. This model gives the reduced X2 values of 3.2 (with 204 d.o.f.) with the

best-fit temperature of 0.41~0.01 keV with non-solar abundance. In this model there is

still excess emission at E 0.7 keV. Therefore wecan conclude that at least 2temperatures
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are required for the low energy portion of the spectrum

Total Spectrumof NGC1068 Wefinally have tried simultaneous fits of SIS and GIS

data in the wide energy band of 0.5-10 keVusing a 2-temperature MEKAmodel with a

power-law componentplus iron line complex at around 6=7 keV. W~efind that the total

spectrum can be well fit by this model with the reduce X2 value of 1.38 (350 d.o.f.). The

results are given in figure 15, where each componentis also given separately. The best-fit

power-law index was found to be 1.28:1:0.14, which is very close to that determined with

the limited energy band above3keV. Thebest-fit parameters of iron K-shell complex are

essentially unchangedfrom that determined in subsection 3.1. The best-fit temperatures

of the two thin thermal componentsare kT=- 0.59~0.1 and 0.14~0.1 keVwith the abun-

dancesof 0.30:b0.06 and 0.03~0.01 of solar, respectively. Theflux ratios in the 0.3-3.5 keV

band are 38, 50 and 120/0 for the high-kT, Iow-kT and power-law components.

Figure 15: TheASCASIS spectrum of

- _ NGCI068
l>Q;

TheASCASIS spectrum with a best-
~~x:

~ c;
I I fit model (thin line) consisting of two

~ .~~,~ o
cn

c; single-temperature MEKA,a power-I
*"~:l
!s o law and two Gaussian components.
o - If

Lr) Three thick lines show3 components
> o ofthe model; a low-kTMEKA(dotted),t

~l)'

0.5 Io a high-kT MEKA(solid), and a power~ 51
channel energy (keV) Iaw(dashed). TwoGaussian for Fe K

lines are not shown. The model was
fitted with SIS Oand GIS2data simul-

taneously, but only SIS Ospectrum is

shown
.

Neither the BBXRTnor the Ginga spectra had sufficient signal to noise or energy

resolution to determine the shape of the high energy continuum. Koyamaet, al.(1989)

report that the continuum is consistent with a r = 1.5 power law with no absorption.

Howeverthe inclusion of a soft power law of index 3 (Monier, Halpern 1987) gives the

best-fit Ginga slope to be 1.3 (Koyamaet al. 1989). A re-analysis of the Ginga data by

Smith, Doneand Pounds(1993) finds slopes between1.33-1.96. Therefore the photon index
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derived here is generally consistent with the Ginga results and is significantly flatter than

that seen from most the other AGN.

4.4.2 Discussion for NGC1068

The values of the fiuxes for the 3componentmodels of the low energy data are close to

the flux ratio from the spatially resolved componentsof the ROSATresults (Wilson et al.

1992[205]). Wethus propose that someof the unusual features of the model proposed by

Marshall et al(1993[96]) would be alleviated if one took into account the dilution of the

signal of the photoionized refiector by the, presumably, thermal emission componentsin

the source.

All the 3componentfits require one componentto be very soft, kT 0.2 keV, whose

abundanceis poorly constrained and one componentof kT - 0.4-0.7 keVwith non-solar

abundanceratios. This probably represents non-equilibrium effects( mimicked by multi-

temperature )and/or non-standard abundances. For example, the relative weaknessof the

Fe XVII L shell to NeK lines is reproduced by two alternative models. Oneis a multitem-

perature model, in which a low- kTcomponentis responsible for the weaknessof Fe L shell

to NeK Iines and is advantageous to a reconciliation with the ROSATimage. Another is

a single-temperature variable-abundance model, in which a low abundanceof Fe in hot gas

is responsible. In this case a featureless continuum with a steep slope or a low temperature

also required.

Thequestion arises as to the origin of the very strong Fe6.4 keVline which is not seen in

the ASCAspectra of starburst galaxies. This line is not explained by thermal components

and is a signature of the Seyfert 11 phenomenonas seen in ASCAspectra of other Seyfert

Ils (Mkn 3, NGC4388, and NGC6552). Wepropose that it originates in the scattering

mediumas originally suggested by Krolik and Kallman (1987[87]). This model has been

recently strongly confirmed by Ginga and ASCAobservations of X-ray binaries in eclipse,

where the X-rays are seen by scattering, bears a strong resemblance to that of NGCI068
in its flat shape and the 6.4 keV Iine emission.

Wepropose a reconciliation of the X-ray imaging data from ROSATand the BBXRT
spectra. In the ASCAdata a multi-component fit with at least 2thermal componentsand

a power law is consistent with all the data except for the strong Fe K Iine. Wedetect

for the first time line emission from He-like and/or H-like Ne, Mg, Si, and S. The high

energy continuum is very flat. The origin of the strong spectral difference betweenNGC
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l068 and the other Seyfert Ils observed by ASCAis assigned to the presence of a strong

starburst componentin NGC1068and a very high columndensity which completely blocks

the central source. To derive the physical parameters, detailed modeling of this complex

spectrum is necessary. Fluorescence and recombination lines associated with the active

galactic nucleus should be taken into account in such modeling.

4.5 Seyfert 2s showing optical polarized broad lines

Mkn463, Mkn1210, and Mkn477

4.5.1 Mkn463

Introduction to Mkn463 Mkn463 is a distorted pair of interacting galaxies with a
redshift of 0.0506 (Wills et al. 1977[202]), containing two nuclei separated by about 4arcsec

on an east-west line. Hutchings &Neff(1989[65]) find someevidence for younghot stars

near the two nuclei.

The western nucleus (Mkn 463W)has a stellar continuum and narrow emission lines

with FWHMof about 500kms~1 (Wills et al. 1977[202]; Hutchings, Neff 1989[65]; Blanco

1991[20]). Shuderand Osterbrock (1981[160]) classified Mkn463Was a Seyfert 2by using

the line flux ratio of [Om]A5007AIHp.However,Wills et al. (1977[202]) audHutchings and

Neff (1989[65]) pointed out that the observed [Om]/Hp ratio is outside the typical range

for Seyierts.

Theeastern nucleus (Mkn 463E) showsa Type 2Seyfert spectrum with emission line

profiles having extended blue wings (Wills et al. 1977[202]; Shuder, Osterbrock 1981[160];

Hutchings, Neff 1989[65] ).
Somewell knownindicators which support the presence of an

obscured Seyfert I nucleus, as predicted by the unified modelof Seyfert galaxies, have been

found in Mkn463E. Miller and Goodrich (1990[107]) and Tran (1995[169]) have detected

broad Balmer lines in the polarized visible spectrum of Mkn463E, and conclude that the

light from a hidden Seyfert I is being scattered by electrons and/or dust into our line of sight.

Mkn463 also exhibits diffuse [Om]A5007Aemission extending about 20 arcsec north and

south of the nuclei, roughly perpendicular to the position angle of the polarization of broad

Balmer lines (Hutchings, Neff 1989[65]). The [Om] emission is considered to be related to

radio activity in Mkn463E (Hutchings, Neff 1989[65]; Uomotoet al. 1993[183]). Hubble

space telescope (HST) imagesof Mkn463Erevealed an optical jet nearly perpendicular to
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the optical position angle suggesting that the jet is the scattering mirror. Blanco (1991[20])

found Seyfert 1-like features in the near-infrared band of Mkn463Espectrum. Although

Ginga observations of Mkn463 gave only an upper limit of L(2-10keV) 4x 1043erg s~

(Awaki 1991[7]), Mkn463 has been detected at lower X-ray energies by the Einstein and

ROSATsatellites; the Einstein observation of Mkn463 gave a soft X-ray flux (0.2-4 keV) of

2x 10 13erg cm~2s~1(Kruper et al. 1990). TheROSATflux (0.2~lkeV) is also 2x 10-13erg

cm~2s~1 (Blanco et al., in preparation)

Fromthe far-infrared luminosity measuredby IRAS, Mkn463 wasincluded in a sample

of warm(f25~~/f60u~ > 0.2) ultraluminous (L(bol)~~ 1012Lo) galaxies by Sanders et al

(1988[153]). Theseauthors proposed that Mkn463 is in the transition stage betweencool

ultraluminous IRASgalaxies and optical quasars. To date, only a few ultraluminous IRAS
galaxies have been detected in the X-rays. Wetherefore observed Mkn463 with ASCAto
comparethe X-ray spectrum of this interacting galaxy with normal Seyfert galaxies and

investigate the spectral evolution hypothesis.

ASCAobservations of Mkn463 ASCAobservations of Mkn463 were performed on
1994 January 31. The effective exposure time wasabout 36 ks.

Mkn463 is the brightest source in the GISand SIS fields of view. Thebroad-band GIS

image (with a field of view of about 25 arcmin in radius) contains four obvious sources in

addition to Mkn463 (table 11). Howeverin the (hard) 4-10 keVband image, only Mkn463

is visible.

Weextracted X-ray spectra for eachdetector from a circular region centered on Mkn463.

Theextraction radii were3arcmin for GIS2and GIS3, 3.4 arcmin for SISO, and 2.7 arcmin

for SISI (the radii for two SISs were limited by the gaps between the mosaicked CCD
chips). Wealso extracted background spectra from off-source regions in the samefield of

view. Fromthese weproduced combinedSIS (SIS0+SIS1) and GIS (GIS2+GIS3)spectra.

Both of these combinedspectra were then binned so that each energy bin contained at

least 40 counts before background subtraction. For the spectral analysis presented below,

wefitted these two combinedspectra simultaneously.

X-ray spectra of Mkn463 Weattempted to fit the data with a single-component

models modified by absorption in cold gas of solar abundances (Morrison, McCalnmon
1983): a power-law (formula 1), and a single-temperature Raymond-Smith(RS) plasma
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Table 11: Sources in the GIS image selected by using a sliding-cell method(Mkn463)

GIS0.5-2keV GIS0.5-2keVGIS4- lOkeV

Source (RA, DEC).p=k2Qoo l0-3cnt/sec/GIS2+3t(BA, DEC).p..k2000

A
B
C
D
E

209.004, 18.378t

200.256, 18.592

208.800, 18.267

200.136, 18.203

200.138, 18.366

200.022, 18.364t 7.5 d: 0.9

9.5 d: 1.4

9.2 d: 1.8

4.8 d: 1.4

3.0 d: 0.7

GIS4-lOkeV

10-3cnts/sec/GIS2+3t ID

l0.3 :1: 1.0

5.5S

6.0S

5.6S

2.2S

Mkn463

Notes. - The criteria for the source detection are l) the probability that the excoss in each cell

is due to a backgroundfluctuation is les8 than 10-4 and 2) the signal-to-noise ratio is larger than

3. Source A, B, and Chave X-ray peaks in the Einstein IPC imageobtained in 1979 January 24

(Harris et al. 1900[59]). Source A, B, and Dhave peaks in the ROSATPSPCimage obtained in

1992 Jan 15.

t Difference in position betweentwo energy bands is within the uncertainty for GIS.

t Observedcount8 are corrected for vignetting effect8 and for the fraction of the 80urce counts

that fall outside the box where the net counts are estimated.

S3a upper limits evaluated at the 80ft-band positions.

with variable abundances(Raymond&Smith 1977[139]). Both of these single-component

models were rejected with reduced x2 > 2.8 for 41 of degree of freedom (dof). The best

fit photon index was0.9d:0.1 for the power law model, and the best-fit RStemperature is

> 60keV(hereafter errors are given at 90%confidence level). Finding no evidence from

these fits for local absorption to the Galactic value corresponding to NHOf 2.09x l020 cm~2

(Kruper et al. 1990[88]). In figure 16, the best-fit function of a single powerlaw modeland

residuals from the data are shown. In the residuah, wefind broad features at both the low-

and high-energy ends; hence weexaminedtwcFcomponentmodels.
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Figure 16: X-ray spectra of Mkn463

and Single power-law model

Left panel: The SIS spectrum

(SIS0+SIS1), Right panel: The GIS

spectrum (GIS2+GIS3). Solid lines

showa single power-law model, and the

residuals are shownin lower panels.

Table 12: Spectral fitting results with double-componentmodels (Mkn463)

Model Component1
Parameter Value

Component2
Parameter Value x2ldof

Double Power-Lawmodel.. rph

Reflected model...
. .

NH(1020cm~2)

rph

NH(1020cm~2)
flux(0.5-2keV)S

fiux(2- IOkeV)S

Heavily absorbed model..
. .

rph

NH(1020c7n~2)

flux(0.5-2keV)S

flux(2- IOkeV)S

3.2 :k 0.5

2.09*

3.0 :k 0.4

2.09*

1.2 x 10-13

3x 10-14

2.7 d: 0.3

2.09*

l.2 x 10-13

5x l0-14

rph

NH(1020cm~2)
rpth

NH(1020cm~2)

flux(0.5-2keV)

flux( 2- 10keV)

EWt(eV)

rph

NH(1023clrt~2)

flux(0.5-2keV)

flux(2-10keV)

EWt(eV)

-0'3 :~ 0.4

2.09*

l.8 ~ 0.4

2.
09*

7x 10-15

4.9 x l0-13

580

l.4 ~ 0.9

1.6 d: 0.8

5x 10-17

4.3 x 10-13

670

68/40

60/40

59/39

* Fixed at the Galactic absorption.

t 900/0 upper limit of the equivalent width of 6.lkeV Iine(6.4 keV in the rest frame).

~Photon index before reflection.

SIn units of erg cm~2s~1.
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Wetherefore fitted the spectra with two power-1awcomponentsplus the Galactic ab-

sorption (Double power-law model in table 12). This model is only marginally consistent

with the data; the best-fit reduced X2 = 1.7 for 40 dof. The soft band ( of the

spectrum is best fitted by a power law of the photon index of 3.2 ~ 0.5, and the hard

band by a photon index of -0.3 :1: 0.4. The soft band was equally fitted with thermal

models; replacing the soft-band power law with an RSmodel, for example, gave a best-fit

kT = 0.56 :1: 0.14keV with abundance 0.3 solar, while the hard-band power law index

remained essentially unchanged. Thus regardless of the origin of the soft component, an
extremely flat

,
hard continuum wasrequired. Theunusual flatness of this hard component,

together with the marginal value of reduced X2, Ied us to examine other possibilities for

the hard X-ray component, such as a heavily absorbed power law model and a reflection

model (Lightman and White 1988[92]). In these models, the apparent slope in the hard

X-ray bandmaybe flattened due to photo-absorption in cold material.

First we tried to fit the hard portion with the reflection model (Reflected model in

table 12). As described in Lightman and White (1988[92]), a photons hitting cold matter

are reprocessed by photoelectric absorption and Comptondown-scattering, into reflected

emission with a fiatter spectral shape than the incident spectrum. For realistic geometries,

the direct power-law and the reflection componentsshould be mixed together. However, we
examinedfirst the extreme case of a pure reflected component

.
Theother extreme, which

weexaminelater, is the heavy-absorbedpower-law model, whereonly the direct component
is included. Wehave fixed the solid angle sustained by the reflecting disk to 2lrsteradian,

and the inclination angle of the disk to zero. Additional Galactic absorption wasapplied to

these model spectra. The reflection model gave the photon index of incident spectrum of

1.8d:0.4 with the best-fit reduced X2 of 1.5 for 40 dof. In this case, the best-fit photon index

for the soft componentwasderived to be 3.0 :1: 0.4. Next, we tried the heavily absorbed

power law model (Heavily absorbed model in table 12), adding a newparameter NHfor

the absorption of the hard component
.

Thebest-fit NHand photon index were found to be

(1.6 d: 0.8) x 1023cm~2and 1.4 :1: 0.9 respectively, with a reduced X2 of 1.5 for 39 dof. Since

the fitted NHand photon index are coupled to each other, weshowconfidence contours of

thcse two parameters in figure 17. Fixing the photon index to be 1.7 (a typical value for

Seyfert galaxies), the corresponding best-fit NHis (1.8 ~ 0.4) x l023 cm~2 with a reduced

X2 of 1.5 for 40 dof. Thebest-fit parameters of the soft componentdid not changewithin

the errors. The resulting spectral model is shownin figure 18.
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Figure 18: X-ray spectrum of Mkn463

and double power-law model

Themodelwasfitted with the SIS and

GISdata simultaneously. Only the SIS

data are shown. Thesolid lines are the

best-fit model functions. The photon

index of the hard componentis fixed at

the value of 1.7.

OurASCAobservations place limits on the presence of the 6.4keV Fe Kemission line,

which has beenobserved in manyAGN.At the redshifted energy of 6.1 keVwefound upper
limits to the equivalent width of 580eVfor the reflected modeland 670eVfor the absorbed

power-law model at the 900/0 confidence level

Wealso searched for evidence for X-ray variability in the SISO, the SIS1, the GIS2, and
the GIS3data. Weconstructed X-ray light curves for the 0.5~4 keVand the 4-10 keVbands

with a bin size of 256s and applied the X2 test to the hypothesis of constant fluxes. The
reduced X2 values were found to be equal to or lcss than about one (each for about 100

dof) for the soft and hard bands of all detectors. Thusno significant tirne variability was
found over time scales of l03 s to 10hr.
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4.5.2 Discussion for MKn463

Soft Component The soft componentcan be reproduced by either power-law or by

thermal modelsshowingno significant line features. While a moredetailed analysis of this

componentwill be madein a future paper incorporating ROSATdata, wenote here that (i)

the ROSATsource is coincident with Mkn463E, and (ii) wesee no evidence of variability

around I keVbetween the observations by Einstein (1979 Jan 24: Kruper et al. 1990[88]),

ROSAT(1992 Jan 15) and the ASCAobservations presented here.

Given the correspondence with Mkn463(E) and the existence of scattered broad line

emission (Miller, Goodrich 1990[l07]), we examined the possibility that the X-ray soft

componentis also scattered light from Mkn463E. The luminosity can be explained by

the scattering of about 50/0 of the hard component, with the assumption that the intrinsic

photon index of the hard componentextends to 0.5keV. Constraining the hard- and soft-

componentslopes to be equal gave a best fit NHOf (2.7 ~ 0.5) x l023 Hatomcm~2for the

hard component, and a photon index of 2.6 d: 0.2 with a reduced X2 of 1.6 for 39 dof. Since

the fit is poor and the best-fit spectral slope is rather steep for Seyfert galaxies, weprefer

the alternative possibility that the X-ray soft componenthas a separate, probably thermal

origin
.

HardComponent Thetwo nuclei (Mkn463Eand Mkn463W)cannot be rcsolved in the

ASCAimages; their 4~arcsoc separation is smaller than the ASCA'sspatial resolution and

the accuracy of positional deternrination of -1 arcmin. However, the ionizing luminosities

of the 2nuclei are vastly different as judged from their optical spectra. Onthe basis of

[Om] A5007Aline strengths, for instance, Mkn463E is brighter by a factor of about 20

(Tull et al. 1979[173]; Uomotoet al. 1993[183]). Thusweidentify Mkn463Eas the origin

of the hard X-ray flux.

Modeling the hard componentwith a simple power law, wefound that this component

has an extremely fiat slope with a photon index of about -0.3. Since the flat slope cannot be

explained by the intrinsic spectrum of any knownX-ray sources, wesuspect that this hard

componentis due to photoelectric absorption of an intrinsically steeper spectrum. From

the reduced X2 values of our continuum fits wecannot judge whether the reflection model

or absorbed model is morerealistic for the origin of the hard component
.

Nevertheless, we

can estimate the contribution of the reflection modelusing the equivalent width of the iron

line, since an X-ray spectrum reflected or scattered by cold material is expected to produce
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a high equivalent width (-2keV) fiuorescent iron K-line, as seen in NGCI068(Koyamaet

al. 1989[83]; Marshall et al. 1993[96]; Uenoet al. 1994[180]). Onthe other hand, a direct

X-ray spectrum transmitted through a columnNHof 1.6 x 10'-3 Hatomcm~2would produce

an equivalent width of about 200eV (Inoue 1985[66]). Thus if wereasonably assumethat

the iron abundanceis comparable to solar in Mkn463E, the upper limit for the fluorescent

Fe K Iine ( eV) implies that the absorbed power-law contributes at least 700/0 of the

hard componentflux.

The fitted X-ray absorption of this hard cornponent corresponds to a dust extinction of

Av e:t90mag for a Galactic dust-to-gas ratio. This is far higher than estimates of the dust

extinction, for instance the 9.7pm silicate feature measuredby Rocheet al. (1991[146])

implies Av ei7mag. The discrepancy is easily explained either by the different extents of

the infrared and X-ray emitting regions, or by a large column of dust-free gas along the

line-of-sight to the X-ray source.

Fromthe best-fit NHfor thc photon index of 1.7 assumedabove, wetherefore derive an

intrinsic 2-10keVIuminosity Lx for the hard power law source to be I x l043 ergs s~1 very

close to the upper limit obtained with the Ginga satellite (Awaki 1991[7]).

Well-established correlations exist for unobscured Seyfert I galaxies between their 2-

10keVIuminosity and their broad-line, [Orn] and far-infrared luminosities. For Mkn463E,

all thcse indicators predict a muchhigher hard X-ray luminosity that wereport here. We
consider the far-infrared emission of Mkn463, which is due mostly to Mkn463E(Roche et

al. 1991[146]). Using the correlation presented by Wardet al. (1988[191]) or Mulchaeyet al.

(1994[111]) betweenLx and infrared luminosity LIR for Seyfert Is, Mkn463E's far-infrared

luminosity of 3.4xl045 ergss~1 predicts Lx ::~l044 ergs s~1. Similally, the [Om] Iuminosity

of 41x 1042ergs s~1 (Shuder, Osterbrock 1981[160] ; Mazzarella, Boroson 1993[103]) implies

comparablevalues of Lx if Mkn463Eis a typical Seyfert I (Mulchaey et al. 1994[111]). Fi-

nally, broad line emission from Mkn463Ehas beendetected in the near-infrared by Blanco

(1991[20]) and Goodrich et al. (1994[53]); these broad infrared lines mayeither be trans-

mitted from the BLR,or reflected by a scattering region obscured by Av c~:5 mag. In either

case, using Mkn463E's broad Paschena flux of 1.9x 10-lP ergscm~2s~1 (Blanco 1991[20] ),

the corresponding L(Ha) of 2.1xl043 ergs~ would imply Lx :::: 1.7 x l044 ergs~1 from the

correlation between these quantities established for Seyfert Is (Wardet al. 1988[1gl]).

It appears therefore, that at least at the current epoch, Mkn463Eis underluminous in

X-rays comparedto our expectations for typical Seyfert galaxies. If weare seeing only a
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fraction of Mkn463E's true hard X-ray luminosity, the source must be highly anisotropic.

Alternatively, by analogy with NGCI068it maybe completely obscured; however for this

latter case have already argued against an origin of the observed hard componentin an
electron-scattered AGNcontinuum (due to the high NHand lack of Fe Kemission). While

moresensitive observations of Mkn463, extending to higher energy, are noededto determine

NHand the intrinsic shape of the hard componentindependently, the ASCAobservations

presented here have demonstrated that Mkn463Edoes not conform to the simplest inter-

pretation of the unified schemefor Seyfert galaxies, despite the persuasive evidence gathered

from lower energies. If similar objects to Mkn463 share its property of X-ray quietness (cf

Rieke 1988[142]), an extension of the unified model of Seyiert galaxies maybe required to

incorporate such a newclass of AGN.

Summaryof Mkn463 1. TheASCAspectra of Mkn463 require at least two components:

soft and hard. Noevidence wasfound for a strong fluorescent iron K Iine (EW eV).

2. Thesoft componentcan either be explained by a non-thermal (photon index=2.7) or a
thennal continuum (kT = I keV), with no evidence for long-tenn variability. Wesuggest

that the steep spectral slope makesit unlikely that this soft componentis due to electron

scattering of an intrinsic AGNcontinuum.

3. Thehard componenthas extremely fiat slope. This is interpreted to be due to heavy

absorption and/or reflection of an intrinsic Seyiert I continuum. Fromthe limits on iron

equivalent width, wesuggest that more than 700/0 of these X-rays are due to the heavily

absorbed transmitted component. For a typical photon index of 1.7, the intrinsic NHand

luminosity of this continuum are respectively estimated to be 1.8 x l023 Hatomcm~ and

1x 1043 ergss~1.

4. This inferred intrinsic hard X-ray luminosity is muchsmaller than that expected by

comparison with Seyfert Is of comparable broad line, [Om]
,

and far-infrared luminosities.

This implies that at least at the current epoch, Mkn463Eis an X-ray quiet AGN.Similar

hard X-ray observations of other infrared-luminous Seyiert 2s will be able to establish

whether this is a general property of this class of active galaxy.
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4.5.3 Mkn1210

Introduction to Mkn1210 MKn1210 appears to be an isolated compact galaxy, and

the wide band spectrum exlribits manyfeatures characteristic to Seyiert galaxies (Tran et

al. 1992 [170]); they found clear evidence for broad componentsof Haand Hpemission

lines in the polarized flux spectra of this object. Noreport on the hard X-ray spectrum has

been found.

ASCAobservation of Mkn1210 ASCAobservations wereperformed on 1995 October

18 and Novemberl 2. After the data screening, the remaining effective exposure time of

the SIS and the GIS were 12.2ks and 12.4ks for October 18, and 5.7ks and 6.0ks for

November12. Wehave extracted spectra from a region of 6' and 10' diameters for SIS and

GIS, respectively.

X-ray spectra of Mkn1210 Wefound no significant variability during the ASCA
observation becauseof the limited photon numbers. Thusweadd all data for the spectral

fit. Tokeep the grade of the data, wemadethe GISbackgroundspectra from the blank-sky

data accumulated by the GoddardSpaceFright Center with the long exposure of 324.6ks.

Onthe other hand, the SIS blank-sky data accumulated in the 4CCDmodehas different

internal background level from that of our observation mode(1CCD).For the background

subtraction of the SIS data of Mkn1210, weused the near sky spectra in the sameexposure
that Mkn1210 wasobserved in.

TheASCAspectra are shownin figure 55 after the backgroundsubtraction. Wefound a
soft and a hard componentsas seen in other Seyfert galaxies in this paper. Wealso found a
line structure around 6- 7keV, which is apparent in the SISO, SIS1, and GIS3 in common.

Weapplied a twohcomponentpower-law model (formula 2). The best-fit parameters

are listed in table 19. The reduced X2 is 0.87 for 92 degrecs of freedcun (dof). The hard

componenthas the photon index of 0.9(-0.2-1.9) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent col-

umndensity of 1.2( 2.3) x 1023Hatomcm~2. Thesoft cornponent has the photon index of

2.6(>2.2) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent columndensity of 1.3 x 1022Hatomcm~2.

The best fit center energy of line is 6.53(6.37-6.62) at the rest frame, and the equivalent

width of it is 820(460-1250) eV.
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Figure 19: Thesalne as in figure 7, but for Mkn1210

Thephoton index is slightly smaller than the typical value(- 1.7) seen in Seyfert galax-

ies. Weperformed another fit where the photon index of the hard componentis frozen to

1.7. The best-fit model function is shownwith the SISOdata in figure 19. The best-fit

parameters are shownin table 19. The reduced X2 is 0.88 for 93 dof. Then, the best-fit

columndensity for the hard componentis limited to be 2.0(1.4 - 2.8) x l023Hatomcm~2.

Theslope of the soft componentis also determined to be 2.4(2.0-3.5). Theother parameters

dose not changewithin the errors.

4.5.4 Mkn477

Introduction to Mkn477 Tran et al (1992[170]) found clear evidence for polarized

broad lines in Mkn477. However, it is disputable whether the central ionizing source in

Mkn477is obscured from direct view or not (Tran et al 1992; Kinney et al 1991 [77]). The

ASCAobservation is the crucial test
.

ASCAobservation of Mkn477 Theobservations were performed on 1995 Docember

~5, with the effective exposure time of the SIS and the GIS of 45.1 ks and 44.2ks, respec-

tively. Wehave extracted spectra from a region of 6' and 10' dialneters for SIS and GIS,

respectively.

X-ray spectra of Mkn477 Wefound no significant variability during the ASCAobser-

vation. For the backgroundsubtractions wefollowed the procedure described for Mkn1210,
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The spectra of NGC477 are shownin figure 56 after the background subtraction. We
found at least two componentsfor continuum emission, a soft and a hard ones, and a line

structure around the energy of Fe K Iine especially apparent in the GIS2spectrum.

Thusweapplied a model given in formula 2and listed the best-fit parameters in table

19. The reduced X2 is 0.90 for 129 degrees of freedom (dof). The hard componenthas

the photon index of 0.2(-0.5-1.0) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent column density of

9( 21) x 10'-3Hatomcm~2. The soft componenthas the photon index of 2.0(1.0-8.6)

absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent columndensity of 9.3 x l021Hatomcm~2. Thebest

fit center energy of line is 6.40(6.34-6.45) at the rest frame, and the equivalent width is

490(290-740) eV.
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Figure 20: Thesameas in figure 7, but for Mkn477

Thephoton index is muchsmallcr than the typical value(- 1.7) seen in Seyfert galaxics

By flxing the photon index at 1.7, the absorbing column density for the hard component

increased to be 3.4(2.5 - 4.6) x l023Hatomcm~2and the equivalent width of Fe K Iine

slightly reduced to be 370(170-610) eV. The best-fit model function is shownwith the

unfolded SISOdata in figure 20. The best-fit parameters are shownin table 19.

4.5.5 Discussion for Mkn1210 and Mkn477

Mkn1210 and Mkn477 have similar X-ray spectra although the X-ray luminosities of

Mkn477 is seven times larger than that of Mkn1210. Thediscovery of the hard components

in these sources supports the scenario that type 2Seyferts showingoptical polarized broad

line harbor obscured X-ray nuclei as well as maskedbroad line regions.
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Wefound a strong Fe K Iine in each sources. Especially Mkn1210has the large equiva-

lent width of 830(460-1250) eV. If the cold matter with solar abundancesurrounds around

isotropic ionizing X-ray sources, an Fe-K equivalent width (EW)of - 100f(NH/1023cm~2)

eV is expected for the hydrogen-equivalent column density of NH 1024cm~2 where f
is the covering factor (eg. Awaki et al. 1991 [14]). Assumingthe absorption of the hard

componentis due to the cold matter, the expected Fe-KEWfor Mkn1210 is 200(120-280)

eVeven for the f of I .
Theobserved large EWwould imply that someamountof direct

emission from ionizing X-ray source is perfectly blocked. For an extreme, weapplied the

reflection model employed for Mkn463 and get a acceptable fit with the reduced X2 of

0.82 for 92 degree of freedom. Thebcst-fit photon index of the intrinsic ionizing photon is

2.0(1.6~2.8). Weestimate the most probable ratio of the heavily absorbed and the reflected

contmuumsto be 6:4 assuming that those continuums are accompaniedby Fe K line with

EWsof 200 and 2000eV, respectively; the sameassumption that weemployedfor Mkn463

4.6 Seyfert 2showingmoderatea low energy cutoff in the Ginga

spectra

NGC2nO

4.6.1 NGC2110

Introduction to NGC2110 This galaxy is classified a narrow emission-line galaxy

(NELG). TheNarrowEmission Line Galaxies (NELGS)comprise a class of Active Galac-

tic Nuclei(AGN) which were originally recognized to be strong X-ray emitters, and were
subsequently found to exhibit narrow emission line ( 600 kms~1 FWHM)regions near
their galactic centers (e.g., Shuder1980[159] and references therein). Theyare nowusually

classified as Seyiert 2's, although someauthors call them 1.9's becauseof the faint broad-

line componentof Ha.
Extensive discussions have been madewhether or not their optical

properties are different from those of Seyfert 2galaxies (e.g., Rubin 1978[148]; McClintock

et al. 1979[105]; Veron et al. 1980[186]). For example, McClintock et al. (1979[105])

concluded that most of the NELGSare not different from Seyfert 2's because they have

the line ratio of [OIII]A5007/Hp similar to that of Seyfert 2's (the classification scheme

adopted by Weedman1977[197]). Onthe other hand, Veron et al. (1980[186]) and Shuder

(1980[159]) detected a faint broad Hacomponentfrom someNELGS'Thus, Lawrenceand
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Elvis (1982[90]) suggested that NELGSare classified as AGNin transition from Seyfert 1's

to Seyfert 2's.

In order to address the nature of NELGS,weselected NGC2110 as a typical example.

Optical line ratios plotted on the "BPT" diagrams (Baldwin et al. 1981[17]) indicate that

the line emission is due to photoionization by non-thermal power-law photons (Wilson et

al. 1985[203]). Ulvestad &Wilson (1983[181]) and Pogge(1989[135]) reported on extended

and elongated ionized gas in the SOgalaxy NGC2110. Pogge's(1989[135]) ionization mapof

[OIII]/(Ha+[Nll]) showsa conelike structure fanning out from the nucleus on one side, sim-

ilar to that observed in NGCI068.Spectropolarimetrically, this object had an uncorrected

polarization of 0.3 %, Iow enough to be consistent with an interstellar origin. Amarginal

broad Hacomponentwith the line width of 2300 - 3600 kms~1 (FWZI) was reported by

Shuder (1980[159]).

X-ray emission of NGC2110 was first detected by Bradt et al. (1978[23]) with the

SAS-3satellite. From the HEA0-1obscrvations, Mushotzky (1982[113]) suggested that

NGC2110 is a Seyfert I in disguise since the hard X-ray luminosity, spectrum and time

variability resemble to those of low luminosity Seyfert 1's. Thrner and Pounds(1989[177])

reported a soft excess emission below ~i I keVfrom the EXOSATobservation, which was
confirmed and suggested to be spatially extended by Weaveret al. (1995[194]) on the basis

of the BBXRTandROSATobservations. With Ginga, Hayashi et al. (1996[60]) have found

the variability of a few hours
.

This fast time variability is firm evidence that NGC2110

harbors a compact active galactic nucleus.

ASCAobservation of NGC2110 NGC2110 wasobserved on 1994 March 12; after

the standard data selection, the efiiective exposure tirne of the SIS and the GISwere about

35.4ks and 37.1 ks respectively.

X-ray spectra of NGC2110 Thespectra of NGC2110 are shownin figure 57. The
overall spoctra are different from those of IC5063 and NGC4507. There is no steep fall of

flux around 2-3 keVin the spectra. This suggests that the spectral componentdominating

above3keV is less absorbed. Wefirst apply a power-law model (formula I)
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Figure 21: Thesameas in figure 6, but for NGC2110

The best-fit model function is shownwith the SISI data in figure 21. This model

was rejected with a reduced X2 of 2.1 for 361 degrees of freedom (dof). The best-fit

photon-index and hydrogen-equivalent columndensity are 1.29(1.25-1.33) and 2.4(2.3-2.5)

x 1022Hatomcm~2 respectively.

The column density is only about one tenth as thick as those of the above objects

(IC 5063 and NGC4507). However, more fiux is still seen at soft X-ray energics than

expected from a simple extrapolation of the hard X-ray continuum covered by a cold phr>

toelectric absorber, requiring an additional componentto be fit. Weaddanother power-law

componentfor the soft excess. The SIS spectra of NGC2110 showa line feature around

6.0-6.5 keVat the observer frame. Wethen try tw(>componentmodelwith a Gaussian line

(formula 2)
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Figure 22: Thesameas in figure 7, but for NGC2110

The best-fit model function is shownwith SISO da,ta in figure 22. The function is

unfolded by the response of the instruments, showing the intrinsic spectrum of X-rays

incident on the X-ray telescope. Thebest-fit parameters are listed in table 19. Thereduced

X2 is 1.36 for 356 degrees of freedom (dof). Thehard band (> 1.5 keV) fiux is dominated by

a power-law componenthaving the photon index of 1.5(1.4-1.6) absorbed by the hydrogen-

equivalent columndensity of 3.2(2.9 -
3.0') x 1022Hatomcm~2(hard component). Thesoft

band ( 1.5keV) flux is dominated by a power-law componenthaving the photon index of

1.7(1 .0-5.3) absorbedby the hydrogen-equivalent columndensity of 6.3 x l021Hatomcm~~
(soft component). The best fit center energy of line is 6.41(6.38-6.45) at the rest frame,

and the equivalent width of it is 151(115-184) eV. Theextra soft X-ray emission below c~

1.2 keVshowsa broad peak around I keV, which presumably is a blend of an Fe L-shell

complexand NeK-shell lines.

Firstly, wehaveconsidered electron-scattered and reprocessed X-rays from photoionized

materials around the nucleus. This idea was applied in terms of the unified scheme, for

example, to NGC1068 (e.g., Marshall et al. 1993). Wehave simply modeledthe scattered

componentwith a power-law continuum, where the photon index wasassumedto be the

sameas that of the primary power-law componentin the high energy band. Thereprocessed

spectrum wascalculated using XSTAR(Kallman, Krolik 1993) in the optically thin limit,

wherethe photon index of the input power-law continuum wasfixed to be 1.5. Theemergent

spectrum wasgiven as a function of ionization parameter ~= L/nr2 where L, n, and r are
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the central source luminosity, density of the material, anddistance from the central source to

the material, respectively. The absorption for these scattered and reprocessed components

wasassumedto be the Galactic value of 1.86xl02lcm~2 (Elvis et al. 1989). The model

formula is

F(E) = [{Kab.E-r + Gaussian} exp(-cr(E)NHint). + K.=tE~r + S(E, ~, EM)] exp(-cr(E)NHG.1)'

whereKab' andKt are respectively the normalizations of the absorbed and the scattered

power-law components; NHi*t and NHGalare respectively the intrinsic and the Galactic

equivalent hydrogen column densities of cold absorbing materials; S(E, ~,EM) is the re-

processed emission as a function of E,~ and the emission measure EM. The best-fit

parameters and their 900/0 confidence ranges are given in table
.

The intensity ratio of the

scattered to the primary power-law component(K._tlK.b.) wasestimated to be ::: 40/0

Table 13: Scattered X-ra s model for the ASCASIS s ectra of NGC2110

Parameter[Unit] Best-fit value (90%range)

Absorption NHG.1[1022cm~2 o. 186(fixed)

NHint [1022cm~2 2.89(2.64-3.09)

Power-1aw r 1.36(1.28-1.43)

Kab. [10-3photonss~lkeV-lcm~2] 4.3(3.8-4.8)

Gaussian line Energy [keV] 6.38(6.35-6.41)

Width [keV] O(fixed)

Intensity [10-5photonss~lcm~2] 4.5(3.3-5.7)

Scattered X-rays log~ 2.l

K...t [l0-3photoness~ cm~2] O.19(0.00-0.22)

2-lO keV flux Observed[lO-nergs~ cm~2] 2.6

Absorption corrected [l0-1lergs~1cm~ J 3.2

reduced X2 (dof) l.O (393)

Note: Redshift is taken into account for all values except the Galactic absorption.

As the second possibility, wehaveexaminedoptically thin thermal plasma in ionization

equilibrium. Theapplied model is

F(E) = [{Kdo.E-r +Gaussian} exp(-a(E)NHint) +T(.E, T., Z, EM)] exp(,-a(.E)NHG.1)'

whereT(E, T., Z, EM)is the thermal plasmamodeloriginally developed by Raymondand

Smith (1977), in which T., Z, and EMare the electron temperature, metal abundance,

and emission measure, respectively. Wehave at first fixed the abundanceZ at the solar
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value and then allowed it to be free, which procedure wasjustified with larger than 99.9%

significance level by the F-test. This model also well reproduced the SIS spectra with X2

of 1.0 for 393 d.o.f. Thebest-fit parameters and their 900/0 confidence ranges are given in
.

Table 14: Thermal plasmaelnission model for the ASCASIS spectra of NGC2110

Parameter[Unit] Best-fit value (90%range)

Absorption

Power-1aw

Gaussian line

Thermal plasma

2-lO keV flux

NHGel[l022cm~2

NHil~bt [1022cm~2

F
Kabe[10 -3 photonss~1keV-1 cm~2J
Energy [keV]

Width [keV]

Intensity [l0-5photonss~1cm~2]

kTe[keV]

Z [relative to solar]

Observed[10-n ergs~1cm~2]

Absorption corrected [10-1lergs~1cm~2]

O. 186(fixed)

2.67(2.48-2.87)

1.33(1.26-1.40)

4.2(3.8-4.7)

6.38(6.35-6.41)

O(fixed)

4.4(3.2-5.7)

l.03(0.8&1.19)

0.07(0.02-0.18)

2.7

3.2

reduced x2 (dof) 1.0 (393)

Note: Redshift is taken into account for all values except the Galactic absorption.

Wecan notice a broad data deficiency around the 7 - 9keV energy range. Wealso

present data residuals from the narrow line model for the GIS2 and GIS3. Similar data

deficiency is seen in the energy range above ::: 7keV.

Since this feature is likely due to iron edge absorption, wehave added an absorption

edge with the edge energy and absorption optical depth as free parameters. Significant

improvementwasobtained with more than 99 %confidence. Thebest-fit edgeenergy and

the optical depth were 7.2 keVand 0.2, respectively. The edge energy and optical depth

were estimated to be 7.1
- 8.0 keVand 0.05 - 0.4, respectively, in the 90 o/o confidence level

whenthe width of Fe K Iine is fix to a = O. This edgeenergy is consistent with "cold" iron

inferred by the iron line energy. Then the optical depth of 0.05 -
0.4 gives the equivalent

hydrogen column density to be c~: (10 ~ 8) x 1022cm~2using the cross section of Morrison

and McCammon(1983)
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4.6.2 Discussion for NGC2110

Thehard X-ray properties of NGC2110such as the X-ray luminosity, fast time variability,

photon index and iron line equivalent width resemble to those of Seyfert I 's. However,NGC
2110showstwo X-ray properties significantly different from those of typical Seyfert I 's. One
is that the reflection componentfrom a cold material is less than 170/0

,
significantly smaller

than found in Seyiert 1's with typical value of 100 - 200%(e.g., Piro et al. 1990[134]). The
other is the amountof low energy absorption. Thehydrogen columndensity of NGC2110

is larger than that of Seyfert I 's by roughly one order, while smaller than that of Seyfert

2's by one order (see Awaki et al. 1991[14]).

Optical properties of NGC2110 rather resemble to Seyfert 2's than Seyfert I 's, with

the margmal "broad" Haenussron line (Shuder 1980[159]). Wehave estimated "broad"

Haluminosity of NGC2110 to be about 1042 ergs s~ ,
using the LH* - Lx relation (Ward

et al. 1988[191]). By absorption due to the moderate NH, this flux would becometo

- 4 x 10-15ergs s~lcm~2 which value does not conflict with the nlarginal detection of

Shuder (1980[159]). Therefore even the NHvalue obtained from the soft X-ray absorption

is sufiicient to obscure the Seyfert I Iike BLR, if any. Thus wecan conclude that NGC
2110 have essentially the salne AGNas Seyfert 1's. Significant difference would be the

structure of the circumnuclear gas, which is responsible to the low energy absorption and

the reflection component
.

Wehavedetected the iron line with equivalent width of 151(115-184) eVfrom the ASCA
observation. Wehave also found the iron edge structure in the ASCAspectrum with the

column density of 2 - 18 x 1022cm~2. From the line and edge energy, we have given a

constraint that the ionization state of iron is less than FeXVII. Betweenthe Ginga and the

ASCAobservations, wefind no significant variation, or at least no increase, of the equivalent

width of the iron line, while the observed flux have decreased by about 400/0. This indicates

that the iron line emitting region is close ( 1.4 pc) to the continuum emitting region.

The cold matter in our line of sight inferred from the low energy absorption (2
- 3

x l022cm~2) can only give an iron line equivalent width of 20 - 30 eVeven if the matter

covers 4lr steradian around the nucleus (Inoue 1990[67]). The apparent excess of the iron

equivalent width over the value expected from the absorption column density has often

been found in Seyfert 1's. Onthe analogy of Seyfert 1's, one mayargue two possibility to

explain this "excess" iron line: the reflection and warmabsorber models. The first model

(reflection), however, is rejected for NGC2110, bocauseno significant reflection component
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is required in the Ginga spectrum. Thesecond model (warmabsorber) is also implausible

because the observed line and edge energy requires low ionization iron which would make
significant L-shell absorption

.

Here wepropose a tw(>phase ('cold" matter model for the origin of the iron featurcs.

One "cold" (to iron) material has an equivalent hydrogen column density larger than -
1023cm~2, but still thin against the Thomsonscattering ( 1026cm~2). This material

partially covers the nucleus and produces the main part of the iron line and edge features.

In addition, the other cold material of - I022cm~2 totally covers the nucleus and BLR.

This material is responsible to the optical obscuration and the X-ray low energy absorption.

Geometrically, it should be doughnut-shapedin order to explain the asymmetrical structure

observed in the optical and radio wavelength.

Accordingly, wehave examinedthe following dual absorber model, where the extra soft

X-ray emission is represented by a thermal plasma model.

F(E) = [{KQb.E-r + Gaussian} exp(-cr(.E)NHi~t). x {/,.'fexp(.-cr(E)NHpc) + (.1

- Cf)}

+T(E, T., Z, EM:)]exp(-a(E)NHG~1)'

whereNHpeand Cf are the equivalent hydrogencolumndensity and the covering fraction

of a partially covering material, respectively. 'This model satisfactorily reproduced the SIS

spectra with X2 of 1.0 for 391 d.o.f. The bcst-fit parameters and their 909~:o confidence

ranges are given in table 15. This parameter set can produce an iron line with equivalent

width of ~t 100 eV, even with the cosmic abundancematerial (Inoue 1990[67]).
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Table 15: Dual absorber model for the ASCASIS spectra of NGC2110

Parameter[Unit] Best-fit value (90%range)

Absorption

Power-law

Gaussian line

Thermal plasma

2-lO keV flux

NHG,,1[l022cm~

NHint[l022cm~

NHPc[l022cm~2

Cf

r
Kaba[l0-3photonss~1keV-lcm~2]

Energy [keV]

Width [keV]

Intensity [lO-sphotonss~lcm~2]

kTe[keV]

Z [relative to solar]

Observed[l0-11 ergs~1cm~2]

Absorption corrected [l0-1lergs~1cm~2]

0.186(fixed)

2.99(2.~3.4)

18.6(7.8-32.3)

0.32(0.13-0.47)

l.69(1.44-1.94)

9.2(5,4-16)

6.38(6.35-6.41)

0.05 (fixed)

4.7(3.3-6.1)

l.05(0.8~1.29)

0.07(0.02-0.17)

2.6

3.8

reduced x2 (dof) l.O (391)

Note: Redshift is taken into account for all values except the Galactic absorption.

Wefurther expect that the partially covering material and the totally covering material

are respectively the BLRclouds and the obscuring torus in the unified scheme. TheFWHM
of the 6.4 keV iron line gives the Doppler velocity to be less than I x l04 kms~1. This

is reasonable for the velocity of the BLRclouds. Onthe other hand, Mushotzky et al.

(1995[ll5]) recently reported the detection of "broad" iron Ka lines from two Seyfert 1's

with the ASCAsatellite. Theyobtained the FWHMcorresponding to the Doppler velocity

larger than 2or 3.5 x 104 kms~1 and interpreted thesc to be the accretion disc origin.

Wehave found that the extra soft X-ray emission can be modeledby either electron

scattered X-rays or thennal plasmaemission. Fromthe ASCAobservation alone, however,

we cannot discriminate these two possibility. Our extrapolated 0.1 - 2.4 keV observed

flux of this emission is 4.2 x 10-13ergs s~1cm~2for the scattered X-rays model and 2.8

x l0-13ergs s~1cm~2for the thermal plasma emission model; both are the sameas the

BBXRiTestimation of 3 - 4.5 xl0-13ergss~1cm~2 (Weaver et al. 1995[194]). Therefore

weconclude that the extra soft X-ray emission has been almost constant at least between

the BBXRTand the ASCAobservations. This supports the suggestion by Weaveret al.

(1995[194]) that the extra soft X-ray emission comesfrom the extended region resolved

with the ROSATHRI.
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4.7 Other Seyfert 2s observed with ASCA
PKSB1319-164, NGC7319, and NGC4388

73

4.7.1 PKSB1319-164

Introduction to PKSB1319-164 There wasno X-ray data for PKSB1319-164before

ASCA(The ROSATan sky survey mayhave detected the soft X-rays from PKSB1319-

164, but it wasnot listed in the paper titled "ROSATAll Sky Survey observations of IRAS
galaxics" by Boller et al. 1992 ).

This "warm" IRASAGNwaslabeled a reddened Seyfert 2by Osterbrock &DeRobertis

(1985 [127]) and is one of the brightest Seyfert 2's discovered by IRAS(De Grijp et al. 1985

[32]). Further discussion of the optical spectra, IUE spectra, and optical imaging of this

galaxy are presented in De Robertis, Hutchings, & Pitts (1988[33]). The nucleus is red-

denedby EB_v=0.3mag, both in the lines and continuum. This galaxy had exceptionally

interesting emission line characteristics. For example, the emission-1ine profiles were among
the broadest for Seyfert 2's, having full widths at zero intensity (FWZI) of over 4000 km
s~1. Since it wasnot clear whether the IRASselected AGNswere intrinsically similar to

or different from optically selected AGNsat all wavelengths, and becausePKSB1319-164

wasan interesting and apparently bright Seyfert galaxy, it wasa goodcandidate to study

in the X-ray with the ASCAsatellite. After correcting for Galactic interstellar polarization

and the fraction of the total flux due to starlight Fg of 85 o/o, the continuum polarization is

about 7.4 o/o (Kay 1994 [76]). Thepolarization and polarized flux seembasically constant

with wavelength.

ASCAobservation of PKSB1319-164 PKSB1319-164wasobserved on 1995July 18

of effective exposure time for the SIS and the GIS, respcctively of about 36.1 ks and 38.0 ks.

PKSB1319-164has a bright companiongalaxy about 2' to the east (De Robertis, Hutch-

ings, &Pitts 1988[33]). This galaxy similar in size and brightness in optical wavelengths

and is clearly an inclined spiral. There is no apparent luminous connection between the

two in optical wavelengths, but they maybe at the samedistance
.

To check whether the

X-ray flux observed by the ASCAcomesfrom 1319-164or the bright companion, Wemade
the X-ray imagcs in in the 0.5-2 keVand 4-10 keVband. Both imageshave oiily one bright

source at (a, 52000)= (203.603,-16.731)[deg, deg], which is identified with PKSB1319-164.
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X-ray spectra of PKSB1319-164 The spectra of PKSB1319-164is shownin figure

58. The overall spectra is similar to those of IC5063 and NGC4507, except that the flux

ratio of the soft exccss to the hard flux is larger than in IC5063andNGC4507spectra. The
fall of flux in PKSB1319-164spectra around 2-3 keVsuggests that the spectral component

dominating above 3keV is suffering heavy absorption. Wefirst apply a power-law model

given in formula 1.
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Figure 23: Thesameas in figure 6, but for PKSB1319-164

The best-fit model function is shownwith the SISI data in figure 23. This model was
rejected with a reduced X2of 6.4 for 227degrees of freedom (dof). Thebest-fit photon-index

and hydrogen-equivalent column density are 3.68(3.31-4.06) and 6.2(5.6-6.7) Hatomcm~2

rcspectively.

More fiux is seen at soft X-ray energies than expected from a simple extrapolation of

the hard X-ray continuum covered by a cold photoelectric absorber, requiring an additional

componentto be fit. Wetherefore movedto a model function given in the formula 2.
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Figure 24: Thesameas in figure 7, but for PKSB1319-164

The best-fit model function de-convolved with the rcsponse is shownwith SISOdata

in figure 9. The best-fit parameters are listed in table 19. The reduced X2 is 1.34 for

222 degrees of freedom (dof). The hard band (>3 keV) flux is dominated by a power-law

componenthaving the photon index of 4.1(3.3-4.9) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent

columndensity of 7.6(6.4- 8.9) x l023Hatomcm~2(hard component). Thesoft band (

keV) flux is dominated by a power-law componenthaving the photon index of 3.0(2.7-3.4)

absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent columndensity of 1.2(0.7 - 1.9) x 1021Hatomcm~
(soft component). The best fit center energy of line is 6.51(6.36-6.57) at the rest frame,

and the equivalent width of it is 201(104-311) eV.

The photon index is muchlarger than the typical value(- 1.7) seen in Seyfert galax-

ies. So we try another fit where the photon index of the hard component is fixed to

1.7. The best-fit parameters are sho~rn in table 19. The reduced X2 is 1.50 for 223 de-

grees of freedom (dof). The hard component is fitted with a power-law componenthav-

ing the photon index of 1.7(fixed) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent column density of

4. I (3.7- 4.6) x l023H atomcm~2. Thesoft componentis reproduced by a power-law comp(iF

nent having the photon index of 3.2(2.9-3.6) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent column

density of 1.6(1.0 - 2.3) x 102lcm~2. Thebest fit center energy of line is 6.39(6.35-6.54) at

the rest frarne, and the equivalent width of it is 327(220-450) eV. Thecolumn density for

the hard componentreduced, and thc equivalent width of - 6.4 keV Iine increased. The
other parameters for the soft componentand the line do not changewithin the errors.
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4.7.2 Discussion for PKSB1319-164

TheASCAspectra of PKSB1319-164also showthe heavily absorbed componentwith an

Fe K line at hard energies, suggesting the Syl-like nucleus obscured at the center of the

galaxy. The intrinsic photon index of the hard componentwas found to be 4.1(3.3-4.9),

which is muchlarger than the typical value for AGNs.Wecould attributed the steep slope

to the limited energy bandused in the fitting. Asseen in figure 24, the spectral parameters

of the hard componentwasdetermined mainly from the data above4keV. In most portion of

the energy band, the intrinsic photon index is subject to a heavy absorption. Moreover the

energy band includes Fe K lines. So the fitted photon index could be systematically larger

than the true value except in the ideal case, in which the modelperfectly describes the true

spectrum and no significant systematic error is introduced during the data reduction. To

determine the intrinsic slope of PKSB1319-164, weneedsmorephotons and a energy band

extended to higher energies. Becauseof the lack of information about the slope, wealso

try the fit with the photon index fitted to 1.7, the typical value for AGNs.As the results,

the spectral parameter for the soft componentand the Fe K Iine does not changewith in

errors except the absorption column for the hard component(table 19). Thecenter energy

of Fe K line is 6.51(6.36-6.57) consistent with that of the neutral iron.

The most prominent feature of PKSB1319-164is the large flux and the steepness of

the soft componentcomparedwith IC 5063 and NGC4507. Thephoton index of the soft

componentis 3.0(2.7-3.4), reminding us the exponential cut-off of thermal emission. Many
line-like features are seen around 0.8-1 keVin the spectra. Wefit the features with a narrow

Gaussian profile and get the center energy of 0.96(0.90-0.99)keV and the flux of 2.9(1.9-

3.9) x 10-5photonss~1cm~2which can be interpreted as an emission-line blend of various

L-shell transitions of Fe XVII-FeXXIV and NelX-NeXKa from thermal or photoionized

plasma.

Wefit the soft componentof PKSB1319-164with the RSmodel instead of the power-

law model. The model improves the fit by AX2= -17 and gives the temperature of kT

= 1.0(0.9-1.1) with the metal abundanceof 0.07(0.04~0.ll) solar. This temperature with

the low metal abundancereminds us X-ray spectra from early type galaxies. The0.5-4.5

keVIuminosity of the soft componentof PKSB1319-164is log(Lxlergs s~1) = 41.8, which

is comparable with that of the most luminous early type galaxies observed with ASCA
(Matsumoto 1994[99]). However, whether PKSB1319-164 is a early type galaxy is not

clear. Theoptical images, by DeRobertis et al. (1988[33]), indicates that PKSB1319-164
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is rather bright, with an overall elliptical shape. Nonormal spiral features are seen, broad

asymmetries on the Eand NEof the galaxy. The most significant structure, however, is

seen within 8" of the nucleus. There is a loop to the SWand a region of higher luminosity

to the Eand NE. These also do not resemble normal spiral features and suggest rather

somedisturbance in the inner galaxy, possibly diroct associated with the nucleus.

Wealso try the power-law model with recombination lines from photo ionized plasma

by using the code, XSTAR.Recombination lines from thin plasma with the ionization

parameter (see AppendixB) of log(~) = 1.4 also accounts for the feature around 0.9-1 keV.

Theresults of three different modelsfor soft componentare summarizedin table 16. For

these models, the fitted spectral parameter for the hard componentand the Fe K line do

not change from those listed in table 19, within errors. Wecould not distinguish between

thermal and photo-ionized plasmas with the ASCAspectra of PKS1319-164.

Table 16: Results of model fits for the soft componentof PKSB1319-164

Photon index or kT Iog(e*)

Powerlaw 3.2(2.9-3.6)

Thermal plasma 1.0(0.9-1.1) keV

Photo ionized plasma 3.0(2.6-3.4)

A; (~lar) reduced X2(dof) Ax2
1.34(222)

0.07(0.04-0.ll) 1.27(221)

l.4(1.~hl.6) I (fixed) 1.22(220)

O
-17

-30

Note:

' ~is a ionization parameter (see Appendix B)

t Ab is a metal abundance.

4.7.3 NGC7319

Introduction to NGC7319 This galaxy in Stephan's quintet wasidentified as a Seyfert

2by Huchra et al.(1982[64]). It has a classical Seyfert 2spectrum. The flux spectrum is

weakin the blue, so the polarization data are quiet noisy below 400 A.
The uncorrected

polarization is about lo/o, the starlight corrected polarization is about 5.6 o/o, and the [OIII]

and Hplines can be seen weakly in the noisy polarized flux spcctrum. It is quite possible

that the galaxy polarization is interstellar in origin [76]
.

ASCAobservation of NGC7319 NGC7319 wasobserved on 1994 December7with

the effective exposure time of the SIS and the GISof about 31.9 ks and 31.5 ks respectively.

NGC7319 is located in Stephan's quintet, a group of galaxies. Weshow the SIS images
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around N~lC 7319 in the 4-10 keVand the 0.5-2 keVbands (figure 25 and 26). In the GIS

and SIS image obtained in the 4-10 keVband, NGC7319 is the only brightest target. In

contrast, wecan see at least 3peaks in the soft image. Oneof themcan be attributed to the

hard source, though there is a discrepancy in position of about 10 arcsec. The remaining

two sources is probably associated with a group of galaxies. Welists the peak positions in

table 17.
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Figure 25: The 4-10 keV contour image of

NGC7319

This is the combinedimage from two detec-

tors, SISOand SIS1. Theonly bright source

is NGC7319. Grids are drawn in (a,5) c(>

ordinates of epoch 2000.

Figure 26: The 0.5-2 keV contour image of

NGC7319

This is the combinedimage in 0.5-2keV band

from two detectors, SISOand SISl. Near the

position of the hard X-ray source seen in fig-

ure 25, we can also see a soft X-ray peak.

Thepeaks has a offset of - 10 arcsec.

Other two peak are detected in soft X-ray,

which is probably associated with Stephan's

quintet, a group of galaxies. however, the

positions of X-ray peak does not coincident

with those of any galaxies in the group, but

is placed in the intergalactic region
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Table 17: Source positions in the ASCASIS irnage of NGC7319

SIS 0.5-2 keV SIS 4-10 ke\r ID

Source

A
B
C

(RA, DEC).p..h2000

(339.006, 33.976)

(338.987, 33.981)

(338.993, 33.968)

(RA, DEC).p..h2000

(339.003, 33.978) NGC7319

X-ray spectra of NGC7319 Wehaveextracted spectra frorn a region of 6' diameter for

SIS and GIS. This region includes all three soft peaks mentioned above. Thusthe extracted

soft spectrum does not dcscribes the true one of NGC7319, and the fiux is overestimated.

However, the extracted hard spectrum is still expected to give the intrinsic spoctrurn of

NGC7319, becauseof the absenceof hard sources except NGC7319

Thespectra of NGC7319 is shownin figure 59. Theoverall spectra is similar to those

of PKSB1319-164. There is a fall of flux around 3keV in the spectra. This suggests that

the spectral componentdominating above3keV is heavily absorbed.
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Figure 27: Thesameas in figure 6, but for NGC7319

Weapply the modelof formula I and the best-fit model function is shownwith the SISO

data in figure 27, although the modelwasrejected with a reduced X2 of 3.60 for 118 degrees

of freedom (dof).
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The best-fit photon-index and hydrogen-equivalent column density are 1.64(1.46-1.83).

and 2.5 x 1020Hatomcm~2 respectively.

Moreflux is seen at soft and hard X-ray energies than expected frorn a simple power-law

model. The soft excess is a sumof the soft X-rays intrinsic to NGC7319 and those from

Stephan's quintet.

Wethen tired a modelof formula 2: two-componentmodelwith an iron line. Thebest-

fit modelfunction is shownwith SISOdata in figure 28 and the best-fit parameters are listed

in table 19. The reduced X2 is 1.37 for ll3 degrees of freedom (dof). The hard band (>3

keV) flux is dominated by a power-law componenthaving the photon index of 1.4(1.6-3.0)

absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent column density of 3.3(1.1 - 4.7) x 1023Hatomcm~2

The soft band ( 3keV) flux is dominated by a power-law componenthaving the photon

index of 4.5(3.8-5.5) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent columndensity of 3.5(2.3 - 5.1) x
1021Hatomcm~2. Thebest fit center energy of line is 6.49(6.40-6.0ror) at the rest frame, and

the equivalent width of it is 624(358-852) eV.
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Figure 28: Thesameas in figure 7, but for NGC7319

Thesteep slope of the soft componentreminds us thermal component. In fact, the soft

spectra have excess around 0.9-1 1keV above the power-law model, attributable to Fe L
and NeKaemission lines. However,wecan not resolved individual sets of lines as wedone

in NGC1068 spectra. Wefit the soft componentwith the RSthermal plasma model, and

get a improved fit with AX2= -30. Thebest fit temperature and the metal abundanceare
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kT = 0.80(0.70-0.87) and Ab = 0.08(0.04-0.14)solar, respectively, with the reduced X2 =
1.11 for dof of ll2.

4.7.4 Discussion for NGC7319

Wedetected the hard X-ray in Stephan's quintet. The source position coincides with a

type 2 Seyfert galaxy NGC7319. Thehard X-ray spectra showa low energy cutoffs and

strong Fe Kemission which is characteristic of type 2Seyferts

Weestimated what fraction of soft X-ray emission in Stephan's quintet is attributable

to NGC7319. Wetry the decomposition of the soft component. Wemadespectra of three

soft X-ray peak listed in 17. Eachspectra wasextracted from the small region centered on
the peak with the diameter of I arcmin. Becauseof limited numbersof photons, wesumup
the photons into 5bins, whoseenergy ranges are 0.5-1 keV, 1-2 keV, 2-4 keV, 4-8 keVand

8-10 keV. To comparison of the spectral slopes of the X-ray peak A, B, and C, we fit the

spectra with a double power-law model after the backgroundsubtraction. Theparameters

for the hard component(the photon index, the absorption, and the parameters for the

Fe K Iine) were fixed at the values obtained with the hard source spectra extracted from

the 6arcrnin-diameter region, except the normalizations. Weallowed the normalization of

the hard componentand the Fe K Iine to change in the fit, but forced the ratio of them

to be constant
.

This would reproduce the leak emission from the hard X-ray. For soft

component, the normalization of the soft componentwasallowed to changeindependently,

and the intrinsic absorption was fixed to zero for the sake of good quantifying the slopes

with limited S/N spectra. Weget the best fit slope of Source A, B, and Care 3.8(3.1-4.5),

4.4(3.0-6.0), and 5.0(4.2-6.1). Wefound no difference in the photon indexes of Source A,

B, and Cspectra within the errors.

Source A,B, and Caccount for 30, 50, and 20 percent of the soft flux dropped in the 6
arcmin-diameter region, assumingthat the whole soft flux is decomposedto those from tree

point sources located at Source A, B, and C. Thus the soft emission intrinsic to NGC7319

is less than 1/3 of observed flux in the 6arcmin-diameter region

4.7.5 NGC4388

Introduction to NGC4388 NGC4388is knownto have Seyfert 2nucleus andextended

emission line region which require a powerful ionizing source hidden from our view (Colina

1992[26]). Hansonet al. (1990[58]) discovered NGC4388is the most luminous source at hard
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X-ray in the Virgo cluster using a codedmaskX-ray telescope (SL2XRT). Their spectrum

showsstrongly absorbed continuum of power-law which has photon index 1.5(1.0-2.4) and

NH= 2.1(0.7 - 4.9) x 1023Hatomcm~.

ASCAobservation of NGC4388 NGC4388is present in the GIS and the SIS f.o.v.

during a observation of the Virgo cluster of galaxies region. Weobserved this source on

1993 July 4and obtained the effective exposure time of the SIS and the GISof 20.0 ks and

20.7ks respectively.

X-ray image around NGC4388 Thesliced profile across NGC4406-NGC4388region

(along X-axis of the GISdetector) demonstrates that the emission of NGC4406is spread to

the NGC4388position. Thusthe underlying diffuse emission other than NGC4388 is a sum
of the intracluster gas of the Virgo, extent from the NGC4406 and the CXB.NGC4388

is the brightest source at hard X-rays of E > 4keV (figure 29). In the soft X-ray band

below 2keV, X-rays from NGC4388 is aho detected, although faint, at the flux level of

about 2x 1013 erg s~1cm~2(figure 30). Welists the X-ray positions of sources in table 18.

Theposition of soft X-ray emission from NGC4388 coincides with that of hard emission
.
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Figure 29: 'The 4-10 keVcountour image of

NGC4388

This is the combindeimage from two detec-

tors, SISOand SIS1. The only bright source
is NGC4388.The elongation of contour is

not intrinsic, but due to the response of X-

ray telescope.

Grids are drawnin (a, 8).p"ch2000 coordinatcs.

Figure 30: The 0.5-2 keVcountour image of

NGC4388

This is the combinde image in 0.5-2keV

band from two detectors, SISO and SIS1.

Thoughthe emission from NGC4388is faint

at thcse energics, still the ASCAdetected it.

Thebright source seen in the upper-right of

NGC4388is a early type galaxy, NGC4374

(or called M84).

Table 18: Source ositions in the ASCA,SISima e of NGC4388
SIS 0.5-2 keV SIS 4-10 keV ID

Source

A
B

(RA, DEC).p..h2000

(186.446, 12.664)

(186.268, 12.890)

(RA, DEC).p=h2ono

(186.445, 12.665) NGC4388

M84(N4374)

X-ray spectra of NGC4388 Wemadebackground spectra from the near sky to can-
cel the contaminations from the Virgo cluster and the membergalaxies. The spectra of

NGC4388 is shownin figure 60. There is a drop of flux around 3keVin the spectra. This

suggests that the spectral componentdominant above3keV is heavily absorbed.
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Asimple power-law model (formula 1) is rejected with reduced X2 is 1.9 for 164 degrees

of freedom (dof). The best-fit photon-index and hydrogen-equivalent column density are

0.90(0.51-1.30) )and 2.6(2.1 - 3.2) x l023Hatomcm~2,respectively. Wetherefore tried

formula 2and obtained nice fit with the reduced X2 is I .03 for 159 degrees of freedom (dof).
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Figure 31: Thesameas in figure 7, but for NGC4388

Thebest-fit model function is shownwith SISOdata in figure 31, while the best-fit pa-

rameters are listed in table 19. Thehard band (>3 keV) flux is dominated by a power-law

componenthaving the photon index of 0.8(0.40-1.2) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent

columndensity of 2.5(1.9 - 3.1) x l023Hatomcm~2. Thesoft band ( 3keV) flux is domi-

nated by a power-law componenthaving the photon index of 2.2(1.7-3.0) absorbed by the

hydrogen-equivalent columndensity of 1.0 x 1021Hatomcm~2. Thebest fit center energy

of line is 6.44(6.40-6.49) at the rest frame, and the equivalent width of it is 515(392-650)

eV
.

Thephoton index is a bit smaller than the typical value(- 1.7) seen in Seyfert galaxies.

Sowetry another fit where the photon index of the hard componentis fixed to I .

7, and

check the influence to the other parameters. Weshow the best-fit parameters in table

19. The reduced X2 is 1.09 for 160 degrees of freedom (dof). The hard component(>3

keV) is fitted by a power-law componenthaving the photon index of 1.7(fixed) absorbed

by the hydrogen-equivalent colunm density of 3.7(3.3 - 4.2) x 1023Hatomcm~2. The soft

component( is fitted by a power-law componenthaving the photon indcx of 1.9(1.0-
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2.5) absorbed by the hydrogen-equivalent columndensity of 0.5 x l021Hatomcm~2. The
best fit center energy of line is 6.45(6.41-6.50) at the rest frame, and the equivalent width

of it is 464(345-593) eV. Thecolumndensity for the hard componentincreased. Theother

parameters for soft componentsand the line does not changewithin the errors.

4.7.6 Discussion for NGC4388

This ASCAobservation confirms the result of Hansonet al. and found Fe Kemission line

at 6.4 keVwith EWabout 500eV. TheASCAobserved flux in the 2-10keVband is lower

than that during the SL2XRTobservation in 1985 (2.1 x 10-11 erg s~1cm~2). It maydue

to the time variability characteristic of active nucleus.

In the Seyiert 2galaxies, in addition to the heavily absorbed continuum, the scattered

light which appears in soft X-ray band with little absorption is commonlyseen. There

are somefraction of the light of the hidden nucleus escaping the obscuration to ionize

the optical emission line region (Colina 1992[26]). The soft X-ray emission with ASCA
is very weakand the spectral shape is reproduced by power-law model with r = 2.2(1.7-

3.0) However, the ROSATHlu image of NGC4388showsan extended X-ray emission in

which the nucleus componenthas small fraction (about I per cent : Piro et al.1994[133]).

preferring the starburst origin.

4.8 Starburst galaxies observed with ASCAfor comparisons

with Seyfert 2s

NGC253, NGC3079, and M82

Weobserved three starburst galaxics in which strong Seyfert activity is not observed.

To comparewith the soft componentsof Seyfert 2galaxies, wequantify the shape of the

soft spcctra with a power-law model. Wealso took the X-ray flux and luminosity and listed

them in table 19, 20 and 21

48.1 NGC253

Introduction to NGC253 NGC253 is a well-studied, nearby example of a star-

burst/LlNER galaxy (McCarthy et al. 1987[104]). Evidence for vigorous star formation

in the nucleus of NGC253 includcs large far-infrared luminosity and COIine emission
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(Scoville et al. 1985[155]), X-ray emission (Fabbiano and Trinchieri 1984[43]), compact ra-

dio sources (Antonucci and Ulvestad 1988[4] ),
strong narrow-line emission (Moorwoodand

Oliva 1988[110] ; Wright and Joseph 1989[210]), and spectral signatures indicating high ve-

locity outflows (McCarthy et al. 1987[104]). Thehigh rate of gas consumption andevidence

for massive stars in NGC253 suggest a prodigious star formation rate and a correspond-

ingly high supernova rate. Radio observations using the VLAhave detected families of

compact radio sources, which are believed to be youngsupemovaremnants (SNRs). The

supemovarate in the nucleus estimated from thcse observation is about one every 3yr

(Antonucci and Ulvestad 1988[4] ).
However, there is no direct optical confirmation of these

supernovae(SNs), presumably due to the enormousdust obscuration present (Rieke and

Low1975[145]; Waller et al. 1988[188]).

ASCAobservation of NGC253 NGC253 wasobserved on 1993 June 12, giving the

effective exposure time of the SIS of about 22.4ks.

X-ray spectra of NGC253 Thespectra of NGC253 is shownin figure 61.

Apower-law model (formula 1) fit
,

although rejected with the reduced X2 is 1.50 for

129 degrees of freedom (dof), is given in figure 32 together with the SIS data. Thebest-fit

photon-index and hydrogen-equivalent colunm density are 1.82(1.7~1.91) and 4.6(1.0r _
7.7) x 1020Hatomcm~2,respectively.
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Figure 32: The result of the single

power-law model for NGC20'3

Only the SIS spectra is shown. Asolid

line shows the model function of the

pow-law modefied by a photoelectric

absorption (formula I).
The residuals

are shown in the bottom panel. The

modelwasfitted with SIS0+1data.
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48.2 N~GC3079

Introduction to NGC3079 The edge-on Sc spiral galaxy NGC3079 has been stud-

ied extensively at manywavelengths. The galaxy is optically disturbed and dusty, hav-

ing a Sy2/Liner spectrum (Heckman1980[62]), extended 10/Im emission (Lawrence et al.

1985[91]), and a far-infrared excess (IRAS Point Source Catalog 1985). NGC3079 shows

evidencc for cornpact nuclear activity as well as starburst activity. The galaxy displays

two kpc-scale radio lobes (Duric & Seaquist 1988[36]) as well as a smaller Ha loop (Ford

et al.1986[48]) or superbubble (Veillleux et al. 1994[184]), extended along its minor axis.

At high resolution the lobes display significant complexity and appear to originate from a

compactVLBI double core (Irwin &Seaquist 1988[69] ).
Thesuperwind as evidenced from

the radio and Haemission along the minor axis maybe poweredby the AGN(Filippenko

&Sargent 1992[46]) or a nuclear starburst (Heckman,Armus, &Miley 1990[61]).

ASCAobservation of NGC3079 NGC3079 wasobserved on 1993 May9and the

effective exposure time of the SIS wasabout 32.0 ks.

X-ray spectra of NGC3079 The spectra of NGC3079 is shown in figure 61. A
power-law model (formula 1) is rejected with the reduced X2 is 2.40 for 29 degrees of

freedom (dof), Nevertheless we show the best-fit result in figure 33 with the SIS data.

Thebest-fit photon-index and hydrogen-equivalent column density are 2.49(2.33-2.73) and
4.6 x l020Hatomcm~,

respectively.
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Figure 33: Thesameas in figure 32, but for NGC3079

4.8.3 M82

Introduction to M82 M82is the most active starburst galaxy amongnearby galaxies.

The supernovae rate in the starburst is estimated to be 0.1-0.3 SNeyr~1 (Rieke et al.

1980[144]).
In the X-ray band, extended hot gas reaching - kpc from the nucleus elongated

along the minor axis of the galaxy has been discovered from the Einstein observations

(Watson, Stanger and Griffiths 1984[192]; Fabbiano 1988[41]). The inferred temperature

of the hot gas (> IkeV) and the density profile (n. oc r~2) suggest that the gas is unlikely

to be boundby M82but outflowing from the system at rate of - 0.7Moyr~1 (Fabbiano

1988[41]). TheX-ray luminosity of M82is two orders of magnitudehigher than other spiral

galaxies whenLx is normalized with LB, which is probably related to its unusual starburst

activity.

ASCAobservation of M82 M82wasobserved on 1993 Apr 19-20, with the effective

exposure time of the SIS of about l0.3 ks. Thespectra of M82is shownin figure 61.

X-ray spectra of M82 Asingle powerlaw modelgiven in formula I is also rejected with

the reduced x2 is 2.95 for 173 degrees of freedom (dof). Still for a comparison, weshow

the best-fit model function with the SIS data in figure 34, where the best-fit photon-index

and hydrogen-equivalent columndensity are 1.67(1.64-1.72) and 1.4 x 1020Hatomcm~2,
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respectively.
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5 Discussion for the ASCAsample of type 2 Seyfert

galaxies

5.1 Properties of hard componentsandComparisonwith Seyfert

1 galaxies

5. I . I TimeVariability

Short time variabilities provide compelling evidence that the emission comesfrom a compact

active galactic nucleus. Vaiiabilities of a few hours have been found in IC 5063 (Koyama

et al 1992[82]) and NGC2110 (Hayashi et al 1996[60]) during the Ginga observations.

The present ASCAobservations, including IC 5063 and NGC2110, showno significant

variability of time scale shorter than one day, the typical observational time span for each

target
.

Thuswesearch for a longer term variability by comparing the ASCAflux with the

previous observations.

The 2-10 keV fluxes obtained with EXOSAT,Ginga, SL2XRT( for NGC4388),and

ASCAare given in figure 35 with the epochsof the observations for each data point. We
found most of the Seyfert 2s, except for NGC4507showthe flux decrease from EXOSAT
and Ginga to ASCAobservations. Since the mutual calibration with different response and

energy band, in particular for the absolute flux, is difficult andmayhave larger systematic

errors than the nominal statistical error, wecan not conclude for a small variability. How-

ever, wesafely say that the large variations by factor of 2-3 betweenthe Ginga and ASCA
observations found in IC5063, NGC2110,andNGC1808are real. In the period of the ASCA
observation, the hard X-ray emission of NGC1808can be explained by only LMXB'sflux

evaluated from the blu(>band luminosity LB, and does not require the AGNemission

Since general trend of apparent flux decrease would be partly due to a systematic er-

ror between these different instruments, flux increase found in NGC4507 would be more
realistic. Typical interval of the observations between these satellites is - 5year. Thus

wecan conclude that at least about half of the total hard X-rays comesfrom a compact

region smaller than 2pc. NGC4388andNGC1068showsmall flux variation, but perhaps

would be constant within possible systematic errors. Theabsenceor no large variability in

NGC1068 is consistent with the scenario that even the hard X-rays are due the scattering,

hencepossible X-ray valiability of the central source would be smearedby the intrinsically

large scattering region.
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Figure 35: Search for long term varia-

vility (hard flux)

Weplotted 2-10 keV band fluxes ob-

tained with EXOSAT,Ginga, and

ASCA.Thedecrease of flux by factor of

2or 3is seen in several targets bef,ween

the Ginga and ASCAobservations.

The EXOSATand Ginga fluxes are

from Awaki (1991[7])

The data point of NGC4388 dated

on 1985 July 29 and August 6 is ob-

tained with a coded maskX-ray tele-

scope, SL2XRT(Hansonet al 1990[58])

c,
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O

EXOSAT Ginga ASCA

5.1.2 Luminosity

Wecomparedluminosities of Seyfert I and 2galaxies in figure 36. For Seyfert 2s wecorrect

absorption using the best-fit value. Totake into account the selection effect due to detection

limits, weplot the luminosities against the redshifts

NGC1068, NGC1808, and NGC1667 are faint'er than Seyfert Is. The faintness of

NGC1068 has been explained by the scattering model, in which only a few o/o of the total

luminosity is scattered andcomeinto our line of sight. Thesameexplanation is not excluded

for NGC1808andNGC1667, becausethe large upper limits of the equivalent widths of 6.4

keVIine of 0.6 and 2.9 keV, rcspectively, are at least consistent with the scattering model.

However, the weak [OIII] A5007emission lines coming from the narrow line region prefer a

simple idea that NGC1808 and NGC1667have intrinsically low AGNactivity.

Theother Seyfert 2s which showheavily absorbed hard X-ray components,have intrinsic

luminosities similar to those of Seyfert Is
.

Therefore, our X-ray data suggest that most of

the Seyfert 2galaxies have the samelevel of activities as those of Seyfert Is.
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High luminosity type-1 AGNs(Seyfert Is) in figure 36 are usually called quasars instead

of Seyfert Is. Extensive searches for a heavily absorbed quasar have been performed
,

but

noAGNwith X-ray luminosity of Lx > 1045 erg s~lcm~2andan apparent low-energy cutoff

corresponding the absorption column of NH> I023 (typical thickness for Seyfert 2s) has

been found. Anunique exception would be CygnusA; a spectral deconvolution of the X-

rays observed with the Ginga satellite led us to a suggestion that CygnusAis a proto-type

of heavy absorbed quasars (Ueno et al. 1994[179]).
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Figure 36: Comparisonof Lx(2-10 keV) betweenSeyiert I and 2galaxies

Openand closcd circle display type I and 2, respectively. Weplot the luminosities after

corrections for absorption which were evaluated from the spectral fit.

5.1.3 Slope

Weshowthe photon indexes of the hard componentsof our targets in figure 37. Most of

the targets have the spectral slopes within the typical range for the type Is

Thesimple power-law fit for NGC1068and NGC2110gives the photon indexes smaller

than 1.7, typical value for Seyfert Is, as showin figure 37. Supposethat the hard emission

of NGC1068 is reflected by cold matter, the intrinsic photon index before the reflection
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can be - I .9. For NGC2110, the dual absorber model grves the mtnnsrc photon mdexof

1.69(1.44-1.94) as shownin the individual section. Thus, both NGC1068 and NGC2110

are likely to have photon indexes consistent with those of Seyfert Is.

Thephoton indexes of Mkn1210, Mkn477, PKSB1319-164, and NGC4388 also show

deviations from the typical value. Howeverweneed further observations to conclude on the

slope of the hard components,since the limited energy rangcs andphoton numbers, coupled

with the strong low-energy cutoff, makethe precise index determination rather difficult for

the data of the present exposure time observations

iC 15063

NGC4507
-~~

NCCi058

Mkn 463!

Mkn 1210

Mkn 477

N~~ 21 IU

NGCIJ1~

PKSB13l9-1 64

NCC4388
i

o 1 2 3
Indcx Qf H{:rd Corrtponent

4 5

Figure 37: The photon index of hard

component

The photon index of hard component

and the 90 %error bar are plotted for

each objects. The vertical line shows

the typical value for AGNs(r= 1.7).

Photon

5.2 Theorigins of soft components

5.2.1 X-ray variability and slopes

Asearch for soft X-ray variability is particularly important for the unified model. Presence

of short time variability
,

for example, givcs strong support that the soft X-rays are directly

from a compact AGNin spite of large absorption. The present observations give null

constraint on the compact AGNorigin, because no short time variability is found in the

soft X-rays.

For longer time scale variation, we show the 0.2-4 keV flux obtained with Einstein,

ROSAT,and ASCAin Figure 38, with a label of the dates of observations under the data

circles.

For the flux comparisonsbetweenthe different instruments, wehave to take into account

the differences of energy rcsponscs and passbands. Whenthe source has two spectral
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componentsas generally seen in Seyfert 2s, the Einstein and ROSATfiuxes would be

dominatedby the soft component, while the ASCAsoft flux mayinclude both components

Accordingly, for the ASCAfiuxes of NGC4507,IC5063, NGC4388,and Mkn463,weplot

2circles: the upper is the sumof the soft andhard componentswhile the lower is for the soft

componentonly. For NGC4507,IC5063, and Mkn463,the lower circles are well coincident

with the previous results. This mayimply that ROSATand Einstein have detected only

the soft component
.

Hereweassumeno variability of the soft X-rays from these Seyfert 2s

This assumption is self-consistent with the observed thick absorption column to the AGNs
hence no soft X-ray from the AGNs(compact source) can be expected. Also the high-

energy cutoff of the detection efficiency of the ROSATaround 2-3keV and the low-energy

cut of the flux of heavily absorbed hard componentlimited the observable fiux to be only

from the soft component
.
By using the Einstein energy response and the best-fit model for

the ASCAdata of NGC4507and IC5063, wefurther confirmed abovescenario.

For NGC1068 and NGC1808, since no prominent hard componentsare found
, we

plotted only one circle.

For NGC2110, the soft componentis a small fraction of the whole 0.2-4 keVflux, hence

unless the employedmodel represents the true spectral shape precisely, the apparent flux

would largely scatter from an instrument to another instrument
.

Thus in naind, weplotted

3circles for NGC2110: the upper and lower are the sameas those for NGC4507etc. To

mimic the flux determination employedwith the Einstein data, we fit the corresponding

soft band of the ASCAdata with a single power law with the fixed photon index of 1.7,

and plotted the obtained flux as the middle circle. Again wefound no large variability for

the soft componentof NGC2110.

Aswenoted in the previous section, absolute flux comparison betweendifferent instru-

mentsmayhave larger error than the nominal statistical errors. This situation is more

severe in the present soft X-rays, because the soft X-ray fiux is largely coupled with the

absorption and steep cutoff of the efiiciency of Einstein and Rosat near the present energy

bandboundary (2 keV). Nevertheless wecan safely conclude that no significant variability

in the 0.2-4 keVband is found from any of the sample Seyfert 2s.

Since the hard componentsof NGC4507, IC 5063, and NGC1808showvariability, the

absence of soft-band variability prefer either the scattered emission from extended region

or the diffuse thermal emission as the origin of soft emission rather than the leaky absorber

model.
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Figure 38: Search for long term varia-

vility (soft flux)

~~re plotted 0.2-4 keV band fluxes ob-

tained with Einstein, ROSAT,and

ASCASince ASCAcovers energies

above 0.5 keV, we extrapolated the

best fit spectrumto 0.2 keVto obtained

the fiux. Significant variation wasnot

found
.

N1808

Emstem ROSAT ASCA

Weshowthe photon indexes of the soft componentsof our targets in figure 39
. Wefound

no systematic difference of the slopes between the soft componentsof Seyfert 2s and the

slopes of starburst galaxies (M82, NGC253, and NGC3079) at soft energies. Accordingly,

wecan not distinguish the starburst emission in active galaxies and the possible scattered

emission of AGNsby using only the spectral slope.

For the origin of muchsteep soft component, wecan reject the simple scattering model

to be a unique origin becausewecan reasonably assumethat the soft scattered X-rays have

the sameslope of the hard component. Although the spectral steepening is expected by the

dust scattering, it can not account for a large fraction of soft X-rays due to limited grazing

angle to give enoughcross soction of dust scattering.

Steep slopes are seen in NGC1808, NGC1667, NGC1068, MKn463, MKn1210,

PKS1319-164, and NGC7319 implying that the soft componentsmaybe partly due to

diffuse thennal plasmasuch as supemovaremnants in the case of starburst activity, and a

nucleus-driven wind in the case of AGNactivity (Raymondand Smith 1977[139] ; Wilson

et al 1992[205]).
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Figure 39: The photon index of soft

component

The photon index of soft component

and the 90 %error bar are plotted

for each objects. Those were derived

from a double power-law model. For

NGC1808, NGC1667, M82, NGC253,

and NGC3079, the photon index plot-

ted here are from fitting the 0.5-10

* keVspectrum with a single power-law

model.

5.2.2 Evaluation of non-AGNX-ray flux by using LFIR and LB

Far infrared (here after FIR) Iuminosity is one of the indicators of the starburst activities

(David et al. 1992[31]). Wecomparethe FIR (40-1201lm) and the soft X-ray(0.5-2keV)

luminosities in figure 40. Thestarburst galaxies, M82,NGC253, andNGC3079, are along

a relation, LFIR/LX - I04.

Most of type 2 Seyferts are plotted around a linear relation, LFIR/LX - I03. The
inferred X-ray emission due to starburst activity would be overestimated, because the FlR
emission from nucleus torus in Seyiert galaxies could account for the significant fraction

of the total FIR Iumincsity (Telesco et al 1984[166]). Nevertheless manySeyiert 2s have

systematically larger emission than the inferred from FlR for possible starburst activity.

TheLFIR/LX of two Seyfert 2s, NGC1808and Nl667 suggests the soft X-rays are solely

attributable to the starburst activities

Most of the soft X-rays from NGCI068 are explained by starburst activities in terms of

the spatial and spectral distribution (Wilson et al. 1992; Uenoet al 1994). ThusNGC1068

maymerely be one of the most deviated sources in the LX/LFIR Of starburst activity (see

the scatter around the relation in David et al 1992 [31]). Wilson et al (1992[200']) mentioned

that the spatially extended flux of NGC1068 obey the LX/LFIR relations showedby Grifiis

and Padovani (1990[55] )for IRASgalaxies and starburst/interacting galaxies.
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Figure 40: Lx(0.5-2 keV) vs. LFIR(40-120/un)

Lx(0.5-2) is the 0.5-2 keV band flux of the soft component. FIR(40-120pm) is a far infrared

lunrinosity calculated from FIR fluxes listed in "CATALOGEDGALAXI~SANDQUASARS
OBSERVEDIN THEIRASSURVEYVersion 2"

,
using distances in Table 4

Smcethe X ray lummosity of sprral galaxres ranges from l038 to 1041 erg s~1 it is still

a possible origin of the soft componentfor IC5063, NGC4507,NGC4388and NGC2HO,
whosesoft luminosities are smaller than l041 erg s~1. For the luminous FIR sources such

as starburst galaxies, the FIR Iuminosities are indoed correlated with the X-ray luminosi-

ties. However, TheX-ray emission of normal galaxies is correlated not only with the FIR
luminosity but also with the blue-band luminosity LB, becausea good fraction of the X-ray

emission is due to a collection of individual bright sources, such as close binary stars with

a compactcompanion, and supernova remnants.

Thuswehave to check whether there is excess emission above the total non-AGNX-

ray emission. In figure 41 wecomparethe observed luminosities of our targets with those

inferred from the relation by David et al (1992[31]), Lx = 9.9 x 10-5LB+ 9.3 x 10-5LFm.

David et al found a strong correlation between the far-infrared and X-ray luminosities

amongthe normal and starburst (NSB) galaxies with, Lx oc
Lo~l9R0-1.01 (90% confidence

limits). They also showsthe relation between the X-ray and blue luminosity of the NSB
galaxies is also consistent with a linear relation, Lx oc L~03-1.18 (90%confidence limits)

but exlribits increasing scatter with increasing LB. The residuals in Lx around the best-fit

relation are strongly correlated with the ratio LFIR/LB Which is a measureof the current

star formation rate. These correlation in the NSBsample can be understood through a
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two-component model for the X-ray emission frorn spirals. Onecomponentconsists of

relatively old objects (Type I supernovaeand low-massX-ray binaries) and is proportional

to LB, while the second componentcomprise youngobjects (Type 11 supernovae, Ostar,

andhigh-mass X-ray binaries) and is proportional to the far-infrared luminosity from active

regions of star formation. Thefirst componentdominates in morequiescent galaxies, while

the second componentdominates in star burst activity!

In figure 41, wefound the excess emission in the actually observed soft X-rays of Seyfert

2s. However, the relation used here have uncertainty with Alog(Lx) - I at full width.

Thus wecan not persist in the excess emission in IC5063, NGC4507,and NGC4388.In

the other Seyfert 2s we found larger excess .
If the excess is associated with the AGN,

one problem is steepening of the spectral slope at the soft energies. As mentioned on the

comparison of the soft slope, it is hard to reproduce the steepening (or soft excess) by

the scattering. Thesteepening at low energies are also observed in type I Seyiert galaxies

(Seyfert Is) and quasars, but they are usually seen below the ASCAenergy band. One
possibility is thermal emission from a nucleus~driven wind (Raymondand Smith 1977[139];

Wilson et al 1992[205]) or photoionized plasma illuminated by the central source of the

AGN.
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Figure 41: Observedlog(Lx) vs. inferred log(Lx)

Inferred log(Lx) are given by the relation, Lx = 9.9 x 10-5LB + 9.3 x 10-5LFIR' which were

presented by David et al (1992[31]) for normal and starburst galaxies. The soft X=ray emission

from Seyfert 2galaxies showexcess emission above the inferred flux.

5.2.3 The flux ratio of the soft and hard component

Toget the ratio of the soft to hard flux, wefit the the spoctra with the slopes of the soft and

hard componentsto be linked but allowed to changesimultaneously. Whenthe scattered

emission from the hidden nucleus accounts for the total soft emission, the normalization

ratio of the two componentscan be called the scattering efiiciency. The fitted ratios are

listed in the upper part of table 22.

Theplausible origin of the soft X-ray emission is scattered X-rays for IC 5063, NGC4507,

Mknl210, MKn477,NGC2110, and NGC4388 in terms of the spectral slopes in the

typical range for the hard componentof Seyfert galaxies. However, 1319-164, NGC7319and

Mkn463give steep slopes due to the steep soft spectra. Thenormalization ratio employed

here largely dependson the photon index. Thuswe fixed the slope to 1.7 and called the

resultant ratio merely the ratio of the soft and hard component. The results are listed in
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the lower part of table 22.

Table 22: Normalization ratios of the soft to hard components
Photon index ILT

JvHhard

(1022cm-2 )
NHaof t
(1022cm~2)

S*ft/Hard

(%)

reducedX2

(dof )
IC 5003

NGC4507

Mkn463

Mkn1210

Mkn477

NGC2110

PKSB1319-164

NGC7319

NGC4388

l.82(1.67-1.97)

l.70(1.6~~1.71)

2.78(2.26-3.95)

2.23(1.87-2.62)

l.50(1.20-1.79)

l.52(1.47-1.58)

3.24(2.99~3.56)

3.69(3.21~.34)

l.28(0.91-1.64)

24.2(22.8-25.6)

37.0(36.9-37.1)

24.1(16.5-37.5)

26.9(20.~34.7)

32.6(25.4-41.6)

3.26(3.07-3.46)

63.0(58.1~68.9)

65.6(54.6-80.3)

33.7(29.1-38.4)

2e-4

0.16(0.11-0.22)

0.22(0.14-0.34)

0.8(0.6-1.1)

0.6(0.5~).8)

4.8(1.3-10.6)

4.9(2.(~9.1)

l0.2(.CO-17.3)

4.8(3.9-5.9)

0.5(0.3~).8)

0.4(0.2~).9)

2.2(1.1-3.8)

1.11(173)

l.18(173)

l.57(38)

0.91(93)

0.94(130)

l .36(357)

l.36(223)

l.47(ll4)

l .07(160)

IC 5003

NGC4507

Mkn463

Mkn1210

Mkn477

NGC2110

PKSBl319-164

NGC7319

NGC4388

l.7(fix)

l.7(fix)

l.7(fix)

l.7(fix)

l .
7(fix)

1.7(fix)

1.7(fix)

l . 7(fix)

l .7(fix)

23.3(22.4-24.2)

37.0(35.8~8.0)

31.4(17.3~S0.2)

27.7(20.4-37.4)

31.9(25.3-39.8)

3.82(3.68~.98)

54.5(49.4~S0.1)

66.4(52.5~;4.8)

37.3(34.0~0.9)

O. 19(O. 10-0.31)

l.O(0.9-1.1)

0.7(0.5H).7)

18.6(8.6~15.7)

l0.8(7.8-14.9)

7.4(5.&-9.5)

5. I (4. I~.5)

5.5(4.7H~.4)

5.9(3.~8.7)

1.1(0.9-1.4)

l.12(174)

l.18(174)

l .93(39)

0.96(94)

0.94(131)

l .43(358)

2.14(224)

2.20(115)

l.09(161)

Note. - Wefitted the spectra with a double power-law model with their photon indexes linked.

Wehsted the normalization ratio of the soft to hard componentsas Soft/Hard

First weauowthe slopes to changesirnultaneously, and listed the results in the upper part. Then

wefixed the slopes at I .7 and li8ted the normalization ratio in the lower part, which wecall merely

the ratio of the soft and hard componenthereafter.

The ratios of the soft to hard componentsare about I o/o for IC 5063, NGC4507, and

NGC4388. Theother sources have larger ratios. Weplotted the normalization ratio of the

soft to hard componentsagainst the photon indexes in figure 42. Wefound that the sources

with steep soft componentstend to have the large ratios of the soft to hard components,

implying that thermal emission could account for the large soft emission of these sources

As l~lentioned in the individual section of NGC7319, at least 2/3 of the soft emission of

the extracted spectra does not associate with NGC7319. Thus the real ratio of the soft
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and hard componentsreduces below 20/0, comparable to those of NGCo'063, NGC4507,

and NGC4388.

Oneremarkable point is that all polarized broad line (PBL) sourccs in our samplehave

the large ratios of the soft to hard components. Iwasawaet al (1994[72]) showedanother

PBLsource. Mkn3, also have the large ratio (30/c in the BBXRTobservation; 110/0 in the

period of the ASCAobservation). Kay (1994[76]) performed blue spectropolarimetries for

NGC4388, NGC2110, NGC7319, and PKSB1319-164. Theyhave no significant evidence

of PBLs. He reported the continuum polarization of 7.40/0 in PKSB1319-164. Although

there are difficulties in measurementsof the weakPBLs, our result gives a hint that the

X-ray emitting or scattering region seen in the soft componenthas a close relation with

that for optical polarized broad lines.

~~ O

\

I~i!P'unie~ {pBLl)

~~LL_.Mkrtl21D(P~Ft)

___r=~kn477 (p~rl)J IL_1Ncc73l9~~L
PKS~1 319- Ie4

NGc2~~a

NGC4388

lcF~_a63

H~NGc4507

2 3 4
Photon index of soft c(}mponent

6

Figure 42: Fx(soft)/Fx(hard) vs. ~hoton Index(soft)

Fx(soft)/Fx(hard) is the normalization ratio of the soft to hard componentsfor a double

power-law model, in which both the photon indexes are fixed to 1.7.

#: Optical polarized broad lines (PBL) have been observed in the source.

Since the steepness of the soft spectra rejects the scattering model as the unique origin

of the soft emission, wehave been concerned with thermal emission from hot plasmaseen

in early type galaxics. In figure 42 only two sources, IC 5063 and NGC2110, are classified

in early-type galaxies, and showno significant soft excess comparedwith the other sources

Thus, thermal emission from the hot plasma is rejected for a possible origin of the soft

emissron in our sample
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For the sources which have the steep soft components, the ratio, Soft/Hard, in table

22 does not give the goodmeasuresfor true scattering efiiciency, because they mayhave a

steep extra emission abovescattered emission. Weadd the RSmodel for the extra emission

and listed the results in table 23. The scattering efficiencies distributes in the range of

about 1-lO %.

Note the scattered fractions fsc8tS given here are still the upper limit of the true value,

becauseof a possibility that the soft emission include the non-scattered emission with the

similar photon index (e.g. the soft componentof M82and NGC253).

Table 23: Scattering efliciency

IC 5oe3

NGC4507

Mkn463

Mkn1210

Mkn477

NGC2no
PKSBl319-164

NGC7319

NGC4388

fscat % KT(keV) of the RS metal abunda!rce (solar) of the ns model

1.O(0.9-1
.

l) -
0.6(0.5~).7) -
O( 1.0(0.3-1.4)

8.5(1.7-12.8) 0.8(0.2-1.2)

7.3( 0.7(

5. I (4. I~5. 5) -
2.7(1.~~3.6) 0.8(0.7-0.9)

3.0(1.6~.9) 0.8(0.7-0.9)

1.1(O.~~1.4) -

0.04(

0.2(

2.1(

O. 13(0.07-0.26)

0.19(0.09-0.87)

reducedx2(dof )
1.12(174)

l.18(174)

1.51(37)

0.86(92)

0.95(129)

l.43(358)

1.28(222)

l.05(113)

l.OO(161)

5.2.4 Search for fluorescent lines

Aphotoionized plasmaof high ionization emits recombination lines. Wecan not distinguish

the center energies and profiles of recombination lines from those of thermal plasma with

existing instruments. Onefeasible methodto distinguish the two plasmas is a comparison

of temperatures determined from lines and the continuum. The elements in photoionized

plasmaare in higher ionization stages than those in thermal (collisional ionized) plasma in

the samecontinuum temperature (electron temperature). However, the comparison is hard

with limited statistics.

On the other hand, fluorescence lines often provide good evidence for photoionized

plasma. The fluorescent lines from neutral elements are resolved from recombination lines

with the energy resolution of ASCA.Ofcourse fluorescent lines can be emitted from "dense"

matter illuminated by "high energy electrons" seen in X-ray generators in laboratories or

~
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molecular cloud illuminated cosmic rays. However, in the situation around AGN,some

amountof flux in fluorescent lines is accepted for the evidence for photoionized plasma

Indeed the 6.4 keV iron fluorescent lines have been observed in manyAGNs
Wesearch fluorescent lines in the soft componentsof IC5063and NGC4507,since these

sources do not have extra steep continuum in the soft components. It is useful to measure
the strength of line emissions by their equivalent widths (EWs). If scattered X-rays from

the central source dominate the observed continuum, a straightforward calculation gives

the EWof the fluorescent line from the scattering region in the following formula,

nfE"" dF/dE(E)aph(E)AbdE
EW- K-edg' (3)

~ dF/ dE(Eline )aTh

where weassumedeach X-ray photon can be scattered only once in the scattering region

for simplicity. The terms, aTh and aph(E) are the cross section of Thomsonscattering and

of photoelectric absorption, respectively. Ab is the abundanceof each element (i.e. the

numberratio of the relevaJrt elements to hydrogen). The fluorescence yield of Kaphotons

per recombination is denoted by n. Whenthe incident power-law spectrum F(E) has the

photon index of 1.8, this formula gives EWsof, respectively, 140, 214, 309 and 1530eVfor

Mg, Si, Sand Fe, while the expected center energies of the emission lines come, respectively,

at 1.25, 1.74, 2.31 and 6.4 keV, assumingthe elements are neutral (i.e. not ionized).

In fact, such lines of light elements are detected in CenAwith ASCA(Sugizaki et al

1997[165]), and a strong Fe K Iine has been observed in NGC1068. Welisted the upper
limits of the EWsfor the soft componentof IC5063 and NGC4507in table 24.

Theupper limits are smaller than expected values, suggesting that these elements are

either depleted or highly ionized in the photoionized plasma. Since FeKIines in AGNsgen-

erauy showno depletion, the lack of the light elements is unplausible. Thus the scattering

matter in IC5063 and NGC4507would be highly ionized.

Table 24: Upper limits of fluorescent-1ine emission in the soft component
Expected center energy(keV) Expected EW(eV) ASCAEW(eV) ASCAEW(eV)

IC5063 NGC4507

Mg I .
25

Si I .
74

S 2.31

140

214

309 183

79

160
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5.3 Distribution of absorption column

5.3.1 All polarized broad line sources showheavy absorption

Weshowthe distribution of the absorption column density in figure 43. Since ASCAcan

not measurecolumn densities larger than 1024 cm~2, the targets with NH> I024 cm~2are

included at the log NH= 24 - 24.5 band. Weseparately showthe [OIII]-bright sources,

NarrowEmission Line Galaxies(NELG), and the others. Our results indicate that Seyfert

2s with polarized broad line haveheavily absorbedX-ray nuclei as well as broad-line regions

It is difficult to derive columndensity distribution of non-biased sample, especially those

for heavily absorbed sources, because large absorption column can only be determined by

X-rays, hence are inevitably biased to the X-ray selected samples.

Oneremarkable rcsult is concentration of the column densities around 1023 cm~2for

the [OIII] sample. There are only a few objects with NH> I024 cm~2. However, if

extremely absorbed sources has small luminosity of [OIII] Iine, wewould underestimate the

nunrber of sources with NH> I024 cm~2
.

Thus in mind, wecomparethe [OIII] Iuminosities

betweenthe [OIII] sampleand the other completely blocked sources andfound nosystematic

diff :erence.
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Figure 43: Thedistribution of absorption column thickness

The targets with NH> I024 em~2are located at log NH= 24.0 - 24.5. In addition to the column

densities for our sample, weshowthose for NGC4945(Iwasawa1994[70])
, NGC5643(Awaki, Mat-

suoka 1996[16]), NGC6240(Nakagawaet al. 1997[117]), NGC6552(Fukazawaet al. 1994[50]),

Circinus galaxies(Matt et al. 1996[101]), Mkn3(Iwasawaet al. 1994[72]), NGC3081(Awaki, Grif-

fiths 1996[12]), Was49(Uenoet al. 1997[178]), Mkn348(Weaver,Awaki 1996[193]). NGC7172(Ryde

et al. 1997[150]), NGC5252(Cappi et al. 1996[24]), ESOOI03-G35(from the ASCAarchive),

MCG-5-23-16(Weaveret al. 1997[196]), and NGC2992(Weaveret al. 1996[195]). Weseparately

exhibit the [OIII]-bright sources, NarrowEmission Line Galaxies(NELG), and the others.

5.3.2 Peakin NHdistribution and the cosmic X-ray background

It is nowclear that large fraction of the cosmic X-ray background (CXB) comesfrom

the integrated emission of AGNs. Oneserious problem was that the X-ray spectrum of

the CXBis different from that of the typical AGNs.The X-ray spectra of Seyfert Is are
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approximated by a power-law model of meanindex of I .
7, which is significantly steeper

than that of the CXBof about 1.4. If wesubtract the meanX-ray spectrum of AGNsfrom

the CXBspectrum, we found that residual spectrum has a low energy turn-off, which is

similar to those of Seyfert 2s (Awaki 1991 [7]). Awaki pointed out that if total numberof

type 2AGNsis two or three times larger than that of type Is, then the integrated spectrum

becomesimilar to the spectrum of the CXB(Awaki 1991 [7])

Comastri et al (1995 [28] )fit the distribution of absorbing columndensity of Seyfert 2s

to explain the wide-band spectral shape of the CXB.They divided the absorbed objects

(NH > I021 cm~2) into four NHclasses, one decade in NHwide, up to NH= I025 cm~2.

Theypointed out that if the numberdensity of objects in the four NHclasses is 0.35, 1.lO,

2.30, 1.65, then the spectral shape of the CXBis explained in the 5-100 keVbandwithin

two sigma from all the available data points.

Thedistribution of absorbing columndensity of the modelwell matcheswith our results

especially on the peak at l023.5 cm~2.

Awaki (1991 [7]) and Comastri et al (1995 [28]) numerically give that the numberdensity

of Seyfert 2s larger than Seyfert Is by the comparison of spectra betweenSeyferts and the

CXB.Ourobservational results give no information on the ratio of numberdensities Seyfert

Is and 2s. Theunbiased [OIII] sample of both types of Seyferts would makeit possible to

give an answer. Inoue(1997 [68]) have used far-infrared lumincsities instead of O[III] and

suggest the local numberdensity of Seyfert 2s is larger than Seyfert Is

5.3.3 Spatial distribution of absorbing material

If weassumethe all Seyfert galaxies have similar spatial distribution of material around

the X-ray nucleus, the observed distribution of absorbing column can not be explained

by a simple model based on only a unifonn-density torus. For example, weassumeda
simple configuration of absorbing torus as showedin figure 44, and calculated the expected

distribution of column (figure 45). This modelhas a sharp peak in the expected column. To
explain the observed numberdistribution, weneedmorecomplicated absorber, for example,

optically thiker torus inside than outside.

The outside-thin option could be attributed to the envelope of the torus, while the

inside-thick absorber can be a torus itself or an accretion disk (e.g., an inner torus in

Maiolino and Rieke 1995[94]; the dual absorber in our rcsults of NGC2110)
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Fractions of solid angle are given as a function of colurnn density.

5.3.4 Thedepth of Fe Kedge

Wecompare the hydrogen equivalent column densities with iron column densities. The
hydrogen columndensities are determined from the low energy cutoffs of the hard compch
nents. Weget the iron column densities by fitting the hard componentwith a power-law
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and the iron K-edge at 7.11 keV (table 25). The hydrogen and iron column densities are

shownin figure 46 and are roughly consistent with the cosmic abundance: the numberratio

Fe/H=4.68 x 10-5 except for NGC2110.Thediscrepancy seen in NGC2110 is explained

by dual absorber (see the discussion for NGC2110).

Table 25: Depths of Fe Kedge

Source name

IC 5063

NGC4507

NGC1068

Mkn1210

(Mkn 1210)#

Mkn477

(Mkn477)#

NGC2110

PKSBl319-164

(PKSB1319-164)#

NGC7319

NGC4388

(NGC4388)#

Optical depth lron columndensity

TFe NF.(1019cm~2)

0.34(0.15-0.50)

0.64(0.5C~0.79)

0.34

1.39(0.05~2.17)

0.64

1.44

0.50

0.36(0.2~~0.47)

1.47(1.19-1.82)

1.90(1.57-2.34)

0.68(0.32-1.17)

0.37

1.2(O.~1.7)

2.3(1.8-2.8)

1.2

4.9(0.1-7.7)

2.3

5.1

1.8

1.3(O.g~1.7)

5.2(4.2~.4)

6.7(5.5-8.3)

5.4

2.4(1.1-4.1)

1.3

Hydrogen-equivalent column density*

NH(1023cm~2)

2.4(2.2-2.6)

3.8(3.5~L2)

0.10

2.3

2.0~1.4-2.8)

2.1

3.4(2.5~.6)

0.32(0.29-0.35)

7.6(6.4-8.9)

4.1(3.7-4.6)

3.3(1.1-4.7)

2.5(1.9-3.1)

3.7(3.3~4.2)

Note: Theedge energy was fixed at 7.ll keVat the rest frame of each source. Wecalculate the

iron column density from the optical depth by using NF. = TF*laF* K.dg., where aF*Kedge rs the

cross section of photoelectric absorption at the edge, 2.84 x 10-20cm~2

#: In the case of the photon index of the hard componentfixed at I .7

*: Fromtable 19 (a double power-law model) except for NGC1068. For NGC1068 weuse the

upper limit of NH 0.10 x l023 cm~2obtained by using the thermal plasma model for the soft

component, which is described in the individual source section
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Figure 46: NF* vs. NH
The hydrogen columu densities NHand the iron column densities NF* are from table 25. The

dashed lines showa relation for cosmic metal abundance, NF*/NH=4.68x l0-5

#: In the case of the photon index of the hard componentfixed at 1.7

5.4 Fe K Iine

5.4.1 Iog NHand equivalent width of iron line

Except Mkn463, NGC1808, and NGC1667, our targets showFe K Iines, whosecenter

energies are consistent with that of neutral iron. Figure 47 shows the correlation of the

equivalent widths (EWs) and the hydrogen equivalent column density (NH)inferred from

the low energy cutoffs. NGC1068 also have a broad feature around the narrow Fe K line,

which is attributable to the emission lincs from highly ionized iron. Here weconsider only

the narrow lines for comparisons to the other Seyfert 2s. NGC1068 has the EWand NH
consistent with the scattering model. Theother sources are explained by the FeKemission

from absorbing matter surrounding the central source except NGC2110. NGC2110needs

to be partially covered by absorber with NH- 1023Hatomcm~2 muchthicker than that

inferred from the low energy cut-off (Hayashi et al 1996[60] ). The relatively small EWsof

IC 5063 and NGC4507 implies that the absorbers are subtending in small angles.
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In manySeyfert Is, complexFeKfeatures havebeen reported, and are attributed to the

relativistic motion of possible accretion disks. Onthe other hand, Seyfert 2s in our sample

do not need the accretion disk as the Fe K emitter, since Fe K features of our targets are

well fitted with a narrow line. Theabsenceof the relativistic features can be explained by

the heavy absorption due to the accretion disk and the largely extended torus
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Figure 47: EWof Fe K Iine vs. Absorption column

Thedashedlines showthe relation betweenthe matter thickness NHand the Fe line Equiva-

lent width in the simple modelof isotropic radiation and uniform distributed matter (Inoue

1985[66]).

5.4.2 Emission line from warmiron

Twogalaxies, NGC1068andNGC6240 (Nakagawaet al. 1997 [117]), showHe-like and H-

like FeKain their X-ray spectra, as well as cold Fe Ka. Figure 48 showsa close view of the

X-ray spectrum for NGC1068. Theemission lines from He-like and H-1ike iron were clearly

detected. To produce H-like iron, ionization parameters (~ = L/nr2) must have values as

large as 1000, and the temperature of the photoionized plasma is about l06 K (Kallman
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and McCray1982 [75]). Since wealso detected cold iron, there maybe a twcFtemperature

plasma. Marshall et al. (1993 [96]) estimated the temperature of the plasma, and found to

be T= 2x l05 K for the warmcomponentand T= 4x l06 K for the hot component.

If this hot and warmplasmas are commonfor Seyfert 2s, scattered X-ray from the

plasmacontributes to the soft X-rays detected with ASCA.In fact, wefound that the soft

componentin several galaxies arises from AGNactivity

_ NGCI068SISO

o
>

'H

\ O
O(L)

~;CrD
~: lO
~S _O

o,H

cold iron

, He-like iron

-like iron

6 8
energy (keV)

~

lO

Figure 48: Fe line emission from NGCI068
This spectrum wasobtained with SISO.
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6 Conclusions

Weobserved several Seyfert 2galaxies with the SISs and GISsaboard the ASCAsatellite.

Thewide bandspectra ranging from 0.5 to 10 keVwereobtained for the first time. Wealso

obtained the ASCAspectra of starburst galaxies for comparison of the soft spectra with

those found in Seyfert 2galaxies

Themajority of the Seyfert 2galaxics showheavily absorbed spectra with Fe K Iines,

which supports the unified Seyfert theory developed with previous instruments. ASCA
provides newdata sets of hard X-rays with reduced fluxes for several Seyfert 2s

Vaiiabilities of the hard X-rays with time scales of - 5year are found which support

that the emitting region is compact. ThecomplexFeKfeature found in NGCI068indicates

the presence of photoionized plasmaof high ionization stages. This also confirms the unified

model of Seyfert galaxies.

In addition to the hard X-rays, wefound soft X-rays and determined that spectra more
precisely than any previous observations. Seyiert 2s with strong soft emission tend to

have steeper spectral slope. Therefore the previous results of the scattering efiiciency by

comparisons between the soft and hard X-ray fluxes would be overestimated.

The soft flux in Seyiert 2s generally exceeds (the soft excess) the integrated flux from

individual sources in the host galaxies, which is estimated by the empincal Lx - LFIR

relation found in spiral and starburst galaxies. Thus wesuggest two possibilities; either

significant fraction of soft X-rays is not attributable to starburst activities in Seyfert 2
galaxies, or the Lx - LFnt relation for starburst regions in Seyfert 2s maybe different from

that found in normal starburst galaxies with no Seyfert activity. For the former case, most
plausible origin is the scattering flux from AGN,although host galaxy origin such as hot

gas seen in early type galaxies maynot be excluded. NGCI068would be an unique case

belonging the latter case. For most Seyfert 2s in our sample, however, the spectral quality

is not yet sufficient to give conclusive results.

In the small fraction of Seyfert 2s, on the other hand, we found no significant soft

excess, which meansthe integration of individual sources can well account the most of the

soft X-rays.
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The O[III] A500_7flux of Seyfert 2 galaxies

Table 26: O[m] A5007flux of Seyiert 2galaxies

Source Name

NGC1068

Mkn3
Mkn573

Mkn477

1319-164

NGC3081

NGC4507

Mkn1210

IC 5063

NGC2992

NGC1386

NGC5643

Mkn463

NGC7212

Mkn34

Mkn78

Mkn1
NGC5252

Mkn533

NGC4388

TOL1351-375

1246-111
NGC5506

Mkn348

TOLOI09-383

[OIII] flux' Reference ASCAobservation Remark

2.
OOe-11

3.
47e-12

1.
58e-12

1.5le-12

1.
5e- 12

1.26e-12

1.
10e- 12

le-12

9.33e-13

9.12e-13

7. 94e-13
7. 94e-13
7. 24e-13
7. 08e-13
6.

76e-13
6.6le-13

6.03e-13

5.9e-13

4.90e-13

4. 79e-13
4.

79e-13
4.6e- 13

4.47e-13

4. 17e- 13

4.17e-13

2
2
2
2
3
2

10

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

NGC449

NGC7674

119
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Table 26: - Continued

Source Name

NGC7582

NGC4939

Mkn1388

Mkn270

NGC526A

1105-115

Mkn1066

Mkn273

Was49

MCG-5-23-16

Mkn1157

NGC6552

Mkn1073

NGC5135

UM16

NGC5728

NGC6890

Mkn176

Mkn612

TOL1238-364

NGC2110

1548-037

NGC1320

NGC4074

Fairall 188

[OIII] flux' Reference ASCAobservation Remark
3.47e-13

3.4e-13

2.9e-13

2.69e-13

2.
69e-13

2.4(~13

2.40~l3

2.40e-13

2.36e-13

2.29e-13

2.29e*13

2. 2e-13
2.19e-13

2.
19e-13

2.1e-13

1.
95e-13

1.91(~13

1.86e-13

l.82e-13

1.82e-13

1.
70e-13

1.6e-13

1.4le-13

1.3e-13

l.29e-13

2
l
3

2
3
2
2
4
2
2
8
2

3

2
2
2
2
2
3
2
3
2

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Composition, Sy2(NED)
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Table 26: - Continued

Source Name

NGC1358

Mkn198

Mkn917

NGC4968

1304-234

Mkn403

NGC5929

Circinus galaxy

1331-231

NGC7319

Mkn686

Mkn609

Mkn268

Mkn883

NGC1667

NGC7314

Mkn417

NGC6221

NGC7314

Mkn1457

Mkn1058

NGC5427

NGC3281

UM246

1524+007

[OIII] flux' Reference ASCAobservation Remark

1.
29e-13

1.26e-13

1.1e-13

1.00e-13

9.8e-14

9.4e-14

9.33t~14

8.3e-14

8.2e-14

7.8e-14

7.2e-14

7. 08e- 14

6. 76e- 14

6. 76e- 14

6. 76e-14

6.7e-14

6.6e-14

6. 17e- 14
6. 17e- 14

5.
9e- 14

5.62e-14

5. 5e- 14
5.

50e- 14

5.4e-14

4.6e-14

3

3
3
2
7
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

3

2
3

2
3
3

yes

yes

yes

1.95e- 11(Extenction corrected)

Syl, Syl.9(NED)
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Table 26: - Continued

Source NaJne

NGC1144

0450-032

Mkn622

NGC1410

NGC6221

NGC1672

NGC7743

Mkn955

Mkn266

NGC4922

NGC3185

Mkn993

NGC4501

NGC6240

NGC5273

NGC1433

TOL1028-301

NGC613

NGC6810

NGC1808

1329+022

NGC6300

NGC5128

Mkn938

NGC1241

[OIII] flux'

4.3e-14

4.0e-14

3.98e-14

3.8e-14

3.6e*14

3.6e- 14

3.4e*14

3.4e- 14
3.24e-14

3.1e-14

3.09e-14

3.0e-14

2.8e-14

2.6e- 14

2. 19e-14
2.1e-14

2.00e- 14

1.7e-14

1.

7e- 14

1.4e- 14

1.
4e-14

1.4e- 14

1.2e-14

1.1e-14

1.Oeh14

Reference

3
3
2
3

1

3
2
3
2
3
1
6
2

2
1
l

3

3
3

ASCAobservation

yes

yes

yes

Remark

Composite, Sy2(NED)

WeakSy2, Sy2(NED)

Composite, Syl or 2?

HII, Sy2(NED)

Type N, Sy2(NED)
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Table 26: - Continued

123

Source Name [OIII] flux' Reference ASCAobservation Remark

1423-116

0438-084

NGC5005

Mkn522

1305-241

Mkn957

NGC4945

Mkn308

IC 4870

ESO103-G35

ESO32-G2

NGC5674

NGC7172

NGC7496

8.6e-15

7. 7e- 15
7.5e-15

7.5~ 15

6.
5e- 15

3.2e-15

3
3
3
3
3
3
9
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

yes

yes

yes

yes

Noinfonnation on O[111]

Noinformation on O[III]

Noinformation on O[III]

Noinformation on O[III]

Noinformation on O[III]

Noinformation on O[III]

Noinformation on O[III]

Noinformation on O[III]

Note.

*: Theunit of [OIII]A5007 is erg s~1cm~2.

For a part of the sources, the degit numbersfor the [OIII] flux are limitted by those in

referred papers.
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B Ionization parameter

The ionization parameter is a ratio of ionizing photon density to particle density. This

parameter is derived from an equation on two successive ionization states, denoted in general

as Nand N+ in a photoionized plasma at ionization equilibrium
.

For simplicity, suppose

that weare dealing with hydrogen, Nwould be the density of neutral hydrogen atoms

(ground or excited states) and N+the density of protons. In a equilibrium, the numberof

recombinations per unit time is equal to that of ionizations per unit time, hence given as,

N+Nex a.v = NfvoOO4lrJua.(hv)~Idv., wherea. and av are the recombination cross section

and the absorption coefiicient for ionization
,

both in units of cm2per photons.

Weexpress the thrcshold energy for photons to ionize the atom to be vo• The term

41TJuav/hv is the numberof photons impinging in the unit volume containing Nwithin a
unit time, hencehas a unit of photons numbercm~2s~1; this term represent the photon flux,

hence. For a simple geometry where the continuum source is localized at a distance dfrom

the gas, weobtain Jv oc Lvd-2. Accordingly, weobtain the relation N+/Noc L./Ned2. The
right term represents the ratio of photon flux to matter density, and is caued the ionization

parameter. This parameter directly controls the ratio N+/N. Ionization ratio dependson
distance to the source, hence the distance can be determined from the observed ionization

equilibrium with a given source luminosity
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C ASCAspectra of Seyfert 2and Starburst galaxies
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NGC438asISO (In the NGC43'740ff data)
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D Glossary

Astro-D

ASCA
BBXRT
EXOSAT
FOV
GIS

HEAO
HRl

PSPC
ROSAT
SAA
SIS

SSS

Fourth JapaneseX-ray satellite (before lanch)

AdvancedSatellite for Cosmologyand Astrophysics (Formerly ASTRO-D)
Broad BandX-ray Telescope

Europian X-ray Observatory Satellite

Field of view

GasImaging Spectrometer

High Energy Astrophysics Observatory

High-Resolution Imager (Einstein and ROSAT)
Position-Sensitive Proportional Counter (Einstein and ROSAT)
R6ntogensatellit

Sourth Atlantic Anormaly

Solid-state Imaging Spectrometer

Solid State Spectrometer (Einstein)

NH
r
~
kT

Hydrogenequivalent columndensity

Photon index

Photoionization parameter (see Appendix B)
temperature in unit of energy (k is Boltzmannconstant)
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